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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY
R O. Box 10QIS, PaEa Alro, California 94304

NATHAN KARF
TcL: (415)4^1532

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
10th NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY
May 28 - Jone 1* 1577

Midland Hotel, Chicago, Illinois

MORNING SESSION, SATURDAY, HAY 2&

The 30th National Convention Q f the Socialist Labor Party

was called to order at 9:25 a.m. by the National Secretary,

Nathan Karp. After a brief Introductory statement, Comrade

Karp called for the election of a temporary chairperson.

Vito De Lisi (Florida) was elected temporary chairperson.

John T Neill (Ohio) was elected temporary vice chair-

person.

Josephine Clement (New Jersey) was elected temporary

recording secretary.

The following were elected a Credentials Committee: Rob-

ert Burns: (Ohio), Joseph Toth (Michigan), Edward Gross (Illi-

nois) .

The chairperson proposed that a committee of two constitute

the Comraittee on Order of Business. On motion* the number was

increased to four. The following were elected: Constance

Bloraen (Massachusetts), John O'Neill (Ohio), Stephen Emery

(California), Jules Levin (New Jersey).

A Tecess was declared to permit the Credentials Committee

and the Committee on Order of Business to prepare their reports*

The Credentials Cowrnittee reported 41 delegates present

representing the following states;



California (7) Richard Bell, Stephen Emery, Genevieve

GundersOH, Alan Karp. Stanley Karp , Jean Steiner, Edward tfi»k;

Connecticut (1) None elected; Florida (3) Vito De Ll.i
,
Mary

Kovach, Mathew Kovach; Illitioi* C« Doris Churchill, Louis

Fisher, Edward Gross; Indiana CD Jdm Morris; Massachusetts

(1) Constance Blomen {serving in place of fialph Erlandson) ,

Lawrence Gllfedder; Michigan (4) Frank Girard, John Sarkisian,

Joseph Toth, Richard Whitney; Minnesota CD *°™ Schelin;

Missouri t l] l^cille Geor E*£f; He* Jersey (S) Sidney Manchard,

Josephine Clement, Julius Levin; New York CO John Emanuel,

Barbara Graymcnt, Robert Kassi, Albert Mitch, & ernard Beit«s,

Edward S«iatek; Ohio (3) Robert Burns, Peter Kapiti, John

O'Neill! 0«g°" CD R°b"t Cain; Pennsylvania [3) Edna

Barnes, Joseph Sabato, George S. Taylor; Washington CO

Esther Trifonoff (serving in place of Henry JUUman], Stella

Propal; Wisconsin (1) Bruce Coiiini.

The committee reported that Doris Churchill and John

O'Neill did not have their credentials. Both «ere verified

D y the. National Secretary. The cmnitte* read a letter dated

May 23 from James Brining, New York State Committee, to the

National Secretary stating that the credentials of the six

delegates from New York had not been properly signed by the

chairperson but that Ernest Teichett's name (the chairperson)

had been filled in by Br inning. The committee read a letter

from the Hational Secretary dated Way ZS stating that an in-

vitation had been extended to Alan Sanderson, National Secre-

tary of the Socialist Labor Party of Canada, to attend the

convention; that the NBC Subcommittee had recommended he be

seated as a fraternal delegate to this convention and his ex-

penses be paid. The committee read a ™emo from the National

Secretary dated May It stating that Frank Prince of the Social-

ist Labor Party of Australia was visiting the convention and

that the convention may wish to consider whether or not he

should be invited to sit With the delegates as a guest ob-

seTver.

The Credentials Coraaiittee recommended that the above-
listed 41 delegates be seated* On motion, concurred in*

On nation, Alan Sanderson was seatedas fraternal delegate
from the Socialist Labor Party of Canada,

On mot ion
f
Frank Prince was seated with the delegates as

a guest observer.

The Committee on Order of Business recommended adeption
of the following order of business:

1. Organisation:

a. Election of permanent chairperson and vice

chairperson.

b, Election of permanent recording secretary*

C. Appointment of permanent sergeant at arms.

2. Report of the National Secretary to the 30th National

Convention*

3* Election of cotimi tTees, (Five nemhe-rs to be elected
to each committee.)

a. Committee on State of Organisation,

b. Committee on Staffing of National Headquarters*

c. Committee on Party Press and Literature,

d* Committee on Constitutional Matters.

e + Committee on Resolutions*

f. Other committees,

4, Roll call Of delegates For the introduction of reso-

lutions [for referral to appropriate committees),

5. Adjournment- -4 p.m,

G. Order of business for each day after the first day*

&i Election of chairperson and vice chairperson.

b. Roll call +
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c. Reading of minutes of previous session.

d. Unfinished business.

e. Report of eoramittees

+

f. Last half liouT o£ each afternoon session (except

final day): New business and introduction of

resolutions p

The chairperson recommended that Dori* Ballantyne and

Genevieve Gundcrson be appointed to serve on the Mileage Com-

mittee. On notion, concurred in.

A motion to adopt the ordeT of business was tended to

place M (roll call of delegates for introduction of resolu-

tions) before the election of committees- It was further amend-

ed that the roll call for resolutions include those received

through the National Office. Motion passed as amended.

On motion, the Mileage Committee was given full authority

to reimburse delegates for all expenses it considered juSti^

fied and instructed to submit a complete report to the conven-

tion-

Oil motion, Vito Be Lisi £ Florida] was elected chairperson

for the day.

On motion, Alan Karp (California] was elected vice chair-

person for the day.

The chairperson invited Frank Prince to be seated with

the delegates*

On motion, Genevieve Gunderson (California) was elected

permanent recording secretary.

On motion, Carol Coxxini wa? appointed assistant record-

ing secretary >

On notion, Robert Bills was elected permanent sergeant

at arms.

The National secretary be Ban to read the report to the 50th

National Convention, copies of which w„re handed to ,ach d.l«l>to.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY

NATHAN KATW
:-.: J r| l:ir>«l f-r, ::]j:

P. <X DdA 1001 8, Pate Aim, Califainia 94304

BEPQRT TO THE
30th NATIONAL CONVENTION
SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY

Tel.: 1415) 494-1532

May 28, 1977

Comrades:

In checking back through the NEC and convention reports

of the recent past, I noted that it has become almost custom-

ary to begin such a report by explaining why it will not be as

detailed and thorough as anight be hoped. But while the same

holds true for the report you are about to hear, there seams

to be no need for a special explanation.

with the letter of April 14 r each member of the Party be-

came aware of the circumstances prevailing at the national

headquarters and no doubt realized the restrictions they would

place on preparing a comprehensive report for the convention.

The e*it of the five staff members, recounted in that

letter, also obviously affected the nature of the problems

the convention would face. Their departure and the experiences

that led up to it, removed any doubt that the guarded optimism

expressed to the NEC last August would have to be abandoned*

At that time I had written "it is my belief that we have made

soma tangible progress with regard to cur national headquarters

staff, and for the immediate future at least t we should turn

our attention outward."

In the months that followed the exact opposite proved

true. We had grossly misjudged the competence and seriousness

of those who bad joined the headquarters staff and we found

our difficulties compounded instead of resolved. Though the

history of these events naad not be repeated here, the contents



Of the April 14 letter and the matters to which it relates

should properly be considered a part of this report.

In large measure these events have, in effect, put us

back to the point we faced at the < 76 convention. We are now

confronted with both a need to restaff the headquarters and to

address deep-rooted problems in the field. We cannot afford

the l^ury of dealing tfith one and putting aside the other.

in fact, if there ia one major lesson to be learned frOP

the last convention and the event* that followed—both at the

national headquarters and in the field-it is that theee two

problem* are inseparably intertwined, afld must be treated ac-

cordingly-

Admittedly, this la easier said than done. At the last

convention, the question of staffing the headquarter* was

largely separated from the political and organizational prob-

lems that were tackled on the floor and in committee- The

delegates found no effective way of wrestling with the Staff

situation and it was lately left to the National Secretary

as a 'question of personnel**

To some extent this is understandable, since many dele-

gates had expressed difficulty in making the necessary judg-

ments about competence, availability, work detail* and the

other natters involved- But our experience has shown that re

staffing the national headquarters and thoroughly resolving

the broader political and organisational question* that will

com up at this convention are intimately related, and their

connection must always be kept in mind.

Whatever problems the convention leaves unresolved, such

as the question of editorial authority, or the existence of

important political differences, or major tactical considera-

tions, inevitably will return to affect the operation* of the

headquarters StafC arsd the Weekly People, This is especially

true when major changes or new departures are being wade, fia

was the case in 191$*

in

ftccent experience has also shown how unsatisfactory it

is to leave the staffing of the headquarters completely out-

side of collective organizational considerations or to simply
pick whichever comrades raise their hands. I say this without
in any way minimizing the importance of members stepping for-

ward and offering their services, or the gratitude the tarty
owes to all those who have bo responded in recent weeks. But

the tendency to take a narrow "administrative" approach to

staffing the headquarters, a tendency that is strengthened
when only a few comrades make themselves available, too often

pays insufficient attention to the context in which they will
have to work.

At the very least it is important that the convention and

the membership clearly map the basic political and organiza-

tional direction they want the staff to follow* And in light

of the recent past, it is also incumbent on the convention to

take steps to make sure that its decisions, if endorsed by

referendum! are put into effect.

There is still another reason why the convention must

directly consider the staff situation, in the event that it

is not possible to mobilize an adequate staff to maintain the

previous level of activity, the convention wlil have the res-

ponsibility Of redefining the nature and scope of the national
headquarters Operation.

As you already may have guessed from these opening remarks,

this 30th National Convention of the SLP, if it ia to be a

success in any sense, will necessarily be a working convention.

Both its deliberations and its conclusions will need to be con-

crete and decisive. The crisis which has been unfolding in

the Party for quite a few years has now como to a head.

Unfortunately, at thi* point 1 have neither the time nor

the energy to retrace the aspects of the Party's generalized
crisis Or to re-present them in light of the latest develop-
ments. The best I can do is refer the delegates again to past
reports, and especially to the 1*7*5 convention report, which

n



ia my view continue* t= ta tl» beat comprehensive ascription

Of tb, g«*»l context. I ur,. yo„ ,11 to recorder the anal-

gia put forth in the *7« »»v«ti«. report .1 . way of reor-

ienting ¥our«l*» 1?>1« to tb. problems we are about to

tackle.

I »uEpe =t that many of us are a bit "crisis-weary ." 1

know this i* true of us at nation,! headquarters whe« tb.

Party' 5 difficulties ha™ appearea as a .«U. of crl*« ««***

by an i^ediacy and severity that may «* b* a 5 avi^nt in the

field. But ratter than dwell o. t* negative aspects « search

fox new rhetoric, which none of »s should —d *" mot vat .on,

I think it best to proceed as quickly « po»iM« W the bu 6l-

ness jt hand.

Therefore in the following P«g«, I ta* tried to ""^

available a certain .inlmw of information and analysis which

seems absolutely essential for the cmvention'- work, >*«la.

it i. far fro™ a collate picture. Certain portions ™ay even

BeC. purlin, for the ^nt for they refer to <™*-«"
isgue 8 that you will receive, yet are not integrated into the

Lport. 1 revest ycur patience on that score. As you attest

to follow the development, you can be assured that whatever

fflay see. incomplete on first reading will b™^^
once the convention's wort gets fully under way an* all the

important questions and related ^teriaL are put before you.

What this brief report attempt, to do 1. supply two com-

ponent parts whioh are necessary to get a parspective on the

Lrrent state of organisation. The first part xs a quantita-

tive picture of the **. or organisation, a region by region

reView of the Party which outlines in bareboned um its Pres-

;t onditlon. *«*h it *» omit ™ny speoifios and even sc^e

^rtant details, it necessarily focuses on the problems we

face. Delegates fro* each of the regions toy have nore to

*d. but I believe this general overview will give us a common

starting point. It should also clear away any residual U

S thafcur situation is improving or will reverse itself.

12

While the first portion attempts a quantitative survey

,

the second portion Of the report focuses on a qualitative evalu-

ation of the state Of Otgan iEatioiu By this I mean an over-

view of the raajor political and substantive organisational

problems confronting the Party. It should not come as a sur-

prise to any delegate that there are serious disagreements

within the Socialist Labor Party today, which must be addressed

by this- convention*

The: report does not attempt to draw all the connections

between this two-sided picture of the organization and the

headquarters situation. 'Nor does it offer a full context for

putting the entire picture in perspective, in large measure

that will be one of the tasks of the convention.

Rather it is a working document t prepared under lees than

favorable circumstances, and doing its best to cut quickly to

the heart of the matters we must confront and tafce steps to

resolve*

At this point » the National Secretary stated that the

report would deal with internal Party matters and the conven-

tion should decide whether or not to go into cxctutivi! session

A motion to go into executive session was defeated.

The National Secretory continued reading the report.

13



STATE OF QRGflNI EATIQM—

I

In Region Wo- 1, «hich comprises the si* New England statee,

we have four sections-South Norwalk, Co**-J Boston, Lynn and

Waltham, Mass* —with a total of 3ft members.

Some 30 years ago, Section Boston alone bad 31 members

and the total SLP meiribership in the region was 137, All the

sections were relatively active, conducting lectures, holding

socials, running campaigns, distributing leaflets and mating

regularly.

Today comparatively little such activity is conducted In

th* region. Section Boston even has difficulty a good deal of

the time getting a quorum for section meetings. The organizer

wrote recently* *wa have had soma difficulty holding regular

section meetings. However, with improved weather conditions

we hope to solve that problem-" All indications of the past

few years are that this is an optimistic view. The difficulty

in holding meeting*—that is meetings with a quorum-stems from

more than the weather. The membership is small, sever*! marc-

hers are up in years, few live within the city of Boston, etc

A majority of the members in the region aro up in years

and a number of them are physically incapable of doing rcuch

SLP work. Section So. Norwalk, for example, was entitled to

send a delegate to this convention, hut no member of the section

could accept the post. The same thing happened last year.

in recent years, Section Lynn was the most active of the

four sections- During the past year, however, the section has

been wracked by controversy and dissension. Members of long

standing revealed an almost total lacfc of understanding of both

organisational and parliamentary procedure. The section was

badly spliti personality clashes intensified. Inevitably, its

activity suffered greatly.

M

I mention the developments in Section Lynn because they

re fleet in large measure the weak state of the organisation.

A positive factor in the region is the work being done

by our small group of members in Rhode Island.

It is fair to say that with such incidental exceptions

the only work being done in the region for months now Is the

work being done by Comrade Connie Blom&n who is employed by

the National Office.

To an* up: The Socialist Labor Party in Region No, 1 lfl

in terrible shape. A regional meeting arranged by the NEC mem-

ber to discuss the 197G NEC proceedings and related Party mat-

ters last November was attended by 13 members- A similar

meeting last month was attended by 14 members. That Speaks

for itself. One must conclude that unless we can attract new

members fairly SOOn , the SLP will disappear from the New Eng-

land scene entirely before too long*

Region No. 2 consists of the state of New York* There

ore eight sections in that state including the newly organized

Section Ulster County in the Hudson Valley ares* They are*

Erie County, Jamestown, Kings County, Monroe County, New York,

Onondaga County, Oneida County and Ulster County. Three of

the He sections—Jamestown, Monroe Co, and Oneida Co. "have
fewer than the constitutionally required number of members

and are functioning under the authority of the MEC. In fact,

Jamestown has only two members.

The total membership in the state is down to 69. In the

mid- and late forties, there were nine solid sections and five

federation branches in the state with a total membership of 250.

Every section was active and mOSt r if not all, of the branches

were involved in the general SLP activity*

The situation is far different today. Activities through-

out the state are greatly reduced, in 197fi r the peak atten-

dance at the stats convention was 27. No ballot effort was made

||



during the 1976 national campaign year. *™n« t"9 reaeonB

given wera; "We do not have anyone to draw up a nominating

Petition" and "We *> «* hava sufficient manpower to district

the nanea and P =cPerly prepare petitions tor filing." There

waB evan difficulty getting aaiaaone to serve as oanp-i*« trea-

surer, iuet aa .acre recently there «.. aiMLclty gating ««-

one to accept the pot of state secretary. The pest was finally

filled when Comrade Jama.. P. Brinning agreed to serve in it-

M this report was being prepared, however, we learnod indLr-

«tlv that Comrade Brinning -was M.ignlnq." We have no offi-

cial word to that effect, although we have been wondering why

we have received no report of the He* YorK State Convention and

pre-conv«ntlcn banquet which Were held two weeks ago at this

writing.

Further illustrating the problems in this Legion was the

April 22, 1977 letter from the Hew York City Campaign Comitw

to the two Greater New York sections reporting the April X7

city convention at which art SLP slate was nominated for this

year's Hew York City mayoralty campaign- As the campaign

committee put it. "We had great difficulty in finding three

candidates tor our City ticket, and tt»m «ttl«d en John

Emanuel, for Mayor* Aaron rt. Orange, rot President of the

Council! Samuel Klein, for Controller."

Last year th. annual winter lecture series sponBCrad

jointly by the two New York City sections was reduced to a

total of three lepras, All =« a* we know, these were the

only three winter lectures held in M-W York state* By com-

parison, back in 194S there were a total of 23 lecture and

17 fifteen-minute radio broadcasts in that at .fa. during th,

"winter season* of January, February and March,

TO sum «> Although the overall activity in Region No. 2,

particularly leaflet distribution, is probably greater then in

wt other regions, it is far from what it was or could be

considering the area and it is -teadiiy dropping at the member.

get older and decrease in number.
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There are seven sections in Region Ho. 3 with a total of

83 members, The amotions arc; Camden County, Monmouth County

and Passaic County, Hew Jersey? Alleghany County, Dauphin County,

Greensbur<j and Philadelphia* Pa, The memberships in Dauphin

Co. and Gxeensburg are below the constitutional minimum and

both function under the authority of the NEC. Section Dauphin

Co. has difficulty meeting regularly* Sections Camden Co. and

Monmouth Co-, whose memberships are above the required minimum,

also have difficulty periodically getting a quorum for their

business meetings*

Some 30 years ago P there were ten sections and two feder-

ation tranches in the region with a total of about 150 members.

All the sections were active both in and out of campaigns.

In recant years, despite special efforts by active mem-

bers particularly in Sections Allegheny Co- r Camden Co* ,
Passaic

CO- and Philadelphia, the overall picture in the region ia not

unlike that in regions one and two. The differences are in

degree, But membership attrition continues*

The problems and difficulties created by increased ballot

restrictions ate exacerbated by the fact of decreased human re-

sources to mast them with, The results are fatal. In 197£,

the Pennsylvania SLP did not make the ballot effort. The mem-

bers were convinced they could not meet the requirements.

The Mew Jersey SLP is alio having its share of problems.

This year* despite two efforts to date, the state committee Is

still one member short. The attendance at the 19-77 New Jersey

Statu Convention was either 13 or IS* Both figures have been

reported- It matters little which is actually correct as far

as indicating the state of organisation is concerned

.

It should be kept in mind that like in ftagion No. 2, we

are here talking about a region that may be described as one

of the "stronger" SLP regions with a number of very dedicated

and active members*

17



I

The state of Michigan ie Region No. ** There are four

sections, consisting of 76 members* in the mid-forties, there

was only one flection in the State* But there also were three

federation branches, ^rhe total membership of those four sub-

divisions was 140-

The four current sections are Grand Rapids (whose member-

ship is below the constitutional minimum), Pontiac, Washtenaw

County and Wayne County*

Until it was shaken up by personality conflicts and internal

dissension last summer, section Grand Rapids was consistently

active and doing good work. "The conflict and dissension led

to the loss of five members (four resigned and one was trans-

ferred for the good of all concerned) * Inevitably, the section*

s

activities suffered.

Section PontiaC's activity is primarily that of conduct-

ing fund-raising affairs. The organizer recently wrote that

the average age of the section's membership is "above the 60

mark and is not likely to improve In the near future***

Section Washtenaw county's activity appears to be limited

to fund-raising and operating eight or nine newsstands in Ann.

Arbor,

The roost active section is Section Wayne County, Its

principal activities are Leaflet distribution and fund-raising.

But as the organizer recently reported, the section does little

in such activities as study classes and lectures. The reasons

he gave were poor headquarters location and a reluctance to

spend money for lecture and atutfy class space in better loca-

tions.

For years the Michigan members succeeded in the difficult

task of getting the Party's ticket on the ballot during state

and national campaigns. As the members grew older and their

number decreased, the effort to gather the necessary signatures

became more and more arduous. Last year the state drastically

increased the difficulties that minor parties must overcome to

qualify for the Michigan ballot. The Michigan SU at its re-

cent convention concluded it hasn't the human resources to do

16

so. Thus, the ballot effort will not be made for the first

time in many years*

Incidentally j following what appears to be a trend at

all SLF state conventions this year, the attendance at the

Michigan convention was down to 33, a drop of one-third from

last year's attendance. In short, in this state, too, the

Party is losing the battle Of attrition.

Region No* 5 presents a truly discouraging picture. There

are six sections in this region—two in Indiana and four in

Ohio, with a total membership of 57* The two sections in Indi-

ana are in very bod shape, Section Evansville has only four

members. Only one member lives in Evansvilla. The organizer

lives about 120 miles east of Evansville. The other two mem-

bers live about 120 miles north of Evansville. Meed more be

said?

Section St. Joseph County has eight members. All of them

are well over the age of retirement. One is bed-ridden* Another

is well into his ao's with eye problems. Four go regularly to

Florida each winter, so there are four or five months when no

section meetings are held and only two members are available

for any Party activities. AIL of which reduces the chances of

rebuilding the Party in that state to a minimum.

Though the number of members in Ohio is somewhat greater

than in Indiana, the outlook for the Party's future in the

State is not really that much more promising* Activities in

Steubenville arc minimal due in large measure to the age of

the members* Section Dayton also has problems that Limit its

activities on a consistent basis. One Is the distances that

separate the members. Some live in Cincinnati, 50 miles or so

to tha south; others 70 miles or so to the northeast in the

Columbus area.

Akron and Cleveland are the two largest sections with a

combined membership of 30, A majority of them are in their

60 's and 70' s. They, too, are spread out in the surrounding



suburbs and towns* Few live in either Akron or Cleveland,

section Cleveland, for example, was unable to enter the 1977

Cleveland mayoralty elections because there is no SLP member

residing in Cleveland who could serve as the candidate* Nor

did it believe that its 13 members could muster the physical

capabilities to gather the necessary 3,000-plufl signatures re-

quired to get on the ballot even if a candidate was available.

Aside from sporadic leaflet distribution and an occasional

lecture, the primary activity is fund-raising socials* Even

these present a problem and there is growing talk of merging

Sections Akron and Cleveland*

This is the state of SLF organization in a region where

about 30 or so years ago there were 13 sections and three fed-

eration branches whose membership totaled 160.

*

Region No* 6 includes the states of Minnesota and Wisconsin.

in the late 1940* a, there were six sections and two federation

branches in these two states with a total of 117 members*

Today there are only three sectional-Sections Milwaukee,

Minneapolis and St. Louis County (Duluth) * The total member-

ship is down to a mare 49* This includes the addition of six

new members in Section Minneapolis within the Iftflt several

months. While this increase is encouraging It cannot be con-

sidered a trend in the region* The overall Party membership

in the region is still only 42 percent of what it was in the

mid-forties. As elsewhere, a high proportion of the members

are over 60, At least 23 of the 4S are listed on the member-

ship reports as "retired-" There are a number of additional

members who though still working are of, or past retirement

age. I need not spell out the implications of these facte,

unless the growth in Minneapolis continues and the same begins

to happen elsewhere in the region.

a

Region Ho. 7 presents a very worrisome picture. In the

lata forties , there were si* sections and five federation

branches with a total of 141 members* Today there are only

20

four sections—Cook County {Chicago), Peoria and Rockford*

Illinois and St. Louis, Mo. The membership totals only 55*

In the large industrial state of Illinois we have only

19 members- in the forties, we had close to 50 members in

Section Cook County alone. At least 21 of the present 2$ mem-

bers in Illinois are retired. And, as in Region No. 6 and

elsewhere, there are additional members in their 60" s who are

still working.

The following figures are also significant. Only 18 mem-

bers attended the recent Illinois State Convention. Even more

recently, only 13 members attended the general membership meet-

ing called to discuss the April 14 letter from the national

office.

It should also be noted that Section Rockford has only

three members. If it were permitted to lapse* the Illinois

State Committee would very likely soon have to be disbanded,

since the state would no longer have the required minimum of

three sections.

To put It mildly, the SlP situation in this region is not

very reassuring either, unless we can reverse what has been

the trend for years.

n the surface Region HO- S appears to be one of the

stronger areas. There are five sections with a total of 96

members. This is down from the six sections and two branches

with 143 members in the forties.

We were never able to make the ballot in California. Mow

we can no longer make it in Arizona and Colorado either, even

though the latter state only requires 5,000 signatures. Sec-

tion Denver's membership is only four, three of them retired.

They could hardly be expected to gather 5,000-pluB signatures.

They desperately need reenforcements, if the SLP is to survive

there*

The activities of the Phoenix SU Group are down because

some of the members have died; others are older and physically
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unable to do the work they used to do. The ballot requirements

are now far beyond their capacity, It's another case of attri-

tion taking a steady toll*

Sections Oakland and San Francisco are badly In need of

new blood. Oakland's membership is down from 3 J to 16j San

Francisco's from 26 to 16. I doubt whether there A» a total

of ten members under 60 in the two eections.

Section Los Angeles also has its problems related to the

high proportion of members who are in their GO'e and 70 n h.

Well over half its 39 memfaera are in that age category*

Section Santa Clara County ia composed primarily of mem-

bers employed at national headquarters. Naturally what happens

at national headquartera affects the flection' a activities, and

the lateet developments have affected them adversely.

*

Region NO, 9 embraces nine states but there are only two

sections in the region— one each in Oregon and Washington.

There is one national member-at-large In Alaska.

Section Portland, Oregon has IS members. Section Seattle

has 24—making a total of 42 members in the two states, in

the 1940'

a

f there were sia sections and one federation branch

in these two states with a total of S3 members.

Currently both sections are making determined effortn to

build themselves up. It's an uphill battle. And again one

of the factors is that well over half the members are over 60.

*

Region NO, 10 also has only two sectiona—Greater Miami

end St. Petersburg, with a total of 45 members. Both consist

primarily of members who have moved to Florida after they re-

tired. Agitational activities are understandably minimal.

Their main activity is fund-raising.

To recap the state of organization

t

We have 45 sections and a total membership of Only 666,

This total includes the national lasmbers-at-larga. In nine
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sections the number of members is below the constitutional

minimum.. There ate no federation branches.

We have State committees in eight states. In two (Illi-

nois and Pennsylvania), they will exist only as long as the

undermanned sections are permitted to function by authority

of the NEC.

*

Speaking of the state of organization, it is relevant to

give some attention to the 1976 national campaign. Hot for

the purpose of presenting the usual resume and statistical

review in which we generally pinpointed the highlights, noted

some of the "failures," and drew lessons for guidance in future

campaign planning, etc. for such purposes, the following re-

ports of the 1976 campaign are available* If it is thought

desirable, they can, and upon instruction to that effect, they

will be included in the published proceedings of this conven-

tion, although in our present situation I question the justifi-

cation of incurring the cost of doing so. The reports in ques-

tion »!
The final report of the campaign manager.

• The campaign committee's final report on radio

and tv time.

a The campaign committee.' final report on the

school mailing,

• The final report of our presidential candidate.

• Tha final report of our vice presidential candidate

• The vote summary*
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A copy of each of the above » ".Hi*. »•»' i£ ^^
My reason <0* «U1M **-«« to the »7i"^^

paign at this Poi^. 1- th* ««" to which the experiences ^

tbat campaign de^natrate the serious shortage Of human »-

r^HLL a,a8tiC*ny 114*- «- »**'* "»»iw to
;*

;

about white it can <* In the Mm*
TO put th. ratter succinctly w* aid «* »«"• * ^^ lm"

preseL, showing « P0Utl«i P«ty in th- i 9 7 £ ,^
;;L True we **Pected that WT6 would be one of the

campaign. True, ««P«
tollot aceesa

toughest campaigns ever, that we wouia n
.

difficulties than in th* past, that the new federal (and state)

™ In expense U» would create additional *««« **.

e™ It iWt th.t w. .««W things to turn out a badly

as they did. we managed to get « tha ballot in only ten

IteS four in Which we bid «. Stat* organisation to conduct

I campaign and therefore «« expect Ohiy minima! r-1f

.

th* less than 11,000 vote* endltrt to our national ticket,

1 rlu* doubts as to whether w* can a-»t

SI or elective «*^" * «» «*« **"» ln

Tidaven
«ates. m fact, it i. questionable whether we ahouid eve,

try in most cut-**

The initial reaction at national headquarter* to the

M*JSai vote a. reported in the capitalist press «-

given in the ELP Newsletter aa follows

i

•w. think it goes without aaying that every

Party member should carefully -i^h the implica-

tions of the results. Some Patty ambers, *« ex-

ample, felt the serious picture of the Party * prob-

lems presented at the 1976 convention was overstat-

ed. If any -till do, they might give ««ful con-

sideration to thi. unmistakable sign of a dec Ine

in cur capacities. Though it 1. not cause for undue

alermism, it U cause for sober reflection.
-

W

However, "sober reflection- since then, coupled with other

developments and indications of decline In Our human resources

cause » to conclude that there 1> indeed causa for alarm. Of

the ten atate* in which ve did get on the ballot in 1976, two-

Michigan and Washington-airsady have enacted changes in their

election laws that will make future ballot access by th* SLP

in its present state well-nigh impossible. M noted elsewhere,

the Michigan organisation at its recent state convention already

baa concluded that, for the first time in decades, it is im-

possible for it to successfully make the ballot effort for the

197$ Michigan atate campaign.

I'm sure that I need not belabor the negative effects on

the Party's already all-tco-limited e«Pcaure of being unable

to get o» the ballot in states like New )Te*fc, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Washington, Oregon, Connecticut, Massa-

chusetts, to mention just the more populous of the nation's

industrial states.

It may be only a matter of time, too, before we may have

to add the atatea of Illinois, Wieconaln and poaoibly even

Hew Jersey to the list Of impossibles. There have been efforts

in recent yeare to make things tougher for minority parties in

the two latter states. Sooner or later, if past experiences

i» other states mean anything, they will be successful. Pven

if such successes by the politician are delayed or frustrated

somehow, however, our own diminishing resources in those states

will result in preventing us from gaining a place on th* ballot,

that will have further adverse effects upon the Party's national

campaign efforts. A» Comrade tevin observed in his report .t

the end of th* campaign:

"The fact that the Party appeared on only ten

state ballots was a stigma and weakness that follow-

ed me throughout the tour. In every press conference

the question came up and waa likewise asked in vir-

tually every interview. The question presented a

perfect opening to expose the role of the political

state and th* capitalist need for greater repression



In their control of society. However, many reporters

ate quite astute and how can wo give an Impressive

answer to [the question] 'How can the other minority

parties get on in many more states?

'

"Moreoever, m Comrade Levin noted* "I's sure

there were many opportunities that didn't material-

ize because of out poor ballot showing, I'm not

aware of what specifically can be done except to em-

phasize that it is a most serious problem ajid one

that should receive serious consideration by the

Party well before the next campaign,

"

Our vice presidential candidate r Comrade Connie Blomen,

also called attention to the ballot problem in her final re-

port. "If the SLP does run a campaign Ta future national cam-

paign, that is]," she wrote, "it S-9 imperative that we get on

the ballot in somewhere around 13 states in order to be consid-

ered national candidates with a * right' to TV and radio net-

work equal time."

Twenty- five years ago, in 1S52, was the last time the

Party's national ticket was Oh the ballot in as many as IS

states. In fact, in that year the number of states was 23, a

record for the slp. By 196B, it was down to 13 r in 1972 , it

was 12; and then the low of 10 last year.

It is true that there is no dearth of obstacles that a

minority party must overcome to make the ballot in many states*

But it is also true that as far as our Party is concerned our

present lack of human resources is in large measure responsible

for oar Inability to make a respectable ballot showing. For

it cannot be denied that other minor parties have succeeded,

and continue to succeed t in getting their tickets on the ballot

in increasing numbers of states, including states where the

signature requirements and other difficulties have increased.

The SLF*a inability to do likewise damages us immeasurably.

Unfortunately, in most instances where the SLP ballot

effort has been abandoned because the demands exceed our organ-

ization's capacity, there baa been no substantial compensating

increase in other activities that would hold out the hope of

augmenting our resources in a reasonably foreseeable future*
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STATE OF ORGANIZATION—II

A purely quantitative picture of the state of organisation p

instructive as it is, is insufficient to fully describe the

current situation. It is necessary to have a qualitative, po-

litical evaluation as well. This has been all too often neg-

lected in the past. Our problems are such that political ana

ovariinational unity cannot be taken for granted-

We don f t doubt that all SLP members could agree on the

definition of our goal. We struggle for the overthrow of cap-

italism and for a socialist society in which the state has been

replaced by the self-organized industrial government of workers,

the wageE system is abolished, where class divisions have been

overcome, and where production is cooperatively and democrat-

ically organized for social use. Moreover, in the tradition

Of Marx, Engels and De Leon, we realize that each a society is

an historical necessity that can only be instituted through

the revolutionary political and economic organization of the

proletariat.

we do not Wish to understate the importance of this basis

for agreement which binds u3 together and defines our Party's

reason for existence. It is the anchor from which we cannot

move-

But neither this agreement, nor our Party's long history,

has prevented new and sharp divi Bions from emerging on basic

questions, including precisely how to translate our objective

into practical, political activity. We can no longer avoid

facing the fact that today the Socially Labor Party is divided

to a degree that threatens its existence. However much we

might desire to c-vereorae our differences with appeals for unity

or for a closing of our ranks, we will not be able to paper

over these disagreements. We must make them explicit, bring

then out into the open, and thoroughly debate their substance

and implications.

2fl

The convention and the membership must then democratically

determine which views and tendencies have majority support;

which are acceptable minority positions within an overall con-

text of basic agreement; and which, if any, are differences

that cannot be reasonably contained within the organization.

If we are to resolve this problem without destroying our

already weakened SLP we must be extremely careful. On the one

hand, we must avoid false shows of unity that dissolve as soon

as the convention adjourns and which actually hasten disinte-

gration* The experience of the "76 convention is convincing

evidence of that. On the othex hand, we must avoid any super-

ficial, bureaucratic or purely administrative proposals to

nsilence™ opposing groups*

The Party needs a principled debate whose fairness and

integrity is not subject to question. Only then can we arrive

at a clearly understood agreement on the political strategy,

the organisational norms and the tactical approach that will

guide the SLP from this point On. And only when those conclu-

sions are embodied in unambiguous statements will we have a

firm- and lasting basis for overcoming our present difficulties*

To those who may contend that this will create divisions

in the Party, we have to answer that the divisions already

exist*

Those who feel we should maintain our present precarious

status quo and keep up a front while the internal debate con-

tinues must realize that this was Our strategy and hope for

at leaet the past four years- It has failed. Hot only has it

become impossible to maintain the outer shell of apparent

unity P
as before, but such a course has done little to resolve

the problems or to move us .forward.

Some who disagree with recently made Party decisions have

continued to contest their legitimacy and have sabotaged them

in practice. Others dissatisfied with organizational practices

have unilaterally adopted their own. And there are still ele-
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merits in the Party bending all their efforts to obstructing

any new advance and working overtime to take us two steps

back for every one forward.

To ignore these developments would1 be to fool ourselves

without resolving anything. To escape from the impasse and

try to move forward, it is necessary, perhaps even overdue

,

to draw up on paper those lines of division which already

exist in fact*

What follows, then, is our assessment of the broadly de-

fined "tendencies 11 which exist in the SLP today* We think

this is the best way of getting directly to the heart of the

problems we face* Rather than "shadow-boxing" with the mani-

festations of existing divisions* we should address those di-

visions directly and at their roots.

Our reading of the situation is obviously affected by

our vantage point, whether it is- shared by other members re-

mains to ha seen. But it 1 s an assessment that materially

affects the way we view the Party crisis and the chance a of

overcoming it* For this reason alone it needs to be set forth

here*

With very few exceptions, and much to the detriment of

Party debate in recent years, most members have not put forth

their views on the Party's Organization*! and political crisis

in a coherent* definitive fashion. (The reasons for this

run deep and a look into them might tell us a good deal about

how we arrived at this juncture after more than eight and a

half decades. Put at the moment, such an investigation is a

luxury we can't afford,}

Because of this fact, any assessment of existing tendencies

in the Party must be largely deduced from the general pattern

of Party activity, the partial and often indirect responses to

certain Party issues, the referendum votes, and similar indi-

cations of opinion. This obviously means it will lack the de-

gree of clarity it might have had if each group had produced

3ft

complete statements* Nevertheless we think it's, possible and

necessary to discern the following groups with more or less

unified views:

X. A group based in Sew York City which has uniformly

opposed all proposals to change the Party's course.

The New York group does not include every member of the

two Greater New York sections , hut it obviously includes a

majority of those who attend the sections' meetings and issue

their statements.

After more than a year of smoldering dissension, opposi-

tion and hostility, this group has finally produced several

documents for submission to this convention which define its

views quite clearly. They represent an attempt to negate re-

cent steps to change certain of the Party* s policies and urge

a wholesale return to the policies and practices of a decade

ago*

Specifically this group has opposed the Party's reversal

on the Indochina war, its reaffiraatien of support for prole-

tarian internationalism end anti-imperialist struggles abroad,

It opposed the resolution on Portugal* a number of the consti-

tutional amendments enacted by the last convention, the anal-

ysis of the state of organization set forth in the '76 conven-

tion report, and the resolutions on the NEC and on Party

positions adopted hy that convention and ratified by the

membership! It has also opposed the removal of the constitu-

tional barriers to union work and seems to oppose the lifting

Of the prohibition on demonstrations*

In more general terms, this tendency denies that the

Party* s current crisis is in any way connected to our past the-

oretical, practical or organizational activities. In fact,

it considers the suggestion that the Party's problems are tied

to past mistakes to be an opportunist attack on the Party's

integrity* Consistently, this group presents itself as the

chief defender of the SLP's Marxist-Be Lec-nist character*
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Though the center of this tendency is clearly in New

York, we believe there is a degree of support for its views

elsewhere, particularly in the Bay Area.

In the past the views represented by the New York group

also had strong support at the headquarters and national lev-

els* This gave the positions they have advanced an appearance

of strength [indeed an aura of orthodoxy) that they no longer

command. Not only do the Party' s national bodies no Longer sub-

scribe to such views, but the recent actions of the majority

of the membership in rejecting them suggest that they were

not deeply held throughout the Party as & whole.

Nevertheless the New York group considers the rejection

of its positions as tantamount to abandoning Marxism and calls

for their readoption in the name of restoring the Party's

"purity."

The full extant of our disagreement with this tendency

will undoubtedly surface in the debate over the documents they

have submitted, But we have already formed some very definite

conclusions about what this group represents*

In our view, the ^New York" tendency has embraced and

consolidated! nearly everything that ha3 been incorrect in

past Party practice. They have shown themselves incapable of

explaining the current situation in the organisation or its

roots* They are intent on preserving certain idealist concep-

tions Of themselves and the Party, while defending the past

with a mast Inadequate set of cliches.

They have failed to recognize what many other Party mem-

bers have come to understand in recent years t namely, that

dogmatism and sectarianism can be every bit as fatal to a

revolutionary party as reformism and opportunism. They have

been unable to see the need to Steer equally clear of both

dangerous paths . They have embraced dogmatism, and sectarianism

while labeling every attempt to avoid their mistakes as re-

formism and opportunism.
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So as not to be misunderstood, it is necessary to briefly

explain what we mean by these terms, although it's a commentary

in itself that the critique of reformism and opportunism is

widely acknowledged, while the analysis of dogmatism and sectar-

ianism is largely a dead letter. Too often these latter terms

have been dismissed out of hand as slanderous charges rather

than, seen as two of the many problems a revolutionary party

must face, and which our party faces at this moment.

Engels succinctly defined the problem of dogmatism when

he wrote of those who "have not understood how to use their

theory as a lever which could set the American masses in mo-

tion; they do not understand the theory themselves for the

most part and treat it in a doctrinaire and dogmatic way, as

something which has got to be learnt off by heart but which

will then supply all needs without much more ado. To them it

is a creed not a guide to action*" (Nov. 29
r
1886*)

Even if we have used other words to describe it, we are

all familiar with the manifestations of such dogmatic thinking.

How often have we seen the premises of socialist theory

treated in a "doctrinaire and dogmatic way" as if the repeti-

tion of a few catch phrases were sufficient to explain the most

complex problems? How often have the great Marxist works been

used as something "to be learnt off by heart," as if once com-

mitted to memory we would have a set of fixed conclusions

which "Will then supply all needs without much more ado*"

These attitudes are some of the most common and most

harmful ways of denying the importance of keeping our theoret-

ical understanding up to date and for failing to thoroughly

study and analyze history as it unfolds. They lead to a

mechanical reliance on the past and a completely artificial

application of earlier experience to current conditions*

Instead of following the methods developed by Marxists

and learning to apply the tools of historical materialism and

dialectics f dogmatism treats socialism as a set of "eternal

principles" and abstractions* As Engels warned, it turns so-
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ciaiist theory into a "creed not a guide to action."

This is one of the worst possible distortions of what

revolutionary Marxism is all about. Yet it is quite common

for dogmatists to imagine they are upholding the "purity of

the theory, M Rigid inflexibility is mistaken for principle,

as if the measure of a good revolutionary was his or her capa-

city for obstinate intransigence. A scientific attitude is

replaced lay arrogant professions of infallibility* Errors

and incorrect premises are hardened into a body of dogma, and

the defense of that dogma becomes more important than the con-

tinued study and application of Marxist science.

At that point j dogmatism commits its worst sin* it be-

comes useless to the revolutionary movement- When problems

arise it is incapable of overcoming them by applying its ideas

to the situation at hand- rt can only demand redoubled faith*

in its abstract "eternal principles,"

It is this attitude we refer to when speaking of dogma-

tism.

As for sectarianism one could say it is dogmatism put

into action—or inaction as the case may be. Where dogmatism

eliminates the complexities of understanding society with

simple formulas, sectarianism eliminates the difficulties of

changing society by retreating into isolation. Dogmatism mis-

takes mechanistic rigidity for a principled theory t sectarian-

ism mistakes isolation and abstention for principled activity.

In Refining the nature of sectarianism HarK wrote that a

"sect sees the justification for its existence and its 'point

of honor*—not in what it has in common with the class move-

ment but in the particular shibboleth which distinguishes it

from it." (Nov. 6, 18GA- Emphasis in original.)

In other words it is one thing to uphold the principled

integrity of an organization's program, and quite another to

make that organisation's complete separation from all other

forces a matter of principle in itself. Sectarianism holds the

A A

inherent danger that an organization will not define itself

on the basis of its positive program, but in a negative fashion,

focusing strictly on what it is not. This can even lead to a

situation where its policies are decided not in relation to

the concrete situation under review, but primarily in opposi-

tion to the policies of other groups. (And there has been

more than a trace of this type of thinking in the discussions

over Indochina and demonstrations-)

in speaking of sectarianism then, we are referring to a

pattern of activity that proceeds from dogmatic premises and

acts as if the validity Of the organization's program and

politics can be preserved only by "shielding it from contam-

ination." This error makes a virtue of isolation and leads

—

consciously or not—to a political practice that can be summed

up in a single word, abstentionism , a position that is embraced,

upheld an3 defended by the tendency in New York.

Instead of viewing a good deal of the Party T s decline as

a product of a partially self-imposed isolation from the work-

ing class, as a difficult problem to be overcome in a princi-

pled way, the Hew York tendency, in effect, denounces all prac-

tical activity in the class struggle—no matter what its con-

tent—as a form of opportunism!

They are unable to see that bridging the huge gap between

revolutionary socialism and the present conciousness of the

working class is the fundamental problem, of a revolutionary

party P and that it can only be overcome by finding principled,

nonopportunist ways of intervening in the class struggle to

introduce revolutionary politics.

The choice before us is not between reformism and revo-

lution It is between abstention and intervention* Everyone

agrees that the content of our propaganda and the whole aim

Of our activity must be designed to attract classconscious

workers to revolutionary socialism and the Siu program for

changing society. What the New York and other abstentionist

tendencies contend is that certain forras of activity arc

inherently reformist*
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This contention must necessarily remain in the realm of

parlor-room abstraction.

Ho one will ever be able to explain in concrete terms why

it is reformist to intervene in a non-socialist movement to

put a socialist program before politically active workers and

why it ±3 revolutionary to fltay away {or to wait for an invi-

tation) . No one will be able to explain why it is reformist

to make a socialist speech from the platform of a rally pro-

testing imperialism in Indochina or Africa and why it is revo-

lutionary to give out leaflets on the periphery. No one will

be able to explain why it is reformist to weigh the possibi-

lities of running a. socialist campaign for union office and

why it is revolutionary to run for the post of university trus-

tee or city controller.

No one will be able to explain why it is reformist to

intervene in the anti-war or civil rights movements and revo-

lutionary to intervene in electoral bourgeois politics. Wo

one will be able to point out how the SLP's abstention from

the anti-war movement clarified the question of reform vs.

revolution for the millions set in motion against the war*

Ho one will be able to explain why it is better to abandon

workers to the reformist, Stalinist and Trotskyist left, than

to confront them with the SU's politics and program-

we have no illusions about the obstacles and difficulties

of intervening in the class struggle or the exclusionary tac-

tics that will be used against us in certain situations* we

aTe far from suggesting that intervention is a panacea or that

all our energies should be consumed in day to day competition

With leftist groups.

What we axe criticizing are the cumulative effects and

the corroding influence of an ahstentionist orientation for

the Party's work. Such an attitude is theoretically and prac-

tically debilitating, and by gradually dismissing first this

activity and then that as "unfit," it has narrowed the circle

of our work to a very few, largely ineffective methods.
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Once we realize that abstention id a simplistic, unsatis-

factory answer— an incorrect starting point and a dead-end

conclusion—then we will be in a much better position to decide

how best to use our resources without mechanical restrictions.

At least we will have no ready-made rationales for doing

nothing, no pat excuses which too many have used for rejecting

practical activity without questioning in the slightest their

revolutionary credentials. And in this connection one might

consider the implications of Engels' remark that "As a rule,

the official program of a Party is leas important than what

it does." (March lfl r 1875*)

But the Mew York tendency is not concerned with overcoming

abstention or isolation* Instead it is animated by ft belief

( faith" would be a better word? that "when the time comes the

working class will come to the SLP«" such an unreal conception

of the revolutionary process is almost impossible to argue

with, since it does not rest on anything solid- It is simply

a belief. Unlike most Marxist ideas it cannot be tested since

it is never put into actual practice. In fact some of its

adherents actually use 3uch a position to comfort themselves

by taking every problem, every failure, every setback as proof

that we are right-

This view, of course, did not originate recently but has

been a tendency in Party policy and practice for many decades.

While there have been other tendencies in Party history as

well (some of which have been overlooked or read out of offi-

cial versions Of our past) the abst^ntionist position has

gained steadily increaaing influence. It was especially dam-

aging in the past two decades when crucial mistakes were mate—

mistakes for which we are still paying.

Everyone knows that some numbers of the headquarters staff,

including the National Secretary, were a party to those mis-

takes, that they defended positions related to them and thus

bear a share of the responsibility for them.
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But Marxism teaches that practice is the teat of theory

.

And unlike the New York sections which have been blissfully

unaffected by the irrefutable evidence that these past policies

were bringing the SIP to a dead end—and were therefore not

merely "ineffective 1* but fundamentally wrong—we have been

forced to re-examine them critically and make a break, our

only fear ia that we moved toe late and urged too little.

In many ways the question of abstentionism has become a

dividing line. For our part, we've come to realize that des-

pite its purist posturing, the abstention1st position rests On

a basic misconception of the role and responsibilities Of &

revolutionary party.

if it is not overcome it will seal our fate, if indeed

it has not done so already. Those determined to defend ab&ten-

t ion ism have been forced more and more to deny the reality

around then in order to maintain the "logic" of their position.

They either have no explanation for the Party's decline or

offer all manner of idealist and external excuses to avoid

confronting our own mistakes* At a time when the Party is

fighting for survival, they seem determined to drive the SLP

into Oblivion in order to preserve illusions.

He have never contended chat there is a magic path out of

isolation or an infallible formula for avoiding the pitfalls

that await revolutionary socialists in the real world. Nor

are we proposing any "get rich quick" schemes for building

the Party.

Rather we are identifying a set of premises and concep-

tions which cripple our activity because they are theoretically

and politically incorrect. And a good many of those concep-

tions can be found in the documents submitted by the New York

sections*

TO assert— as some have and others undoubtedly will

—

that the only alternative to those old ideas is reformist op-

portunism is a red herring used to avoid the real problems we

face. It's a way of throwing up one's hands and pulling the
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security blanket Of isolation hack over our heads *

And while the cry of reformism will be raised, it too

will necessarily remain in the realm of abstraction^ for no

one will be able to point to anyone advocating a reformist

course for the SLP* Our Party has not made the mistakes that

would fill its ranks with reformists. And it is not reform-

ism that has brought our Organisation to its current crisis,

instead we are threatened by abstention, by isolation, by

dogmatism.

To yell "fire" when the bouse is threatened by flood ia

to be blind or to refuse to see.

A special word needs to be said about the attempt of the

New York group to set itself up as the repository of the SU"s
Marjeist-De Leonist integrity. We are not prepared to let what

we consider an essentially conservative thread of opinion lay

unchallenged claim to the mantle of revolutionary Marxism, or

wrap itself in the SLP banner,

It was De Leon himself who wrote that "there are two

rocks that the socialist movement must guard against—the rock

of dogmatism and the rock of romanticism." (Nov, 2fi, 1910-

)

And it was Engels who wrote that "it is impossible simply

to drill a theory in an abstract dogmatic way into a great na-

tion, even if one has the best of theories developed Out of

their own conditions of life." {Nov. 29, 1SS60

Mor will tbe work and the writings of the great socialist

figures give much comfort to those defending abstention and

sectarianism. It was De Leon who pointed out that "socialism

being a science ie planted also upon the general science of

practice* Ignorant of what the third of these principles im-

ports i the dogmatist would insist upon a complete divorcement

Of the socialist forces from all others, everywhere and under

all circumstances. 11 (Nov, 23, 1910.)

Similarly Engels, drawing on his and Marx's long exper-

ience, wrote, "All our practice has shown that it is possible
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to work along with the general movement Of the working class

at every one of its Stages without giving up or hiding our own

distinct position and even organization and I am afraid that

if the German Americans choose a different line they wili com-

mit a great mistake. " (Jan* 7, 1.888 - >

But it was Mam himself who offered the most devastating

characterization of those who preached abstention and the purity

of eternal principles in the name of socialism- Sarcastically

describing such views in 1873, Marx wrote a passage that de-

serve* close attention by all who wish to avoid similar rais-

take#.

"In a word," Marx wrote ironically* "the workers should

fold their arms and not waste their time in political and ec-

onomic movements. These movements can only bring them im-

mediate results.

"Like truly religious people, scornful of everyday needs,

they should cry full of faith, "May our class be crucified,

may our race perish, but may the eternal principles remain

unstained* 1 They should, like pious christians ,
believe in

the words of the priest, despise earthly blessings and think

only of earning paradise, ffor paradise rend the abolition of

socio ty > which will one day arrive in soma amall corner of the

world, no one knows how or by whose efforts and the mystifica-

tion will be exactly the same.

" Until this famous abolition of society arrives, the work-

ing class must behave decently, like a flock of well-fed sheep,

leave the government in peace , fear the police, respect the

laws and provide cannon fodder without complaining*

"In practical everyday life, the workers must be the

obedient servants Of the State, but inside themselves they

must protest energetically against its existence, and show

their profound theoretical disdain for it by purchasing and

reeding literary treatises on the abolition of the State.

They must moreover take good care not to offer any resistance

jo

to the capitalist order apart from holding forth on the society

of the future in which the odious order will have ceased to

exist!

"Ho one would deny that if the apostles of indifference

to politics were to express themselves in such a clear manner,

the working class would soon tell them where to go and would

feel highly offended by these bourgeois doctrinaires and dis-

placed gentlefolk who are stupid or naive enough to forbid

them every real method: of struggle because all the arras to

fight with must he taken from existing society, and because the

inevitable conditions of the struggle do not unfortunately

fit in with the idealist fantasies that these doctors of so-

cial science have deified. . ." {Jan. lfi?3.)

we think this passage cuts right to the heart of many of

the errors reflected in what we have designated the New York

tendency. Those who think abstention and the preservation of

"eternal principles'1 are necessary are free to make their case,

but it is high time to stop attributing these views to the

founders and theoreticians of revolutionary socialism.

The full import of the Hew York tendency will Income more

apparent when the delegates reed the documents they have sub-

mitted to this convention. Because the New York group rep-

resents a fairly consolidated tendency and one which is opposed

to the entire direction Of the Party at present, we have res-

ponded to it here in some detail*

it is up to the convention to weigh this situation care-

fully and thoroughly in order to resolve it in the Interests

of the organization as a whole.

II. A second, less definable tendency is suggested by

the actions and comments which have come over the past year

or so from Sections Minneapolis, Minn* and Monmouth County,

N.J, Jn outlining a Hinneapalls/Monmouth tendency we do not

neon to imply any direct connection between the sections With

respect to their actions or their disputes with the national

organization. On the contrary, we are quite sure that there
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sre no suoh connections. K°* do any of thos* disputes °r ac-

tions involve a cojraroon set Of subjects or issues.

Moreover, there ar* other striking difference, between the

two sections. Hin-ieapolis wpea« to be an active, growing

section that does a good «Oflnt of Party work, and has relative-

ly full participation fro* its roenbers. Section Hcnnouth hai

done little aside fro* ongoing in battles with the national

organization and even that involves mainly four members, not

the whole section-

The reason we tie the incidents and controversies involv-

ing the two sections together 1. because they see™ to be symp-

to.atio of certain organisational attitudes that hold tte see**

of further probUns. Moreover, there have been indications

that, at least to sop* extent, such organizational attitude,

^y e*ist elsewhere In the Party- These «<Perienoe B reflect

a partial breakdown of organizational unity and something of

a poisoned organizational atmosphere.

It is not our intention to present here the details of

each of the controversies involving the sections-some of which

yet remain to be resolved. A summary of them, as well afi all

the pertinent dccu^nts and correspondence, will be nade avail-

able to the convention elsewhere for whatever action it sees

fit At this point we wish to focus on the similarity of the

attitudes and conduct involved and their implications for ef-

fective organizational unity*

These disputes have been »arked by a persistent hostility

to the national organization and the national office in particu-

lar There is evidence of a studied antagonism against the

National Secretary and the editorial staff, and a suspicion

of the Party's executive bodies. These sections have teen

quick to raise implied charges of bureaucracy and suppression,

and have ignored or rejected efforts to enforce Party disci-

pline

.

everyone is somewhat familiar, for .ml*. ™1* **» cae*

Of the flew Unionist put Dirt bf 6«tlc» Minneapolis. Though
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it was granted permission to continue publication and circula-

tion within its former limits while the NEC reviewed the mat-

ter, Section Minneapolis has refused to supply certain informa-

tion requested by the NEC. In fact, sine?* March it has eimply

ignored severaX letters regarding the New Unionist and its un-

authorized circulation among the sections. Its sole response

to the National Secretary's letters of March 15 and March £3

was as follows;

"This is to acknowledge receipt of your letters dated

March 15 and March 23, both pertaining to our Hew Unionist

publication.

"

In an effort to assess the situation, hec member Bruce

cozzini mat with the section in a special meeting. Comrade

cozzini's report of that meeting submitted under date Of May

5 said that among the complaints c-f the section's members were

that the National Secretary "jumps on people," the tone of

his letters to the section was "harsh," that some were suspi-

cious of the NEC's request for information about the New Union-

ist; that some doubted that the national office could be trust-

ed to convey information from Minneapolis to other sections

through the SLF Newsletter without "official arguments** pre-

sumably in order to negate or condemn them or suppress their

consideration, and that the constitution did not prevent a

section from circulating its proposals around the Party and

bypassing the national office.

Yet while these are apparently the flection" s views f the

only report of the meeting made to the national office was

on the back of its March activity report received May 9,

which reads:

wBruce Coazini, Regional NEC member , vi&ited Minneapolis

section for discussion on the New Unionist paper and submittal

of resolutions for the National SLF convention. Much discus-

sion took place."

Tfliat was the extent of the section's response. It has not

supplied the information requested by the NEC, nor has it res-
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ponded to letters regarding its circulation of the New Union-

ist and its proposed convention resolutions outside regular

Party channels-

Section Monmouth has engaged in similar practices. It,

too, has put its own organizational conceptions into effect.

It has sent copies of letters addressed to the national office

dealing with its dispute with the organisation to other sub-

divisions—although in its case such circulation was limited

to Hew Jersey* Section Monmouth, too, has made similar charges

against the National Secretary and charged the Subcommittee

with suppression.

It has ignored repeated and specific instructions from

the Party's executive bodies and accused the Subcommittee of

being "cirerumventive and unresponsive,* and "irresponsible

and presumptuous* n It has put words in the mouths of people

and bodies that they never uttered. It has also violated some

of the elementary rules for conducting section business*

Whether Sections Minneapolis and Honinouth would agrae

with the political positions put forth .by the Mew York group

we really do not know, fit times they Seem to support the

substance of the recent policy changes, at other times their

position ia unclear. What apparently defines them is a common

hostility to the national office and the executive committees.

Unless their antagonisms are simply personal (which is

always a possibility) , we must assume that they are at odds

on organizational practice. Their behavior makes it plain

that there are currently divergent opinions on what constitutes

democratic and effective procedures and organizational norma

in the SLP- While these comrades have not made any substan-

tial proposals, we believe that they do represent a current

of opinion that should be addressed* Given the current atti-

tude it seems certain that any steps taken by the Subcommittee

or the National Secretary or even the NEC are bound to run up

against knee-jerk charges of bureaucracy and suppression
.

It's

important that the convention make its opinion known.

A4

He must admit that we have become especially sensitive to

random charges of suppression or anti-democratic practice.

The national office has been conspicuously committed to democ-

ratizing Party practices in recent years and has done consid-

erably more than either of these two sections to open channels

of communication and/or discussion* The national office has

either supported or initiated proposals for annual conventions

with more delegate representation j more extensive re forend urn

ballots; more complete convention and KEC reports to the mem-

bership, including the publication of correspondence; the re-

institution of a letter column in the Weekly People and the

start of the SIP Newsletter for internal discussion; the call-

ing Of numerous membership meetings and greater interaction

between the NEC members and their regions.

Whether one disagrees with such steps or has other pre-

ferred ones in mind, we feel it is incumbent upon those who

may have a dispute with the national organization to weigh

these concrete proposals before automatically running a blanket

charge of anti-democracy up the flag pole.

Qn the other hand we are definitely not in favor of sec-

tion autonomy in all matters. No organization can maintain

itself on a national basis if it is not bound together by a

mutually agreed upon set of organizational norms and practices.

Every subdivision cannot be a law unto itself, determine what

rules it will abide by and what rules it won't accept, or re-

ject Party discipline when it disagrees with it. The surest

way to turn a revolutionary organization into an ultra-demo-

cratic federation of amorphous groups is to sever the organ-

izational ties which bind it together*

This means that until the majority of the Party changes

or redefines its organizational structure and practice* we are

all bound to abide by it* In order to prevent the situations

described above from mushrooming or developing to a point

where avoidable organizational conflicts reach major propor-

tions, we think the Party needs to make clear what commonly

agxeed upon organisational norms are to govern its activities.
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III. h third tendency within the Party is that represented

by the notional headquarters staff itself. Xt has naturally

been closely associated with the recent changes in the orgsni-

nation and its views are extensively reflected in recent re-

porta t
Including this one*

We don't Intend to retrace the history of the national

headquarter* unit or discuss individual difference* that may

still exist. Nor do we intend to take up the charges that the

present steff is a clique which nan commandeered the Weakly

People and usurped Party authority, except tc say that we ere

aware Of such charges and have been for aome time. Those who've

manufactured these charges obviously find them more useful as

rumor* than as a serious response to our political views*

The current staff clearly represents a decisive break

with many past Forty policies and practices. Though it has

made no departures from the revolutionary socialism of Marx,

Engel* and Dfl Leon, it has made extensive criticisms of Party

policies and made numerous proposals which define it AS a ten-

dency as much as any force in the Party. (We might add, how-

ever, that the national office has always been a dominant

force in the SLP whether recognized as such or not. In some

ways the current headquarters is much less dominant and this

has led to its own problems*)

Precisely how much support there is throughout the Party

tor the political positions represented by the headquarters is

difficult to say. we are aware of considerable support in a

good many areas, but wa do not know its full extent or limits-

contrary to some Of cur critics, we have always tried to take

this into account and at no time have we allowed the Weekly

People or tha national office to become the independent person-

al project of those on the staff. We have sought to observe

organizational requirement* without compromising ourselves or

crippling our ability to perform the jobs which we've been

a esigned.

The role that the headquarters staff plays in the Party
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is an extremely important one and it has not always been given

the consideration and attention it needs.

We've come to think that there may be certain aspects of

its operation which inherently hold the seeds of division be-

tween the headquarters and the membership. These aspects in-

clude a physical separation, an unavoidable distinction between

those working full-time and those with varied commitments, the

fact that Party employees must assume considerable responsi-

bilities yet are not elected by the membership end other factors.

In some ways these problems are aggravated When the Party's

executive bodies are not functioning efficiently as has been

the case in the recent past.

Moreover, end perhaps most important, the present Staff

inherited a legacy of relations between headquarters and the

field that was not Of our making yet dominated thinking and

habit throughout the Party, some of the methods and proce-

dures adopted by the new staff contrasted sharply with those

used in the past. This may have contributed to certain incon-

sistencies, problems and something akin to organisational schizo-

phrenia.

It should be clear to all concerned that in order to main-

tain reasonable harmony in the Party, the headquarters staff

and the majority Of the membership must be in essential agree-

ment on the direction Of the organization. Tf the majority

disagrees with the views and activities of those at the head-

quarters r those members should be replaced.

This is not a threat, but a simple statement of fact.

& utaf f cannot function as automatons carrying out policies

with which it disagrees , nor can the Party allow itself to

be held "hostage* for lack of replacements. The majority

views of the Party should be reflected in the headquarters

staff and if that requires changes, they should be made. On

numerous occasions we have pointed out that the present staff

is prepared to remain a reasonable length of time to allow

new comrades to take over in the event that they or the Party

finds a change necessary.
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IVp In all probability a substantial number of members,

perhaps even the majority of them, do not fall into any of the

three tendencies outlined above. They are for the most part

dedicated men and women who are devoted to the Party's basic

principles and its revolutionary goal. They consistently sup-

port the Party financially and perform the bulk of the work

that is done in conducting Party activities. In an important

sense they constitute the heart and soul of the SLP in the

field.

They are by no means members without opinions, diverse

opinions, on various aspects of the Party's work. In varying

degrees they may be in agreement with other groups, though

their levels of involvement in the Party's work and concern

with the Party's problems are not uniform.

It would probably be impossible to describe all the fine

shades of opinion among these members* We cannot even be sure

that we know them all.

There are, however, some shared traits that we believe

should be noted. Many of these members are animated by con-

siderable good will. They hold no hostility for the national

office staff or anyone else in the Socialist Labor Party. They

persist in their efforts on behalf of the Party in the face

of all odds and despite all manner of disappointments. Perhaps

the one thing that disturbs them most is an awareness of a

growing division and antagonism within the Party.

While they may rarely articulate their thoughts, they are

not oblivious to the Party's problems and the serious implica-

tions they hold for the Party's future. But many of them feel

overwhelmed by those problems; they feel helpless to resolve

them. Often—too often, we think—many of them defer to the

judgments and views of others whom they consider to be better

informed, more knowledgeable, more articulate or convincing,

etc. Some are baffled and perhaps even somewhat demoralized

by the Party's failure to stabilize and reverse the situation

during the past few years.
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We believe it is important that these comrades—some of

whom are delegates to this convention—should participate in

the discussions that will determine the Party's future. This

can't be overstated.

But we also believe that there is one temptation that

should be resisted. However well-intentioned, efforts to

serve simply as a buffer between those with opposing views

would be a mistake. To paper over differences or to promote

unity as an end in itself cannot be fruitful. Such efforts

can only blur or evade the issues that must be confronted and

resolved.

Good will is important and in all too short supply, but

it alone cannot hold a political party together, least of all

a revolutionary party. Our best hope lies in settling the

differences that exist on their substance and merits. We have

worked too hard and there is too much at stake to do less.
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COHC UTS I DM

Thia relatively brief picture of the state of the Social-

ist Labor Party today emphasizes that the task we face in Our

efforts to reverse the Party's fortune will net be easy. It

will require an objective asaeaHment of ourselves and our Party j

a willingness to admit past shortcomings and a capacity to make

the changes that current conditions demand of us.

As indicated earlier in this report* it would be well if

we could give full consideration to the question i HOW did our

Party reach this low state? Not only would that enable us to

pinpoint where we went wrong, it might very well provide us

with lessons from which we would ell profit arid the Party would

gain* But we simply do not have that kind of time available

to us at this convention*

Some things, however, are by now fairly obvious. It takes

no extensive analysis to realize that too often we have concen-

trated on defending every action and justifying every policy,

more concerned with preserving an illusion Of a perfect past

than with assuring a future existence. Too often, thera has

been more energy and effort put into arguments over how things

were said than in trying to comprehend the nature and dire im-

plications Of the problems or in seeking ways to solve them*

Prom the very start of the effort to "save" our Party,

which reached its most promising stage at the 1976 National

Convention r
perhaps the most important question has beent How

many could and would piny a constructive role in the effort

to revitalize it? Time has given us some indications. They

are not overly optimistic.

The events of the past 14 months have demonstrated the

following!

Some have responded with enthusiasm and are seeking ways

and means to extend the Party's wort and influence in their

areas.
so

A not insignificant number for physical reasons simply

cannot contribute to that effort, much as they would wish to

dO BO.

Others because of a preoccupation with personal pursuits

or careers, or because of a lack of coRimitment, will not do so,

Still others continue to insist that basically all is

right with the SLP f always has been, always will be, as long

as a dedicated few—not necessarily themselves:—continue to

hold the fort.

And some have actively crippled the effort, playing an

obstructionist role whose damage to the organisation in a timo

of pressing need should not be underestimated.

This current Party crisis has a distinct air of finality

about it. Wo have come to a point at which we can no longer

refuse to confront the basic underlying difficulties within

the Party that it reflects. As the April li letter succinctly

stated, failure to realise that the latest developments at

the headquarters are not at all isolated from the crisis which

has been gripping the Party for several years now, would fore-

close any possibility of finding a Solution. That point cannot,

in our view, be over-stressed. All experience to date empha-

sises that any effort at a solution to the headquarters prob-

lem that is not based on a recognition of the connection be-

tween that problem and the larger organizational problem will

not succeed.

This convention must reach unequivocal decisions on the

organisational, tactical and political problems that have been

posed. It must provide a clear direction as to what the Party's

positions and objectives are in those essential areas. Its

decisions must he definitive.

They must also be put into practice, once reached and

endorsed by the membership, those decisions become binding and

must consciously govern the Party's activities until they are

changed. We cannot consume ourselves in repeated and endless
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debate on the same questions, nor can the minority be permitted

to obstruct policies endorsed by majority vote.

We are not talking about secondary disagreements or dif-

ferences over specific aspects of a particular policy which

may either be put aside or debated constructively through in-

ternal Party channels. But active sabotage and the deliber-

ate undermining of the course set for the SLP by the majority

of the membership cannot be tolerated. Just as no organiza-

tion can function effectively and harmoniously without basic

agreement on the major political issues, tactical strategies

and goal, neither can it function effectively and harmoniously

without adherence to a basic agreement on organizational con-

cepts and procedures.

Aside from the problem of adding personnel for the head-

quarters staff, there must be a serious and direct effort to

deal with the specific problem of finding an editor or estab-

lishing a clear, practical method for the exercise of editor-

ial responsibility on a week to week basis.

Moreover, if neither the headquarters nor the editorship

problems can be adequately resolved, this convention must con-

sider the specific alternatives open to the Party and decide

what shall be given priority under the circumstances.

The Socialist Labor Party's future is this convention's

immediate responsibility. At the risk of being repetitious,

I would sum up its minimal tasks in meeting that immediate

responsibility as follows:

1. Assuring that there will be an adequately staffed

national headquarters.

2. Settling the major political, tactical and organiza-

tional questions that have been posed.

3. instructing the executive bodies to take all necessary

steps to enforce the majority's decisions, setting such organ-

izational and/or procedural guidelines as it deems the situa-

tion warrants.
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4. Electing an editor or providing some practical solu-

tion to the question of editorial responsibility; and, if nec-

essary, amending the Party 1 s Constitution to "recognize the

facts."

5. Setting priorities in the event the headquarters and

editorial problems are not adequately solved.

6. Setting some specific agitational and organisational

goals for the local, state and national organizations to reach

between now and the next convention.

The above are not necessarily listed in any order of im-

portance, as the items are more or less interrelated.

The April 14 letter from the national office elicited a

number of responses that included offers of varying degrees

of help. All the offers were acknowledged and the comrades

involved informed that their letters would be made available

to this convention. Copies of all these letters are on hand.

There also were responses from subdivisions and members

that included suggestions and recommendations for dealing with

the latest Party crisis. All concerned were informed that

these letters, too, would be made available to the convention

and copies are on hand.

Finally, all members of the present headquarters staff

are present at this convention. All of them, including my-

self, are ready and more than willing to meet with any com-

mittee charged with considering any of the problems discussed

in this report or any other Party matter.
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Qn motion * the report was accepted and natters requiring

specific action referred to the appropriate committees to be

elected.

The sergeant at arms reported 9C visitors in attendance.

On motion, the convention, recessed at 1:05 p.m. to recon-

vene in one hour.

The convention reconvened at 2:20 p-m.

The Credentials Committee reported that Doris Churchill

had found her credentials.

On roll call, all present.

The chairperson polled the delegates for the introduction

of resolutions. The following resolutions tfere presented:

1. From Doris Churchill, delegate from Illinois:

Resolved, that the following quote of De Leon, printed on

page 99 in the 192& National Convention report ?
be included

somewhere on every piece of literature to be published by out

Forty from now out

"The Socialist Labor Party never compromises truth to

make a friend, never withholds a blow at error lest it make

an enemy." 1 --Daniel De Leon*

On motion, referred to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature

.

2. From Section St* Petersburg* presented by Wary Kovach,

delegate from Florida:

At the regular March 27 business meeting of Section St.

Petersburg, a recommendation was made and unanimously accepted

to bring before the convention the question of printing "The

Party Stand" in the Weekly People, which was carried by the

official organ of the Party for many, »any years. It reads

as follows:

"The Socialist Labor Party never compromises truth to

malte a friend, never withholds a blow at error lest it make an

enemy.
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"In firm assurance of final victory, it pursues its course

unSwerved by weak desire for temporary advantage. It is ever

outspoken and straight-forward* believing that, in fearless

independence* the integrity of purpose by which it is inspired

will, in the long run, win the respect and confidence of those

whom it aims to weld into a classconscious body.

"Its propaganda is not alone to educate, it is to organ-

ise the working class foT the conquest of power, for the com-

plete overthrow of capitalism.

"Until that mission is accomplished it will stand like a

rock, alert and watchful, yielding nothing,"

On notion, referred to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature.

3, From ftlchard Whitney, delegate from Michigan:

Whereas much concern has been raised about initiation of

Party policy originating in the National Office, and whereas

the National Office is already overburdened, and whereas it

is important that an inner-Party forum for discussion and self-

criticism be provided on a regular basis t it is hereby resolved

that some section, other than Santa Clara County, shall be res-

ponsible for editing, printing and distributing the SLP News-

letter. Only in the event that no section or individual comes

forth will that task fall back to the National Office. If

there is more than one such volunteer at this convention, the

delegation of such task will be determined by majority rote.

On motion, referred to the Committee on State of Organi-

sation, amended to refer to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature.

4. From Section St. Louis, Missouri, presented by Lucille

Georgeff, delegate from Missouri:

Whereas, the vast improvements of the Weekly People Over

the past several years have been largely due to the existing

staff of able, hard-working and talented members, who have
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developed and are developing their Marxi5t-De Leonist knowledge

and expedience to a level that replacements could not easily

natch;

Whereas t it behooves the Party to *alce every effort to

preserve those advances that have been so painstakingly aeecm-

plished;

Whereas, the printing of a weekly newspaper is an absolute

minimum requirement for a revolutionary Party determined to

extend its influence and maintain organisational unity and ag-

itational effectiveness £as was noted by Lenin in "What Is To

Be Done?")

;

Be it resolved that this convention* while primarily de-

termined to enlarge the staff of the Weekly People, recommends

reduction in the size of the paper if no other means is found

to relieve or help the present staff.

A motion to fefftt to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature was amended to refer to the Committee on Staffing

National Headquarters.

5„ From Section St. Louis, Missouri, presented by Lucille

Georgeff* delegate from Missouri:

Whereas, the Weekly People has for many decades been a

six-page weekly;

Whereas, this basic framework seems often to have im-

posed requirements for copy and filler;

Whereas, as a matter of principle and aside from the Cur-

rent emergency, there is a need for flexibility that will re-

move the burden of having to "fit the foot to the shoe":

Whereas, a more flexible format will remove part of the

stress on the Weekly People staff;

Be it resolved that this convention recommends that the

National Office ana the staff of the paper investigate a new

format for the Weekly People such that its size can be varied
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woelt by week, in accordance with the availability of relevant

copy.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature

6. From Section St + Louis , Missouri
,
presented by Lucille

Georgeff, delegate from Missouri:

Whereas, a clear Marxist analysis of the so-called energy

crisis was recently formulated in the May 7, 1$7? issue of

the Weekly People in an editorial and an editorial feature en-

titled "Conserving Capitalism" and "Economics of the Energy

Crisis";

Whereas* two related articles in the April 30, 1977 issue

of tlie Weekly People, "Capitalism Out of Gas p Workers Told To

Push" and the "May Day Crisis, ih bear important related commen-

tary to the above cited analyses;

Whereas
p

the need exists for every socialist to digest

these several interrelated articles for agitational and educa-

tional uses;

BO it resolved that this convention recommends that these

articles be combined into a single mini -pamph let for distribu-

tion to the sections and to the public generally,

On motion
h referred" to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature. Amendment to refer to the Committee on Resolutions

was defeated.

7* From Sidney Blanchard, delegate from New Jersey:

Be it resolved that the national convention determine not

to adjourn sine die until a solution or a means to a solution

has been established for the points raised on pages 52 and S3

of the report to the 30th National Convention of the SLP.

A motion to refer to the Committee On State of Organisa-

tion was defeated and the resolution was rejected*
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B. From Sidney Blanchard* delegate from New Jersey:

Be it resolved that the NEC members be changed with the

following responsibilities:

A. On a regular basis, travel to each section ill the re-

gion in order to sj meet the Party members ^ b) stimulate Party

activity; c) stimulate the transfer of ideas from the sections

to each Other, the NBC, and the National Office^ d) aid the

sections on organisational procedures; e} build orsanizational

unity E f) clarify Party positions.

B d The NEC members snail call for and attend membership

meetings for the whole region or several meetings for parts of

the region, to discuss national, state and local Party issues -

C. The NEC member shall correspond to the sections on

local matters and issues and react to activity reports and

make suggestions to the sections.

D. Each NEC member should secure either a full-time or

part-time field worker for the region* The regional field

worker may act as a representative of the NEC member to the

sections in order to aid in implementation of No, A and No. C-

Finance o£ the field worker can be arranged! between the region,

state committees, sections and/or the National Office.

On motion, referred to the Committee on state of Organi-

sation*

&. From Sidney Blanchard, delegate from New Jersey:

Be it resolved that for each election to the NEC, a call

from the National Office to the sections for a list of those

issues most concerning the sections will be mode.

Bach candidate will be given a copy of the list of issues

and Will be required to write a limited response to each

issue*

These responses will be collated at the National Office

and sent to each section in the region before the election,

SB

On motion, referred to the Committee on the State of Or-

ganization.

10* Prom Sidney Blanchard, delegate from New Jersey:

Be it resolved that the NEC:

A) Be required to provide the National Secretary a con-

tinually updated list of Party members available and willing

to work at the National Office and/or work as field workers.

Each NEC member is to be responsible for his or heT regional

list.

B) Be required to establish a list of vacant paid Party

positions; a job description for each position; a salary guide;

hours Of work; and general qualifications of an applicant.

The list is to be updated and circulated to the sections on a

regular basis and as need arises*

A motion to refer to the Committee on State of Organisa-

tion was amende^ to refer to the Committee on Staffing the

National Headquarters,

11. From Sidney Blanchard, delegate from New Jersey:

Be it resolved that the Party find and employ field wor-

kers, some to be assigned to weak regions and others to act

as national field workers, Along with the usual assignments

the field workers will be required to spend part of their

time developing theoretical positions and practical applica-

tions Of those positions.

On motion, referred to the Committee on State of Organi-

zation.

12, Ftotii Sidney Blanchard, delegate from New Jersey:

Be it resolved that each section try to have at least

one nemoer actively involved with an "outside the Party" move-

ment t he it union or any ether movement deemed practical*

The member will Teport to and receive guidance and help

from his or her station.
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A copy of any reports,, etc., will be sent to the National

Office.

On motion, referred to the Committee on State of Organi-

zation.

13, From Sidney Blanchard, delegate from New Jersey:

Be it resolved that each issue of the Weekly People con-

tain a page devoted exclusively to new contacts with the Party.

Such a page will contain items such as those suggested below:

A) An explanation of socialist industrial unionism.

B) An explanation of the tactics of the SLP.

C) A question. and answer column,

D) A statement on what is socialism.

E) A position on reformism using current examples.

F) Position statements on the major issues of today such

as civil rights; strikes; unionism; taxes; inflation; imper-

ialism; other parties,

G) Ads for literature.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature.

14. From Section Monmouth County, presented by Josephine

Clement, delegate from New Jersey:

This resolution calls for the following article to be

included in the Constitution of the Socialist Labor Party:

"The National Executive Committee t
the National Secre-

tary, and the Editor of the Weekly People are servants of the

Socialist Labor Party. The rank-and-file membership is the

supreme ruler. The National Executive Committee has the res-

ponsibility to enforce this article between conventions."

Comment: The need for this article is to prevent usur-

pation of delegated powers.
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Explanation: In 1966 > the NEC minutes on Party position

stated that: "the course of history in the twentieth century

is shaped by ... antagonism between ruling classes,,."

This is the essence of the 1966 declaration by the NEC.

It had been adopted unanimously by the NEC in session. This

view was then the Party's carefully considered Marxian analysis

of the global, imperialist conflicts.

In other words, the Socialist Labor Party held the view,

and, in fact, told all workers in territories throughout the

world, that they should not fight and die for the interests

of their respective ruling classes.

Then on May 10, 1975, came the front-page Weekly People

editorial on the Vietnamese victory, and that editorial de-

clared* by indirection, that the old Party position was wrong.

The May 10 editorial reversed the established Party position,

and was presented to the May 31- June 2, 1975 NEC Session for

adoption.

The NEC, not realizing that the new position contradicted

the 1966 position, approved the changed position, without de-

bate. Such an action constituted usurpation of powers conferred

upon it by the membership. In addition, such an action consti-

tuted a negligence and error on the part of the Weekly People

staff and the National Secretary, Certainly one or the other

should have been aware of the constitutional requirements for

such a profound change.

The facts which support this proposed constitutional addi-

tion speak for themselves.

1. The "Vietnamese Victory" front-page editorial appeared

in the Weekly People on May 10, 1975.

2. The NEC session was held on May 31, and ran to June

2, 19 75, during which time the NEC approved the changed Party

position on "...the course of history..." etc., etc.

3. The article that did, in fact, replace the Party's
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then-held position had been published more than 20 days before

its premise was approved by the NEC.

To avoid a repetition of similar errors in the future, the

section strongly recommends adoption of this new article to the

Party's Constitution. The section believes this new article

will help to close the door on the possibility of the creation

of a nucleus of bureaucrats that no revolutionary paTty, as is

the Socialist Labor Party, can afford.

The section believes that no theory or principles aTe

superior to the membership which pronounces and upholds them.

This is the essence of proletarian democracy in the Socialist

Labor Party, without which principles and revolutionary declara-

tions become a mockery.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Constitutional

Matters

.

15. From Section Monmouth County, presented by Josephine

Clement, delegate from New Jersey:

A, Be it resolved that Article II have included a new

section, to be known as No. 49, which reads: Each section of

the Socialist Labor Party has the democratic right to communi-

cate and exchange ideas between itself and the other sections

and state committees without the approval of the NEC and the

National Office, with all copies of such correspondence being

sent to the National Office. All correspondence must be read

by the receiving and sending sections or state committees at

their regularly scheduled business meetings."

B. Be it resolved that Article V, Section 13(g) be amended

to delete the sentence: "In issuing the call for seconds, the

NEC may express its views on the merits of the proposition,

and on the premises advanced by the initiating section.' 1

This deletion will allow the respective sections to move

their propositions to the entire SLP membership body without

comment by anyone prior to a second, as is practiced within
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Robert's Rules, and as all sections practice within business

meetings. The membership should be able to discuss and decide

upon propositions without prior counsel by the NEC or the Na-

tional Office.

C. Be it resolved that Article. V, Section 17, be amended

to read: "No permanent paid employee of the Party shall be

eligible for appointment to the NEC Subcommittee, nor shall

such permanent paid employees of the Party be eligible for NEC

Subcommittee special committee membership."

Explanation: The section feels that an NEC Subcommittee

special committee roust be objective in dealing with proposi-

tions. For example, how objective can a special committee be

dealing with propositions involving the Party press if the

special committee is composed of members who work on the Weekly

People staff? The section feels that the SLP should keep on

an objective course when dealing with all internal problems.

D. Be it resolved that Article XII, Section 10, be amend-

ed to read:

"All equipments, including machinery, office machinery,

real estate, and all things of value, which are held in cus-

tody by state committees and sections of the Socialist Labor

Party, shall be the property of the National Executive Commit-

tee of the Socialist Labor Party, in its role as trustee for

the membership of the Socialist Labor Party , which, at all

times, shall have full jurisdiction over such properties, with-

out responsibilities for any indebtedness incurred by the

state committees and the sections."

Explanation: This amendment makes the "trustee" role of

the NEC in this section consistent with that of its stated

role in Article XI, Section 2.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Constitutional

Matters

.
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16. From Barbara Graymont, delegate from New York:

Resolved that the legend "Official Organ of the Socialist

Labor Party" be restored to the masthead of the Weekly People,

On motion, referred to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature

.

17. From Bernard Reitzes, delegate from New York:

The Committee on Party Policy of the National Executive

Committee, reporting to its parent body in session in August

1976, recommended the deletion from the Party's Constitution

of all four provisions of the former Article Xtll, Section 9

(regarding the role of Party members in precapitalist unions),

contending that "the preamble to the Constitution, page 2 [of

the 1972 edition], and the Declaration of Principles of the So-

cialist Labor Party of America, page 41 [of the same edition],

constitute sufficient guidelines for the conduct of members

within capitalist unions."

The National Executive Committee concurred in the recom-

mendation. And subsequently, after receipt of a circular let-

ter from the National Secretary dated October 20, 1976 con-

veying this recommendation based on the contention that "the

preamble to the Constitution, . .and the Declaration of Princi-

ples of the Socialist Labor Party of America. . .constitute suf-

ficient guidelines for the conduct of members within capital-

ist unions," plus comments by several members of the National

Executive Committee, the Party's membership voted in favor of

the proposal.

However, a substantial and essential portion of those

"guidelines" is now absent from the Party's Constitution. The

Declaration of Principles of the Socialist Labor Party of Am-

erica, alluded to in the proposal and possibly decisive to the

Party's majority, does not appear in the new (1976) edition

of the Constitution. In addition, the Party's Declaration on

the Economic Organization of Labor, also previously included

and even more relevant to the question, is likewise absent

from the new edition of the Constitution.

Inasmuch as the Party's Constitution presently fails to
clearly provide "sufficient guidelines for the conduct of mem-
bers within capitalist unions," be it resolved that this 30th
National Convention of the Socialist Labor Party restore in

their entirety subdivisions (c) and (d) of the former Article
XIII, Section 9 of the Party's Constitution. And,

Be it further resolved that subdivisions (a) and (b) of
the same article be restored with such amendments as may be
deemed appropriate to current circumstances.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Constitutional
Matters

.

18. From Section Milwaukee, presented by Bruce Cozzini
delegate from Wisconsin:

A. Resolution on Article II, Section 32 of the Party's
Constitution:

Delete present Section 32: "All suspensions and expulsions
shall be published in the official organ of the Party, unless
the National Executive Committee finds it contrary to the best
interests of the Party to do so/'

Substitute new Section 32: "A notice shall be sent to

all sections of such suspensions and expulsions as soon as

they have been put into effect."

Comment: It has been years since suspensions and expul-
sions have been published in the Weekly People. In the absence
of such publication, sections were not kept informed of sus-
pensions and expulsions. Thus it would have been possible for
an expelled member to pose as a visiting member- in-good-standing
in sections in other regions.

B, Resolution on Article II, Section 40 of the Party's
Constitution:

Delete the phrase: "provided his/her expulsion did not
stipulate permanent unfitness for membership in the Party."
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Comment: The phrase is dogmatic and denotes an unreason-

ing inflexibility. Sufficient protection is incorporated in

the remainder of Section 40 to prevent readmission of any who

may be considered unfit for membership.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Constitutional

Matters

.

The National Secretary presented the following proposals

and resolutions received by the National Office for presenta-

tion to the convention.

From Mike Murphy, national member-at-large t
suggesting

that consideration be given to the possibility of national

members-at-large being able to nominate NEC members.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Constitutional

Matters.

From Section Minneapolis, Minn., proposals for constitu-

tional changes:

A. Be it resolved that Article II, Section 19, be amended

to read: "A majority vote of those present at a regular sec-

tion meeting shall be necessary to admit an applicant to mem-

bership in the Party."

The reason for this proposed amendment: The rules govern-

ing admittance of an applicant to membership of the SLP should

not be more stringent than the rules governing the expulsion

of a member.

B. Be it resolved to delete Article II, Section 34(b)

from the Constitution:

The reason for this proposed amendment: The word "lam-

poon" is not defined in the Constitution. It could be used to

disallow a legitimate defense of the member under charge.

C. Be it resolved, that Article II, Section 34(c) be

deleted for the following reasons: That this statement implies

that those who associate with a disrupter do it with the in-

tention of further disruption of the organization, which is

not necessarily true,

D. Be it resolved that Article II, Section 40 of the
Constitution be deleted for the following reasons: Inasmuch
as the members of each section have direct contact with and
exposure to the activities and attitudes of their fellow mem-
bers and inasmuch as they are constitutionally permitted to
expel a member or members by a majority vote, it follows that
they are best qualified to entertain and follow through with
the motion of readmittance of the member or members they have
expelled by a majority vote. Furthermore, the sections should
have the final word on this readmittance. However, the read-
mittance of a member or members should be promptly reported
to the NEC for the sake of efficient organization.

On motion referred to the Committee on Constitutional
Matters

.

From Section Minneapolis, Minn.:

This convention declares that the Socialist Labor Party
is the Party of the classconscious workers and their active
supporters; that the Party is open to all people who endorse
the De Leonist program of industrial government and the po-

litical-industrial strategy for its attainment; that this
convention invites and urges all De Leonists not now in the
Party to join the Party; and that this convention instructs
the Party sections to consider all applications for membership
on the basis of the applicants' understanding and endorsement
of Marxism-De Leonism, and without regard to the applicants'
previously held disagreements with the Party's internal organ-
ization and/or tactics. This convention further instructs
the Weekly People to publish this resolution in its entirety
within one month following the close of the convention.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Resolutions.

From Section Minneapolis, Minn.:

This convention hereby instructs the Weekly People and the

New York Labor News offices to immediately hereafter include
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the name of Eric Hass as author on all pamphlets written by

him and issued by the Party, and to list him as author of his

pamphlets in the catalogue of SLP publications, and in adver-

tisements for such pamphlets in the Weekly People.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature

.

From Section Minneapolis, Minn.:

Be it resolved that the policy of the SLP regarding ec-

onomic agitation and organization shall be:

1) To propagate the principles of revolutionary industrial

unionism from without the industries and the unions; to pro-

mote the ideas of one big union for the wording class, control-

led and directed by the rank and file, such propaganda to be

phrased and constructed in a manner most likely to appeal to

and be understood by the workers generally, given their current

level of consciousness and political understanding.

2) For members where and when feasible in their indivi^

dual work places to establish shop floor groups or caucuses for

the purpose of educating and agitating for the principles of

industrial democracy on and off the job and in their unions;

to demonstrate to the workers the advantages of rank-and-file

unionism over the present contract-business unionism; to en-

courage, advise and assist Party sympathizers to carry on sim-

ilar actions in their workplaces, such groups or caucuses to

be viewed by the Party as embryonic formations of industrial

unionism around which to organize for new unionism.

3) This resolution if adopted by the convention, or am-

ended and adopted by the convention, and ratified by referen-

dum, shall be published promptly thereafter in the Weekly

People.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Resolutions.

From Section New York, N.Y.:

I. Section New York recommends restoring Article I,

Section 1, to its wording prior to change by the 1976 National

Convention when "Office" was substituted for "Secretary."

This section [before the change) provided for the affairs of

the SLP to be conducted by the "National Executive Committee,

the National Secretary, the state organizations, the local or-

ganizations, the sections, the national conventions, and the

membership."

From page 169 of the published 1976 Convention Proceed-

ings we quote the reason given for amending Section 1:

"In the listing the National Office would appear to be

more in line with the rest of the subdivisions."

(a) Ij> the National Office a subdivision in the same cate-

gory as the Party subdivisions enumerated? What is the com-

position of the National Office?--the National Secretary, his

assistant(s) and steno-typists? Or do we mean national head-

quarters which (in addition to the aforementioned National

Office staff) is composed of the business office (bookkeeper

and assistant(s) who take care of Weekly People subscriptions,

Labor News billing, etc*) , shipping clerk(s) , and editorial

staff. All subdivisions mentioned in Section 1 are composed

of members. There is no requirement that (other than the Na-

tional Secretary and Editor) employees at the National Office

and headquarters must be members, qualified to conduct the

Party's affairs. Their employment is conditioned only on com-

petence, efficiency and usefulness in their particular tasks.

And they can walk off their jobs freely.

(b) Prior to amendment of Section 1 the Constitution re-

quired that the Party's affairs be conducted by the National

Secretary (etc.). the member elected by the SLP to hold its

most important office. Removing him from the responsibility

of conducting the Party's affairs leaves him with what duties?

None are spelled out in Article VI other than in Section 3 which

states that he shall be the financial secretary of the Party,

and shall act as secretary of foreign affairs, and a newly
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added provision that he shall deliver formal reports to nation-

al conventions. The Test of Article VI provides for his elec-

tion, his term of office and removal.

li the recommended amendment is epproved* Section L o£

Article I will again read:

"The affairs of the Socialist Labor Party shall be con-

ducted by the National Executive Committee, the National Sec -

retary , the state organizations, the local organizations, the

sections* the national conventions, and the membership. 11

On motion, referred to the Committee on Constitutional

Matters

.

From Section New Yorkj N.Y,;

II. The following is quoted from the 1976 National Con-

vention Proceedings, page 197:

"On notion Article V, Section 13(g) was deleted from the

Constitution.

"

This section, under duties of the National Executive Com-

mittee, provided for auditing the Party's financial records,

etc*

Presumably reasons were given on the convention floor for

the deletion but no explanation was given to the general mem-

bership, and no provision was made for replacing the body (or

officer] responsible for preparing the Party's annual financial

report end submitting it to the membership*

Section New York recommends that Section S, Article VI,

be amended to correct the omission, to read as follows:

"(a) The National Secretary shall be the financial sec-

retary of the Party* He shall be responsible for having the

books and records audited annually, and issue annually to the

membership a report of the Party's finances .

"(b) The National Secretary shall act as secretary of

foreign affairs.
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,h
[c) He shall not be a member of the National Executive

Committee, end shall have a Voice in all its proceedings but
no vote."

On motion
a referred to the Committee on Constitutional

Matters *

FroB Section Minneapolis, Minn*:

Motion that action be talten at the national convention
to elect an editor to the Weekly People*

On motion* referred to the Committee on Staffing National
Headquarters ,

Fron Section Minneapolis! Minn.T

Motion that the convention serve as a commission of in-

quiry into the problems of the Woekly People staff and invite
parties involved to testify in person or in writing*

Motion to refer to the Committee on State of Organisation
amended to refer to the Committee on Staffing National Head-
quarters was defeated. The resolution was rejected.

The National Secretary read the following letter from /
Section New York County, N. Y. „ dated April 2S y 1977: /

Dear Comrade Karp :

At a special meeting of Section New York, held on April

21st, to hear the report of the Special Joint Committee of

Sections New York and Kings* the following motion was adopted:

That the report of the Special Joint Committee of the

Sections of Greater New York (Sections New York and Kings] and
the resolutions submitted by that committee on "The Reversal
of the Party's Position on 'National Independence 1 Movements"

and on "The Failure Of the NEC to Perform Its Constitutional
Duty' 1 be referred for consideration to the Party's 50th Nation
al Convention.

v

with

A copr of each of these three documents is enclosed here
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Please note that Comrade James Brinning requested to be

recorded as voting against the report, the two resolutions, and

the report as a whole; and Comrade George Liaskos requested to

be recorded as voting against the report, the resolution on

National Independence Movements, and the report as a whole.

Best wishes

.

Fraternally yours,

(signed) Aaron M. Orange

Organizer

The National Secretary also read the following letter

from Section Kings County, N.Y., dated April 29, 1977:

Dear Comrade Karp:

Section Kings County, at a special meeting held on April

25, 1977 to hear the report of the Special Joint Committee of

Sections New York and Kings County, passed the following mo-

tion:

"That 1) the 'Report of the Special Joint Committee of

the Sections of Greater New York' (Sections New York and Kings

County), and 2) the resolution submitted by that committee,

'On the Reversal of the Party's Position on National Indepen-

dence Movements* and 3] the 'Resolution on the Failure of the

NEC to Perform Its Constitutional Duty' be referred for con-

sideration to the Socialist Labor Party's Thirtieth National

Convention."

The above motion was passed with one dissenting vote.

Comrade Robert Massi, voting against the motion, requested that

his vote be so recorded.

A copy of each of the three above mentioned documents is

enclosed herewith.

Realizing the pressure of work at national headquarters

at the present time, Section Kings County moved to have forty-

five copies of these documents made so that each delegate to

the national convention may have a copy and the section instruc-
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ted me to send same to the National Office. These will be

sent to you under separate cover within the next several days.

With best wishes, I am

Fraternally yours,

(signed) Helen Tome

Organizer

The National Secretary noted that the "Joint Report" and

the resolutions referred to in each of the above letters were
identical. He suggested that they be read to the convention

by the delegates from New York. Bernard Reitzes, delegate

from New York, then read the following document to the conven-

tion:

Report of Special Joint Committee, Sections of Greater New

York

Your committee has been "charged with preparing a joint

statement detailing the two sections' views on currently de-

veloping Party positions and acts." After several meetings

and considerable research and discussion, we are of the unani-

mous opinion that some of the recent "shifts" or "reversals"

of long-standing Party policies or positions constitute decid-

edly incorrect departures from the Party's basic Marxist-De

Leonist revolutionary principles, and that the organization-

ally improper or questionable means by which some of them were

introduced and adopted represent distinct threats to the SLP's

organizational integrity and, indeed, to its continued exis-

tence as a revolutionary political Party.

It would be a formidable task, because of space and time

considerations, to detail in this statement all, or even most,

of the departures from Marxist-De Leonist principles and from

proper organizational procedure that have recently occurred.

We hope, however, to be able to submit additional statements

or resolutions dealing with at least some of the more appar-

ent or flagrant of those departures when we submit this state-

ment to the sections for adoption--or in due course. In the
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meantime, in the interest of relative brevity, we confine our-

selves here to just one example of departure from proper or-

ganizational procedure and one from Marxist-De Leonist principles.

The proponents o£ recent changes in Party direction are

alarmed, as are all knowledgeable and concerned Party members

,

over the current state of Party affairs, especially over the

continued decline in Party membership. It is contended that

this state of affairs is due primarily to the Party 1
s incorrect

tactics and strategy over the years rather than to the actions

of our class enemies and/or to historical conditions and cir-

cumstances. This was clearly expressed by the report of the

National Secretary and the national headquarters staff to the

1976 National Convention of the Party, On page 20 of the printed

proceedings of the convention it is stated that: ,f It £the

Party] adopts, and fails to correct, methods of theoretical and

practical work which destroy its effectiveness," to which is

added that this "comes closest to explaining our current sit-

uation." The problem can be remedied, suggests the report,

by "engaging in self-criticism and the collective correction

of errors," (Emphasis ours,)

And so , a number of changes have been introduced and in-

stituted before and since then, presumably "to correct .. .meth-

ods of theoretical and practical work" in order to restore the

Party's effectiveness. However, instead of correcting "methods

of theoretical and practical work" through "self-criticism and

the collective correction of errors/* some changes were achiev-

ed in ways quite removed from " collective correction"- -indeed

in ways wholly incompatible with that noble aim by virtue of

being unorganizational both in Party practice and tradition.

(Emphasis ours.]

For example, whether one agrees with it or not, the new

position on "national independence" movements (the Vietnam

question) first appeared in the Weekly People on May 10, 1975

before and without any Party-wide discussion or "collective

correction," only later being endorsed by the NEC at its regu-
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lar 1975 session* And, it is well to add, the NEC did so with-
out actually realizing at the time that it had in fact com-
pletely reversed an earlier Party position. Not only was this
procedure wholly inconsistent with the very desirable goal, as
suggested, of "collective" Party-wide decisions, it also suc-
ceeded in revising an existing Party-wide position by intro-
ducing a process both unconstitutional and traditionally repug-
nant to the SLP. Article XI, Section 3 of the Party's Consti-
tution states in part that: "The National Executive Committee
shall have control of the contents of all Party organs..." But
instead, a Party policy had now been formulated first in the

columns of the Weekly People, to be endorsed ex post facto by
that NEC. De Leon himself was unalterably opposed to the Week-
ly People being used in any manner even resembling such a pro-
cedure, as he made clear in his "Unity" address as far back as

1908. In explaining why he declined comment in the Weekly
People on an act of the NEC, he declared: "...in my editorial
capacity, I had no right to comment upon an act of the Nation-
al Executive Committee; and.,, in my individual capacity I had
no right to space in the Weekly People until the matter should
come before the Party membership on referendum ." (Emphasis
ours.) Accordingly, we have no doubt how De Leon would react
to the manner in which this change and recent others came
about.

The most serious departure from Marxist-De Leonist revo-
lutionary principles has been the deletion from the Party's
Constitution of the entire Article XIII, Section 9. Although
it was eventually endorsed by the Party's membership, we still
view it as the most serious departure because it endangers the
very foundation of the SLP program—the Party's insistence
upon the uncompromising adherence of its members to revolu -

tionary industrial unionism as opposed to unionism supportive
of or oriented to capitalism. Our principal concern is with
the reasons advanced for the deletion and with its likely con-
sequences .
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It may be recalled that what culminated in that deletion

began simply with a resolution from Section Minneapolis (re-

ferred by the 1976 National Convention to the NEC) proposing

the establishment of "a committee to deal with organizational

questions of 'new unions,'" etc. It eludes your committee how

a proposal to establish "a committee to deal with organization-

al questions of 'new unions'" could, without such a committee

PyP r being established , end up in the deletion of an entire

set of constitutional provisions spelling out the Party's po-

sition on unionism and the duties and responsibilities of its

members in that regard. And we're similarly mystified by the

"primary reason" given by the NEC's Committee on Party Policy

for proposing that deletion. According to its report, Article

XIII, Section 9 "contributes nothing to clarification of how

the Party should respond to workers interested in the formation

of classconscious unions." We are compelled to ask: What, or

in what way, has the deletion "contributed" to "clarification"

of the question? Does not the deletion, in fact, "contribute"

rather to confusion simply by its elimination? Moreover, on

what grounds is it assumed that "clarification of how the

Party should respond..." etc., was the sole or main aim of Ar-

ticle XIII, Section 9? Is not the need, at times, for codi-

fication of existing Party practices or for the preclusion of

violations of Party principle, or others, equally sound rea-

sons for constitutional provisions? Indeed, does not codifi-

cation actually "contribute" to "clarification"? Is not leg-

islation, as Comrade Petersen observed, the result of exper-

ience? And does not experience sometimes demand legislation

for other than mere "clarification"? In our opinion, it is

far more likely that the 1944 National Convention and subse-

quent membership referendum intended the codification of al-

ready existing practices or the prevention of future violations

rather than what has been assumed by the present NEC.

The National Secretary, in his circular letter of October

20, 1976 to the Party's membership, posed several questions
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which he contended were raised by the Section Minneapolis reso-
lution. Those questions, in sum, seem to ask if, in view of
indications of dissatisfaction by some members of precapital-
ist unions with their present "leadership," the Party should
not reevaluate its attitude toward those unions and the role
to be played in them by Party members. Grasping at these illu-
sive straws, the proponents and supporters of the deletion eith-
er overlook or fail to recognize that the disaffection, no mat-
ter how noticeable, is not, as the Party would hope, with the
erroneous premises and false goals of those unions but only
with the corruption of some labor fakers who the dissidents
wish merely to replace with more "honest" leaders. These SLP
members overlook or fail to recognize that the dissidents do
not yet comprehend that precapitalist unionism determines the
character of its leaders, and not the reverse- And overlook-
ing or failing to recognize this fact, our mistaken Comrades
imagine that precapitalist unions will be more tolerant of SLP
agitation than heretofore--even susceptive to conversion by ad-
vocates of revolutionary industrial unionism. The summaries
of the reasons of some NEC members for supporting the deletion,
as contained in the National Secretary's October 20th letter,
either express or imply these views. But Party experience
shows nothing to be further from the truth.

SLP literature, from the pens of Henry Kuhn, Daniel De
Leon and Olive M. Johnson, et. al. of the Party's early days,
through Arnold Petersen and others of the recent past (includ-
ing the present National Secretary's "Unionism: Fraudulent
or Genuine?") contains much testimony to the errors of "boring
from within" precapitalist unions or trying to convert them
into revolutionary unions. This testimony was condensed ra-
ther concisely by Comrade Petersen in his report to the 1966
NEC Session. In reproducing his letter to then Party member,
John Fowler, Comrade Petersen wrote in part:

"You speak of 'boring from within,' 'working in theunions/ etc., and you ask: 'When a person can't go to union
meetings who is going to present the SLP program there?' In
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the chance of SLP meters successfully "boring from with-

in" or capturing and converting precapitalist unions to revolu-

tionary unions is non-existent. To i«a
fi
ine otherwise is to

delude ontlilf t The Party's "Mines to the Uiners" campaign

in 1915 proved to be a failure. And for the Party, at this

late date, to resurrect a proven failure can only lead to even-

tual disillusionment and frustration among those of its mem-

bers who are either unaware of Party experience in this re-

gard or who choose to discount it-

Besides, the organizationally questionable manner by

which this matter was recently reintroduced is not without

significance. It leaves much to be answered. As springboards

for reintroducing » revived "boring from within" campai fi
n, the

Party's "Mines to the Minors" pamphlet was published in the

Weekly People in February, 197S, and was followed an April Z4,

1*76 by the National Secretary's article. "The SLP and the

Unions/ 1 These, as was later learned, appeared in the Weekly

People, without a clear declaration of ultimate intent, as

"feelers" for a revision of Party policy- -before and without

the Party 1

s membership ot its duly T BSponslble Party bodies.

having the opportunity to formally consider and discuss th e

change* It goes without saying what Be Leon would have made

of this! And to underscore the impropriety of this unprece-

dented procedure, it is weU to recall that the National Sec-

retary, in the aforementioned letter of October 20, 1976, con-
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tended that the "discussion within the Party" that he "hoped
end expected" would be stimulated by the April 24th article
"did not develop*" By this, it is assumed, is meant that the
National Secretary or the Weekly People received little writ-
ten "feed-back" from the membership, But how, it must be asked,
could it have been known at national headquarters if members
did or did not discuss the question among themselves? Actually,
there was considerable such discussion, and much apprehension
over the implications of the April 24th article, voiced among
members in the New York City area (and presumably elsewhere)

,

Moreover, since the April 24th article did not clearly propose
that the Party alter its opposition to "boring from within, 11

why should the National Office have "expected" any kind of
clear expression in writing on the matter^ pro or con, from
the membership? Indeed, it Bight well have been considered
presumptuous of members to have concluded from the inexplicit
article that a revision of Party policy was thus being propos-
ed, or even contemplated— especially since the manner of its
introduction had theretofore been unprecedented in the SLP.
It had long hecn an established practice for the Weekly People
to reflect Party policy, not to initiate it.

The truth Is that the Party's 1919 "Mines to the Miners"
campaign was doomed to failure from the start* as subsequent
events proved. Although It was not generally recognized in
the Party at the time, the totally corrupt and corrupted pro-
capitalist nature of the so-called "union movement" would not
permit such a campaign to succeed. Nor are any latter day at-
tempts at "boring from within" likely to meet with any greater
success--nnd for the sane reasons. These conclusions are un-
mistakably evident from a letter dated September 28, 1519 from
the President of District 12 of the United Mine Workers to a
member of his union from Du Quoin, Illinois [the state in
which the Party's 'Nines to the Miners" campaign was being con-
ducted). The letter reads:
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"OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
DISTRICT NO, 12

UNITED
MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA

"Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N.Y.
September 28, 1919.

"Mr. James F. Burnett,
310 North Line St.

Du Quoin, Illinois.

"Dear Sir and Brother:

"Replying to your letter of recent date I advise that

any member of the Miner's Union belonging to the Socialist

Labor Party is subject to expulsion from the Miner's Union.

The Socialist Labor Party is the parent organization of the

Workers International Industrial Union and any member or. the

United Mine Workers of America belonging to the Socialist

Labor Party is therefore guilty of belonging to a dual organ-

ization and is subject to expulsion from the United Mine Wor-

kers of America because of Section 2, Article 14, Internation-

al Constitution and Section 28, Article 19, District Consti-

tution.

"I trust this is the information you desire.

"Yours very truly,

(signed) F. Farrington

President, 1 '

To those who imagine that conditions may have changed

since then, that precapitalist unions are or may now be more

responsive to revolutionary education, we can only direct at-

tention to scientific logic and reasoning. If things are in-

deed different from those of De Leon's day or from those evi-

denced by the UMW labor-faker's letter, is it conceivable that

they can be anything but worse? With procapitalist union

hierarchies and bureaucracies even more entrenched than ever;

with those unions no longer even giving the lip-service they

used to give to working classconsciousness or working class

action; is it not illusory to even dream that current labor-

fakeTS would allow revolutionary agitation in their corrupt

domains? And is it not equally illusory to even dream of

wresting from them their corrupt domains to be converted to
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something they were never meant to be? And finally, how can

there still be any doubt that all attempts to "bore from within'

must result in either boring all the way through and out or in-

to a situation that must of necessity corrupt the borer?

Must the Party repeatedly reexperience its mistakes in

order to learn the lessons of those mistakes? In this connec-

tion, in the same letter to Fowler, Comrade Petersen observed

as follows:

"What you are proposing amounts to saying that the Party
should not benefit from experience-- that it should repeat
again and again past fruitless efforts for the special benefit
of newly admitted members in each decade. If the Party and
individual members were not to learn and be guided by collec-
tive experience, what would be the use of going through ex-
periences in the first place? It would be like marching on
the spot, getting nowhere, either in point of accumulating a
body of experience or in widening our educational and agita-
tional endeavors. Socialism is a science and follows the''

paths and methods of all sciences/'

To emphasize his point, Comrade Petersen added the follow-

ing in summary by John Stuart Mill:

'"Since all phenomena which have been sufficiently exam-
ined [and tested] are found to take place with regularity,
each having certain fixed conditions, positive and negative,
on the occurrence of which it invariably happens, mankind have
been able to ascertain* . .the conditions of the occurrence of
many phenomena; and the progress of science mainly consists
in ascertaining these conditions."'

And Comrade Petersen concluded: "No, the Party is not

going to fight the old fruitless battles over and over again,*,"

To which we add a determined "Amen I"

Lest this statement be misunderstood, your committee

wishes to acknowledge that the Party must attract and enlist

sufficient new members to take over the work of those no longer

with us and those who, because of advanced age or infirmity,

can no longer carry the load, if the Party is not to deterio-

rate further to the point of inviability. Were the latter to

occur, it would indeed be tragic. But appeals to new recruits

must be based on revolutionary principles and policies and on
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organizational procedures reflective o£ those principles and

policies. Thus, should deterioration occur anyway, it could

only be temporary. The Party's revolutionary principles would

still endure and its integrity would remain intact, both to

be later embraced by a classconscious working class.

On the other hand, if new recruits are appealed to on the

basis of incorrect principles, erroneous non-revolutionary

policies and improper organizational procedures, as are offer-

ed them by organizations of the so-called "left," which are

larger and more emotionally enticing than the SLP, what induce-

ment would there be for them to join with the SLP? Besides,

how long could they be expected to remain with the SLP? We're

surely aware of the constant defections and turnover in those

other organizations because of disillusionment and cynicism

resulting from the absence of the kind of unifying principles

found only in the revolutionary SLP. It is likely, therefore,

that any gain in membership, if any, would be transitory at

best. But even more significantly, what sort of SLP would

then exist? Surely not the proud, uncompromising, totally

revolutionary organization of the past eight and one-half dec-

ades. And should deterioration occur in those circumstances,

as would be virtually certain, it could well be permanent.

For a classconscious working class would hardly be expected

to later embrace an organization that had shown itself incon-

sistent in adherence to working class principles and policies.

In conclusion, we wish to state that the most distinguish-

ing attributes of the SLP- -attributes that have always set

the Party apart from all other organizations and which have

always kept it clear in the midst of and in spite of the obfus-

cating fog of fallacies emanating from the so-called "left,"

"new left," "liberals'* and "Marxist" pretenders, have been its

uncompromising principles coupled to its organizational in-

tegrity. It was surely the formeT that drew all of us into

the SLP in the first place; and it was surely both that kept

us in the Party working for human emancipation all or most of

our adult-lives. Thus, together, these attributes have for
us been the reality of De Leon's dictum: "The organization
and the principle are onef" And for us and others, they have
served to spotlight and further illuminate the Party's unique
program. It would, therefore, be a delusion for us to believe
that revolutionists can or will be attracted by anything else--
and it is only revolutionists we want to attract! We may well
remind ourselves that there are no short-cuts to socialism.

Your committee is convinced that the Party must halt and
reverse the present trend at once by reassuming its solid
Marxist-De Leonist revolutionary posture and restoring its

eroded organizational integrity if its revolutionary princi-

ples and program are to survive and ultimately prevail!

Fraternally submitted,

Special Committee.

(signed) John Emanuel (N.Y.)
Israel Feinberg (Kings)
Samuel Finkelstein (Kings)
Barbara Graymont (N.Y.)
Bernard Reitzes (N.Y.)
Walter Steinhilber (Kings)

April 3, 1977
v

*
;

Motion was made and seconded that the document be referred
to the Committee on State of Organization. Amended to refer
it. to the Committee on Resolutions. The amendment was lost.

The original motion was passed.

On motion, the convention adjourned at 4:20 p.m. to re-

convene at 9:00 a.m., Sunday, May 29.
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MORNING SESSION, SUNDAY, MAY 29

The convention was called to order at 9:20 a.m.

On motion, Vito De Lisi was elected chairperson for the

day,

On motion, George Taylor was elected vice chairperson for

the day.

On roll call, all present.

The minutes of the May 28 session were accepted as cor-

rected*

Barbara Graymont, delegate from New York, read the follow-

ing resolution, identical versions of which had been submit-

ted by Sections Kings County and New York County:

Resolution on the Reversal of the Party's Position on "National

Independence" Movements

The "reversals" or "shifts" in the Party's position on

"national independence" movements in the past two years have

removed the SLP further and further from long-established basic

Marxist-De Leonist revolutionary principles.

No one in the SLP will dispute that the Party and the

principle are one* That being the case, it follows that Party

policy and principle are likewise one. Hence, drastic depart-

ures from previously held positions on "national independence"

movements, firmly rooted in sound Marxist-He Leonist analyses

of society* constitute parallel departures from Party princi-

ple, thereby rendering the revolutionary SLP less and less dis-

tinguishable from the New Left and the various "socialist" pre-

tenders. But even more, departures from principle constitute

serious on-going threats to Party integrity.

Continuing adherence to the reversals is a misdirection

of Party policy from the sound course developed over about 85

years of socialist application of Marxist-De Leonist principles
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Such misdirection, which apparently stems from the desperate

attempt to attract greater and greater numbers to the SLP, can

only result in compromise of those principles and Party integ-
rity. This misdirection must be halted and the Party must re-

establish its proud Marxist-De Leonist posture if its revolu-
tionary principles and program are to survive and ultimately
prevail*

One of the earliest recent drastic departures from Party
principle became evident at the regular NEC session in New
York, May 31-June 2, 1975 when the present National Secretary
spent considerable time and effort defending the May 10, 1975
Weekly People editorial, "The Vietnamese Victory." The con-

tents of this editorial directly and unorganizationally con-
travened the then existing Party position on the conflict in

Vietnam as adopted by the NEC at its 1966 session. That posi-
tion, presented by Comrade Arnold Petersen, former National
Secretary, showed that the Vietnamese conflict was "proving
itself more and more*.*one of a series of global contests be-
tween the economic imperialism of plutocratic United States on
the one hand, and Sino-Russian bureaucratic politico-economic
imperialism on the other." The war had become, he further

noted, a "ruthless contest for imperialist supremacy in the
dying capitalist world...."

Comrade Petersen's sound analysis rebutted certain "false
and misleading assumptions and contentions" put forth by "the

protesters and peace-clamorers generally, and by some who should
know better." One of the erroneous arguments advanced by the
latter, observed Comrade Petersen, was that; "With the de-

feat of French colonialism in Indo-China, a revolution, spe-

cifically a 'proletarian revolution," and a counterrevolution
took place in Vietnam. And by 'revolution' they mean, chief-

ly, the distribution of land to the peasants. Distribution of

land to the peasants is, in the Marxist sense, a reactionary
measure, a turning back of the clock. It is even more falla-
cious to speak of the restoring of land to the South Vietnam
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peasants as a proletarian revolution , and the emancipation of

the native 'proletariat' from the semi- feudal ownership of

large landed estates. When Marxists speak of revolution in

our day, proletarian-- !. e

.

, working class— revolution and em-

ancipation from wage slavery are meant. 1
' And he further ob-

served that: "The petty bourgeoisie, the peasants, etc, con-

stitute the wreckage floating on the mainstream of developing

capitalism in its conquering march toward social supremacy,

which it achieved and is now losing." Distribution of land to

the peasants, he noted, r, is socially reactionary, and the

peasantry is ant i- revolutionary in the Marxist sense."

The Marxian correctness of Comrade Petersen's observa-

tions stands out especially when viewed in the context of the

times in which they were made--the continual peace demonstra-

tions of the 1960 r s, the unorganizational agitation among cer-

tain ill-informed SLP members, subsequently expelled from the

Party, to join and participate in those demonstrations, and

the faulty analysis of the conflict in Vietnam by the large

majority of peaceniks and bourgeois romantic New Leftists, who

saw the sin of United States capitalism writ large but were

blind to the imperialism of the Communist superpowers: the

Soviet bureaucracy and its counterpart in the Peoples Republic

of China.

And it was in this context that Comrade Petersen reminded

the Party's membership of the true imperialist nature of the

conflict in Vietnam with these words: "It is the worldwide

struggle between the two giant imperialisms, East and West,

that sets the tone, and marks the real issue involved in the

Wagnerian ' Goetterdammerung, ' this twilight of the evil gods

of universal class rule. They, and not the incidental petty

victims in the international class struggle , determine the is-

sue and vital interests at stake, as far as man can so deter-

mine. 1
' [Emphasis added.]

To sweep away any additional cobwebs, Comrade Petersen

refuted the claim that "the so-called Vietnam and Cuban revo-
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lutions" could be equated with the American and French revolu-
tions. The latter two, he noted, "were capitalist revolutions
against feudalism in its historic sense, and constituted pro-
gress by clearing the way for capitalism as successor to feu-
dalism as a new ruling-class system, itself becoming a trail-
blazer for socialism."

On the other hand, the Weekly People editorial of May 10,
1975, "The Vietnamese Victory," presented a wholly one-sided
view of foreign imperialist involvement in Vietnam identical
to the New Leftist criticism of United States imperialism.
This view completely ignored the imperialist involvement of
the Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic of China in Vietnam,
suggesting that the war there was merely a conflict between
the Vietnamese people and the American aggressors, with no
other global imperialist involvement. It was thus virtually
identical in essence to the May 20, 1967 article in the Weekly
People entitled, "Who Are the Aggressors?" by Eric Hass, former
editor, later expelled from the SLP. In this article, Hass
presented the conflict as purely a civil war in which South
Vietnamese puppet oppressors, with American capitalist class
support, were being opposed by South and North Vietnamese lib-
erators. The global nature of the East-West conflict in
Southeast Asia was overlooked or completely ignored. For
this, Hass was taken to task by New York SLP members, and,
as a consequence, was obliged, in a Letter Box answer in the
June 10, 1967 issue of the Weekly People, to admit that the
article was faulty in this regard, (Fully reported in Supple-
ment to the NEC's Report to Twenty-Seventh National Conven-
tion, May 4-7, 1968, pp. 23-24.)

It has been contended in support of the May 10, 1975 edi-
torial that it would not have done to have mentioned the involve
ment of the Soviet Union and the Peoples Republic of China in
Vietnam, for to have done so would only have been confusing
to American workers who must be made aware of United States
capitalist class imperialism. To call attention to the imper-
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ialist involvement of other nations on the other side of the

same conflict, it has been argued, would only

workers to excuse their own ruling class's imperialism.

The SLP cannot hope to educate American workers to^heir

international class interests by presenting only partia
1

truths

.

That would be contemptuous of their intelligence and brand the

S as a paternalistic organization decidinS what and how much

infor.ation it should or should not dole out to the working

class The Party's credibility, and consequently Its organi-

zational integrity, would thus be discredited.

I„ reply to Section St. Louis's criticism that the May

10 1975 editorial did not contain any mention "of the class

struggle and the three-way imperialist struggle between the

US U S.S.R., and China," the National Secretary's repor

to tne W 3Wune 2, 1975 NEC Session stated: "The article

1 not -out the 'class struggle' or the -three -way imperial-

ist struggle.' It was primarily about the profound effects

of ^nationalist struggle of the Vietnamese people, and par-

ticularly its effect on U.S. imperialism." (p. M.j

This reply begs the question by omitting essential ele-

cts, could the "Vietnamese people," or whatever portion of

Z, which that response alluded to, have won the mill ary

vlctory without massive assistance from the O.S.S.R. and

China/ And what was the purpose of the involvement of th se

Z powers in Vietnam if not to advance their own ^££
interests in that area of the world. To refer t«

,
th. ccnfUct

as "the nationalist struggle of the Vietnamese people is

ver implication, for it presupposes that all the followers

of L NLF were the "Vietnamese people" and all who opposed
o± tne jmlt wc

ethnically
them were not "Vietnamese people, but some v g

unidentifiable puppets in the pay of Saigon or the U.S.

a or no sincere native Vietnamese opposition to Commun-

Tutside the Saigon establishment. It writes ° ~-
^

tion of deliberate Vietcong and North Vietnamese barbar c act

against village noncombatants or the deliberate murder of vil

lage headmen and other local leaders who might have been neu-

tralist or non- Communist and therefore a threat to NLF poli-

tics or Vietcong strategy, and it ignores the fact that a tri-

bal hill people like the non-Communist Montagnards were oppres-

sed by the South Vietnamese government and the NLF alike. In

short it presents a narrow, myopic view that pictures the NLF

as liberation heroes simply because members of the NLF were

not supported by the U.S. capitalist class, Indeed, the con-

tinued conduct of the victorious elements in Vietnam in send-

ing large numbers of people to "re-education" camps, and their

denials of human rights since the end of hostilities, indicates

that a large section of the population of South Vietnam is far

from being "liberated."

Additionally, the Weekly People staff's report to the

1976 National Convention (page 101) challenged Comrade Peter-

sen's Marxian analysis and, indeed, his knowledge of Marxism,

by stating:

"The earlier position [on Vietnam] in our opinion is in-

correct and even dangerous. Not only does it run counter to

the course of history in the twentieth century, but it contra-

dicts the most basic premise of Marxism, namely that the course

of history is shaped by class struggle between oppressed and

oppressor. Instead it contends that history is shaped by the

antagonism or contention of ruling classes among themselves.

"

This is superficial, vague, and erroneous, reflecting a

serious shallowness of comprehension and a distinct misappli-

cation of Marxian principles, in this instance, of the mater-

ialist conception of history. What is meant, for instance,

by history being "shaped by class struggle between oppressed

and oppressor"? If it means, as it appears to mean, that rul-

ing class conflicts have never had any immediate effect on

history, then it is sheer nonsense. The scope of the material-

ist conception of history is epochs, not merely decades, the

course of history, not merely momentary events. In the long

sweep of history, ruling class activities have indeed occasion-



ally had short-term impact.

Moreover, by stating that "the earlier position" on Viet-

nam "contends that history is shaped by the antagonism or con-

tention of ruling classes among themselves," the Weekly People

staff report attributes to Comrade Petersen something he never

said, A careful reading of his report to the 1966 NEC Session

[page 13) shows the staff's interpretation to be a distortion

of Comrade Petersen 1 s observation. He was clearly referring

to the specific immediate antagonism between the superpowers

in Vietnam, certainly not to the long-term course of world

history or even to the history o£ this century.

And for the staff to say that the Party's earlier posi-

tion on (that is, Comrade Petersen's analysis of] the Vietnam

situation n run[s] counter to the course of history in the twen-

tieth century" is wholly gratuitous. Mot a shred of proof is

given. Indeed, much history has occurred in the first seventy-

six years of the twentieth century. To what portion of that

history, or to what specific events, does the staff contend

the Party's earlier position runs counter? We are left to guess

at this, and can only speculate that it reflects the staff's

erroneous acceptance of nationalism as a progressive force in

the twentieth century, overlooking or ignoring the fact that

twentieth century nationalism has very often been a force of

and for reaction.

Lest we applaud too enthusiastically the nationalism and

"wars of liberation" in Southeast Asia, let us take into account

present developments in that area. These developments indicate

that the area is producing a class rule that cannot but lead

toward reaction rather than toward progress in socialist terms,

or even in bourgeois democratic terms. Two years after the

war, it is a fact that a political state still exists in Viet-

nam, but now run by the Communist Party. What was born and is

developing there is a new bureaucratic state despotism, as it

has wherever a political state has been falsely established in

the name of Marxism. What has been achieved has been the re-
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placement of one master with another.

Be it therefore resolved that this Thirtieth National
Convention of the Socialist Labor Party rescind the Party's
1976 "Resolution on Party Positions" and reaffirm the position
regarding the Vietnamese conflict adopted by the NEC at its

regular session in 1966.

On motion, this resolution was referred to the Committee
on State of Organization.

John Emanuel, delegate from New York, read the following
resolution, identical versions of which also had been sub-

mitted by Sections Kings County and New York County :

Resolution on the Failure of the NEC To Perform Its Consti-

tutional Duty

A long-standing rule of organization in the SLP provides
that agitational activities in an area in which a section exists
are to be conducted under the auspices of that section. Anoth-
er Party rule prior to the August, 1976 session of the NEC pro -

hibited participation in demonstrations entirely but allowed
the covering of demonstrations in some instances with certain
qualifying limitations.

Despite these Party rules, the National Secretary and the
NEC Subcommittee, in June, 1976, misrepresented the decision
of the NEC to permit covering the demonstration by instead
granting Comrade S, Blanchard of Section Passaic County, N.J.
permission to participate in a "Gay Rights" demonstration in

New York City with neither the authorization nor the knowledge
of Section New York. In fact, Section New York had made no
plans at the time with respect to the demonstration, nor was
it even aware of Comrade Blanchard* s or anyone else's inten-
tions in that regard. In those circumstances, the unauthor-

ized granting of permission to Comrade Blanchard by the Nation-
al Secretary and the NEC Subcommittee was clearly unorganiza-
tional, in direct conflict with Party rules.

The unauthorized grant of permission was subsequently
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withdrawn, not, however, because participation would have been

in violation of a Party policy codified nine years earlier but

merely because the demonstration was to have been held in an

area under the agitational jurisdiction o£ Section New York.

These facts were brought to the attention of the NEC in

session in Palo Alto in August, 1976. And, on the untenable

grounds that there is no difference between covering and par-

ticipating in demonstrations, the NEC failed to take appropriate

organizational action against this violation of Party policy

despite the fact that three of its members pointed out that the

then existing Party policy did indeed attribute a very substan-

tial and significant difference between participating in and

covering, demonstrations by entirely proh ibiting the former and

allowing the latter , but with certain limitations.

Be it, therefore, resolved that the 1977 SLP National Con-

vention reprimand the NEC for its failure to uphold and carry

out its organizational duty, as set forth in the Party's Con-

stitution, Article S, Section 13(a): "To carry out resolutions

of the National Convention and those adopted by a general

vote/'

And be it further resolved that the 1977 National Conven-

tion unequivocally caution against any and all arbitrary viola-

tions of existing Party policies or positions by anyone or

any Party body, regardless of Party station, because such vio-

lations cannot but inevitably destroy the organizational in-

tegrity of the SLP which, for well moTe than 3/4 century, has

been the sole exponent of Marxist-De Leonist principles any-

where and the sole vehicle for the SIU program flowing from

those principles; that is, because of the compelling truth of

De Leon's observation: "The organization and the principle

are one."

On motion, this resolution was referred to the Committee

on State of Organization.

At 10:10 a.m., the sergeant at arms reported 75 visitors

present.
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The National Secretary submitted the following resolution

from Section St. Joseph County, Indiana:

Whereas the current serious manpower situation at our

national headquarters is clearly set forth in the letter from

our National Secretary to the delegates to the 30th National

Convention, Socialist Labor Party, of which each of the members

has received a copy with covering letter dated April 14, 1977,

and

Whereas the section has accordingly discussed the prob-

lems raised and considered possible solutions, and

Whereas the section realizes that its suggestion follow-

ing is by no means a complete solution to the problems but one

which the section thinks is worthy of consideration by our

Party convention, therefore be it

Resolved that we, the members of Section St. Joseph Coun-

ty, Indiana, in regular meeting assembled in Mishawaka, Indi-

ana, this 25th day of April, 1977, suggest that the size of

the Weekly People be reduced from six pages an issue to four

pages an issue*

On motion, referred to the Committee on Staffing the Na-

tional Headquarters.

The National Secretary submitted the following resolution

from Section Wayne County, Michigan:

Resolution on the Cost of Holding Annual National Conventions

Whereas, the NEC at its August 1976 session adopted a

Special Matters Committee report on finances which stated in

part [see page 86, Proceedings of the 1976 NEC Session],

Whereas, the Party by constitutional amendment has

scheduled a national convention every year. This action will

compel the membership to place a further, greater drain on a

rapidly deteriorating National Office financial balance.

Whereas, the Michigan State Committee paid out over $1,000
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for its delegates 1 expenses for the 1976 National Convention,

and there must be evidence that other state organizations had

expenses of a similar nature. Section Wayne County has no in-

formation on the costs incurred by the National Office for the

convention but they must have been correspondingly large. It

would be in the best interests of the membership to possess at

least a rough estimate of the total costs of holding annual

conventions

.

Whereas, the large financial costs of this constitutional

provision should be carefully weighed against the over-all im-

provement in Party activities anticipated by members in the

adoption of this amendment.

Therefore, be it resolved that the 1977 National Conven-

tion give serious consideration to the rescinding of this an-

nual national convention provision.

On motion, the resolution was referred to the Committee

on Constitutional Matters,

The National Secretary stated that about 20 replies had

been received by the National Office in response to the April

14 letter sent out to the membership and suggested these be

turned over to the Committee on Staffing the National Head-

quarters. On motion, the letters were so referred.

A motion to review the referral of resolutions to com-

mittees was defeated.

On motion, the rules were suspended to give considera-

tion to establishing additional committees.

On motion, a Committee on Party Policy and Position was

established.

On motion, a Committee on Agitation was established.

On motion, the earlier referrals of resolutions to commit-

tees were reviewed*

On motion, the Elanchard Resolution on Field Workers was
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reassigned to the Committee on Agitation.

On motion, the Blanchard Resolution on Practical Work in

the Field was reassigned to the Committee on Agitation*

On motion, the Reitzes Resolution on the Role of Members

in Precapitalist Unions was reassigned to the Committee on

Party Policy and Position,

On motion, the Kings-New York Resolution on Reversal of

Party Policy on National Independence Movements was reassigned

to the Committee on Party Policy and Position.

On motion, the Minneapolis Resolution on Economic Agita-

tion and Organization was reassigned to the Committee on Agi-

tation.

On motion, Section I on State of Organization from the

National Secretary's report to the convention was referred to

the Committee on Agitation and Section II on State of Organi-

zation from the report was referred to the Committee on State

of Organization.

On motion, the question of the continued publication of

the New Unionist was referred to the Committee on Party Press

and Literature.

On motion, material on the Weekly People sub drive was

referred to the Committee on Agitation.

The National Secretary announced that Party files with

additional information were also available to the various com-

mittees if needed.

A 15-minute recess was declared at 11:15 a.m.

The convention reconvened at 11:45 a.m.

ELECTION OF COMMITTEES

Committee on State of Organization was elected by roll

call vote as follows: Robert Massi, Julius Levin, Stephen

Emery, Alan Karp, Bruce Cozzini.
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The sergeant at arms reported 71 visitors present at

12: 25 p.m.

Committee on Party Policy and Position was elected by

roll call vote as follows: Stanley Karp, Bernard Reitzes,

George Taylor, Louis Fisher, Joseph Sabato.

Committee on Staffing National Headquarters was elected
by roll call vote as follows: John O'Neill, Genevieve Gunder-
son, Peter Kapitz, Edward Swiatek, Edna Barnes.

Committee on Party Press and Literature: Frank Girard,
John Sarkisian, Jean Steiner, Vito De Lisi, Robert Burns.

Committee on Constitutional Matters was elected by roll

call vote as follows: Lawrence Gilfedder, Barbara Graymont,

Josephine Clement, John Morris, Ross Schelin.

Committee on Resolutions was elected by roll call vote

as follows: John Emanuel, Albert Mitch, Richard Whitney,

Lucille Georgeff, Joseph Toth.

Committee on Agitation was elected by roll call vote as

follows: Robert Cain, Richard Bell, Constance Blomen, Edward
Wizek, Sidney Blanchard.

Motion that committee meetings be open to members and

sympathizers as observers with committee decision on observer

participation amended to add "except for sessions at which the
final writing of the committee reports takes place. ,r Motion

as amended passed*

Resolution presented by Doris Churchill, delegate from

Illinois

:

Resolved, that the Socialist Industrial Union diagram be

included wherever practicable on all Party literature pub-

lished from now on.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Party Press and

Literature.
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From Doris Churchill, delegate from Illinois:

Resolved, that Article II, Section 34(b) be changed by
dropping the words "under charges'' so as to read:

"Any member who circulates, or aids in circulating a
lampoon shall be expelled, in the same manner, and foT the
same reason, that a member declared guilty in default is
expelled under clause (a) of this section. He/she shall have
forfeited all rights to appeal his/her cause/ 1

On motion, referred to the Committee on Constitutional
Matters.

From Doris Churchill, delegate from Illinois:

Resolved, that this convention advocates the Socialist
Labor Party not waste Party resources under present circum-
stances by conducting signature gathering campaigns to meet
capitalist election restrictions to allowing minority party
slates to be placed on the ballot, but instead this convention
urges write-in campaigns be used to maintain the political
program of the SLP instead.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Agitation.

From Doris Churchill, delegate from Illinois:

The Socialist Labor Party shall establish an inner-Party
lending library through which comrades can borrow hard-to-get
books and materials concerning socialism and allied topics.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Agitation.

A motion to adjourn and reconvene at 2 p.m., Monday, was
amended to reconvene at 9 a.m., Monday, May 30.

Edward Gross volunteered to serve as assistant sergeant
at arms

.

The convention adjourned at 2:20 p.m. to reconvene at
9 a.m., Monday, May 30.
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MORNING SESSION, MONDAY, MAY 30

The convention was called to order at 9:10 a,m.

On motion, Vito De Lisi was elected chairperson.

On motion, John O'Neill was elected vice chairperson.

On roll call, all present.

Minutes of the May 29 session were adopted as corrected.

The chairperson read the following communication from

Marin Dekovich of Tinton Falls, New Jersey:

SLP Convention* Midland Hotel

17 2 West Adams

Chicago, IL

Comrades and Delegates:

Greetings. Marxian watchword, abolition of wage system,

has real meaning only when De Leonist calls on American prole-

tariat to take, hold and operate industries by socialist in-

dustrial unions as advocated only by their Socialist Labor

Party. You represent that party. Hold the banner o£ De Leon-

ism aloft and high. It is the only hope of socialism and

humanity in America, The American working class must hear the

message. All power to socialist industrial unions, the workers'

power, before it is too late. Concentrate your efforts on

delivering that message. Everything else is of secondary im-

portance for the American proletariat.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES

Committee on State of Organisation [partial report)

:

Re Resolution on the role of the NEC members submitted

by Sidney Blanchard, New Jersey (see pg. 58):

Your committee has read and discussed this resolution

and recommends that it be rejected.

This resolution recommends such a broad expansion of

I of the function of the NEC member that if implemented it

would in effect convert the member into a regional organizes

This is neither feasible nor desirable.

In the paragraphs numbered A, C and D the recommendations

made in sum total describe the activity of an organizer and

not an NEC member. Such additional duties and functions

would unnecessarily encumber the orderly functioning of the

individual NEC member and the NEC as a whole.

In the paragraph numbered E the recommendation made would,

if implemented, impose an almost impossible physical and finan-

cial burden upon the Party because of the great distances

that certain regions encompass

.

(signed) Btuc© Cozzini
R. E. Massi
S. Emery
Julius Levin
A. Karp, chairperson

On motion, the committee's recommendation to reject the

resolution submitted by S. Blanchard was concurred in,

A motion was passed to recess for ten minutes following

the completion of report of committees.

Committee on Party Policy and Position reported progress.

Committee on Staffing the National Headquarters Edward Swiatek

reporting (partial report)

:

This committee wishes to report that progress is being

made, but even at this point, we find the situation with help

in the Editorial Department so critical and so ominous that we

are using this occasion to make the following appeal to the

entire body of the convention.

If there is anyone in the audience who has any writing

ability, or if you know of any member or sympathiser who has

such ability, please be sure to contact the committee on

Staffing the National Headquarters at the earliest opportunity.

The committee has so far reviewed the various corres-
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pondence received at the National Office in response to the

National Secretary's letter of April 14. We have two groups

of letters which we feel will be of use to and that belong

to other committees.

(1) To Committee on State of Organization.

(2) To Committee on Party Press and Literature.

Fraternally submitted,

(signed) E.A. Swiatek, chairperson

On motion, the report was accepted and the letters

turned over to the Committees on State of Organization and

Party Press and Literature as recommended.

Committee on Party Press and Literature reported progress

Committee on Constitutional Matters reported progress.

Report of the Committee on Resolutions (partial report)

:

Re Resolution on admission to membership submitted by

Section Minneapolis (see pg. 67 ).

The Resolutions Committee recommended the rejection of

the Minneapolis resolution and offered the following substi-

tute resolution:

Whereas some former members of the Socialist Labor Party

have left or were expelled in recent years over organization-

al and tactical policies that have since been changed, it is

hereby resolved that this convention instructs the Party

sections and the NEC to consider all applications for member-

ship on the basis of the applicants' understanding and en-

dorsement of Marxism- De Leonism, and without regard to the

applicants 1 previously held disagreements with the Party's

organizational and/or tactical policies, providing that they

are willing to accept proper socialist organizational dis-

cipline as presently constituted in this organization. It

is also resolved that this convention go on record as en-

couraging all such former members to reapply for membership.

This convention further instructs the Weekly People to pub-
lish this resolution in its entirety within one month follow-
ing the close of the convention.

FOR- AGAINST:

(signed) Al Mitch (signed) John Emanuel
Richard J. Whitney Joseph C. Toth
Lucille Georgeff

On motion, the resolution submitted by Section Minneapolis
was rejected.

A motion to table the substitute resolution was defeated.

On motion, the substitute resolution recommended by the
committee was defeated.

A motion to record the ayes and nays on the vote to
reject the substitute resolution was defeated.

The Resolutions Committee stated that a statement on the
energy crisis was under consideration.

The sergeant at arms reported 63 visitors present at
10:45 a.m.

Committee on Agitation reported progress.

On motion, the convention adjourned at 10: SO a.m. to
reconvene at 4 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSTON, MONDAY, MAY 30

The convention reconvened at 4:10 p.m.

On roll call, all present with the exception of Robert
Massi, who arrived at the completion of the roll.

Report of the Committee on State of Organization (Alan Karp
reporting)

:

Re Resolution on Campaigning for the NEC submitted by
S. Blanchard of New Jersey (see pg, 58 ).

Your committee has read and discussed this resolution
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and recommends that it be rejected. While this committee

feels that the concept of a candidate for the NEC being re-

quired to answer written inquiries from sections is an excel-

lent one which would contribute greatly toward the improvement
in the quality of NEC membership and toward a more intelligent
system of selection of NEC members, it also feels that it

must recommend rejection because of the procedural mechanism
recommended here. The involvement of the National Office in

this mechanism unnecessarily increases the already tremendous
burden being borne by it and unwarrantedly bureaucratizes this
process by adding another step without the necessity for same.

In the alternative, and with a view toward maintaining
this concept in essence* your committee will make its own
recommendation below.

Since the 1976 National Convention the Party has made a

concerted effort to improve the nature and quality of its

practical work and to increase the involvement of the general

membership in the decision making processes of this organiza-

tion. In the spirit of this trend it is necessary for us at

this time to establish a procedure whereby the method of

selecting NEC members can be improved so as to eliminate, as

best as is possible, the thoughtless casting of votes for

incumbents or blind voting by members who do not know the

candidates or where those candidates stand on some of the key

questions facing the Party today.

Therefore, be it resolved that henceforth after nomina-
tions have been made for the NEC, the sections in a given region
may submit a list of questions on Party problems or issues of

concern to the respective sections to the candidates; and

That the candidates be required to answer such inquiries

in the form of limited written responses; and

That copies of all of this correspondence be forwarded to

the National Office immediately.

(Signed) Bruce Cozzini Julius Levin
Stephen Emery R.E. Massi
Alan Karp, chairperson
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On motion, the committee's recommendation to reject the

resolution proposed by S. Blanchard was concurred in. On

motion, the alternative recommendation proposed by the commit-

tee was concurred in.

Committee on Party Policy and Position reported progress.

Committee on Staffing National Headquarters Committee

reported progress.

Committee on Party Press and Literature (Frank Girard reporting)

Re Doris Churchill 1 s proposal that the De Leon quote,
r,Tbe Socialist Labor Party never compromises truth*., Tl etc*

appear somewhere on every future piece of Party literature

(see pg. 54 ) :

Your committee recommends that the Socialist Labor Party

should not be held to such a commitment regardless of the

merit of the quote.

On motion, the recommendation of the committee was con-

curred in.

Re Section St. Petersburg's proposal regarding "The Party

Stand IT (see pg. 54 ) ;

Your committee recommends that the editors of the Weekly

People should not be held to such a directive, because it

limits the flexibility of the newspaper. Nevertheless, we do

feel that as the editorial staff finds it useful, the Party

Stand should be published.

On motion, the recommendation of the committee was con-

curred in.

Re Barbara Graymont's proposal that "Official Organ of

the Socialist Labor Party 1
' be restored on the Weekly People's

masthead:

Your committee recommends that because in its opinion the

term "Official Organ" has become outdated and because the

expression "Published by the Socialist Labor Party" conveys
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the same meaning, the masthead should be left as it is at

pTes ent *

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re Section Minneapolis 's proposal regarding the inclusion

of the name of Eric Hass on pamphlets he wrote, etc. (see pg. 67

Your committee recommends that we concur with the resolu-

tion insofar as it refers to future editions of Eric Hass's

pamphlets

.

Motion made and seconded to concur in the committee's

recommendation. Lengthy amendment by D. Churchill re Hass's

post-SLP career was defeated. Amendment "that the instructions

be addressed to the proper Party body" was passed. The motion

as amended was passed.

Re Section St. Louis's resolution suggesting a new format

for the Weekly People (see Pg> 56 ) :

Your committee recommends nonconcurrence because although

the resolution is well intentioned, there is no evidence that

it will facilitate production of the Weekly People-

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re S. Blanchard's proposal that each Weekly People issue

contain a page devoted to material aimed at new contacts, etc.

(see pg. 60 )

:

Your committee recommends nonconcurrence. The resolution

sets up conditions that will be well nigh impossible for the

Weekly People staff to attain at this time.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

The committee's report on the matter of the New Unionist

was referred back to the committee.

Re D. Churchill's resolution calling for the inclusion

henceforth of the SIU "diagram" on all Party literature "where-

ever practicable" (see pg* 96):

):

Your committee recommends the inclusion where practical

on all Party literature of the Socialist Industrial Union

diagram.

On motion, the recommendation of the committee was not

concurred in.

Re Section St» Louis's recommendation for a "mini-pamphlet"

on the energy crisis (see pg. 57 ):

Your committee recommends that the resolution be concurred

in if feasible.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re R. Whitney 1 s recommendation regarding the SLP Newslet-

ter (see pg. 55 )

I

Your committee recommends concurrence with this resolution

because by doing this the convention will be relieving the

National Office staff of an extra task.

On motion, the recommendation of the committee was not

concurred in.

The sergeant at arms reported 61 visitors present.

Report of the Committee on Constitutional Matters (Barbara

Graymont reporting)

:

Re the proposal by D. Churchill to drop "under charges"

from Article II, Section 34 (b) (see pg. 97):

The resolution concerning Article II, Section 34 (b) was

rejected because the committee felt that the provisions denied

members a basic right, in that charges have to be preferred

before a member can be expelled. The committee recommends non-

concurrence.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re the resolution submitted by Section Wayne County, Michi-

gan to rescind the provision (Article VII, Section 1 (a)) call-

ing for annual conventions (see pg. 93):
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At this point we feel the advantage of holding annual

national conventions is worth the cost. The committee recom-

mends nonconcurrence.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re the resolution submitted by Section Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin to delete Article II, Section 32 (see pg. 65):

The committee recommends that present Article 32 be de-

leted and the following be substituted (as proposed by the

resolution): "A notice shall be sent to all sections of sus-

pensions and expulsions as soon as they have been put into

effect."

A motion to concur in the recommendation of the committee

was amended to insert after "A notice shall be sent," the

phrase "by the National Office," The motion as amended passed.

Re the resolution submitted by Section Milwaukee, Wiscon-

sin to delete the phrase "provided his/her expulsion did not

stipulate permanent unfitness for membership in the Party"

from Article II, Section 40 Cs ee PS- 65 3 :

Sufficient protection is given in the requirement that

"The National Executive Committee shall determine whether the

applicant's record would warrant entertaining the application...

The committee recommends concurrence.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re the resolution submitted by Mike Murphy on the possi-

bility of national members-at-large being able to nominate NEC

members Csee pg. 66);

If this change were adopted, an individual would have the

same right as a whole section in nominating NEC members. Also,

adoption of this change would require other constitutional

changes in order to be consistent. For instance, sections fal-

ling below minimum membership do not presently have the privil-

ege to nominate NEC members

concurrence.

The committee recommends non-
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On motion, the recommendation of the committee was con-

curred in

.

Re resolution submitted by Section Minneapolis, Minne-

sota to substitute "a majority vote" for a "two-thirds vote"

requirement to admit an applicant to membership as per Article

II , Section 19 Csee pg, 66):

The committee feels that a two-thirds vote is not too

stringent a requirement to admit a person to membership in

the SLP. The committee recommends nonconcurrence.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in,

Re resolution submitted by Section Minneapolis, Minne-

sota to delete Article II, Section 34 (b) regarding circulation

of a lampoon by a member under charges on the grounds that

"lampoon" is not defined in the constitution Csee pg. 66):

Lampoon is adequately defined in the dictionary as an

"abusive satirical poem or essay." The committee recommends

nonconcurrence.

A motion to refer back to the "committee for a more defin-

itive term for lampoon was defeated. On motion, Article II,

Section 34 (b) was deleted.

Re resolution submitted by Section Minneapolis, Minne-

sota to delete Article II, Section 34 (c) regarding fraterniz-

ing with an expelled disrupter [see pg, 66):

There are instances where loyal Party members have rela-

tives who have been expelled, and it should not be the intent

of the Party to require members to break family relations.

We believe that the members would use good judgment in their

social associations and not discuss internal Party matters

with those outside the Party. Provision (c) gratuitously

implies that a member would lend moral support to an expelled

disrupter and it also poses the danger that a member might

come under charges through accidental meetings and associa-

tions which could in no way endanger the Party.
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The minority (Gilfedder and Schelin) felt that the recom-

mended deletion should be rejected because associating with an

expelled disrupter furnishes moral support to such person.

The committee recommends concurrence 3-2.

On motion, the recommendation of the majority of the

committee was concurred in.

Re resolution submitted by Section Minneapolis, Minne-

sota to delete Article II, Section 40 re readmittance of ex-

pelled members (see pg, 67):

The committee feels that this section is a necessary safe-

guard. All papers concerning expulsion are sent to the Nation-

al Office, where they are kept in a special file. An expelled

member might reapply in another section where his/her history

is little known. The committee recommends nonconcurrence.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re resolution submitted by Section New York to substitute

"National Secretary" for "National Office" in Article I, Sec-

tion 1 Csee pg, 68)

:

The "National Secretary" is more to the point and fixes

the responsibility exactly where it should be. The committee

recommends concurrence

.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was not concur-

red in.

Re resolution submitted by Section New York for addition to

Article VI, Section 3, re auditing the books of the Party (p. 70)

The committee recommends that present Article VI, Sec-

tion 5 be revised as follows:

"(a) The National Secretary shall be the financial

secretary of the Party. He/she shall be responsible for hav-

ing the books and records audited annually and issue annually

to the membership a report of the Party's finances,

"(b) The National Secretary shall act as secretary of

1Q8

foreign affairs.

11 (c) He/she shall not be a member of the National Execu-

tive Committee, and shall have a voice in all its proceedings

but no vote."

This spells out the responsibility and authority in

detail and should be included in the Constitution.

On motion, the recommendations were acted on seriatim.

On motion, recommendation (a) was concurred in.

On motion, recommendation (b) was not concurred in.

On motion, recommendation (c) was concurred in and re-

designated as (b) .

Re resolution submitted by Section Monmouth County, New

Jersey for the following addition to the Constitution: "The

National Executive Committee, the National Secretary, and the

Editor of the Weekly People are servants of the Socialist

Labor Party. The rank and file membership is the supreme

ruler. The National Executive Committee has the responsibil-

ity to enforce this article between conventions." (see pg. 60):

The committee feels that whatever defect this proposed

addition seeks to remedy, to afford the membership democratic

control of the Party's position and action is already spelled

out in other provisions already incorporated in the Party's

Constitution. The committee also felt that the proposed

addition is not well phrased, using terms such as "servant"

and "supreme ruler" which the committee feels are not appro-

priate language for a revolutionary Party. The committee

recommends nonconcurrence.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re resolution submitted by Section Monmouth, New Jersey

for new addition to Article II to be designated Section 49 re

communication and exchange of ideas between the sections Cpg- 62)

Although the committee recognizes that the intent of this
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motion is to facilitate constructive dialogue within the Party,

it does not feel this would accomplish that purpose. The

committee recommends nonconcurrence.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Re resolution submitted by Section Monmouth County, New

Jersey to delete the sentence, "In issuing the call for seconds^

the NEC may express its view on the merits of the proposition,

and on the premises advanced by .the initiating section/' from

Article V, Section 13 (g) Csee pg. 62}*

Those in the majority felt that comment by the NEC is

always in order on any proposition submitted to the membership.

They also felt that the holding of annual conventions facili-

tates the submission of resolutions to the general membership.

The committee recommends nonconcurrence 3-2.

On motion, the recommendation of the majority of the

committee was concurred in.

Re resolution submitted by Section Monmouth County, New

Jersey to add the phrase "nor shall such permanent paid em-

ployees of the Party be eligible for NEC Subcommittee Special

Committee membership," to Article V, Section 17 (see pg. 63).

The majority rejected this on the basis that it was felt

that there was possibly insufficient personnel to implement

this resolution. The minority opinion felt that paid employees

serving on appointed committees involves a conflict of interest.

The committee recommends nonconcurrence 4-1.

On motion, the recommendation of the majority of the

committee was concurred in.

Re resolution submitted by Section Monmouth County, New

Jersey to insert in Article XII, Section 10 after "shall be

the property of the National Executive Committee of the Social-

ist Labor Party, 11 the phrase "in its role as trustee for the

membership of the Socialist Labor Party." Csee pg. 63).

The committee recommended nonconcurrence as they felt it
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was redundant

.

On motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Committee on Resolutions reported progress.

Committee on Agitation reported progress.

The committees were polled for an estimate of time needed

to complete their reports.

The Committee on State of Organization reported that re-

ports on two matters would be ready by 9 a.m. Tuesday with two

more ready later in the day. The Committee on Party Policy

and Position stated it would be ready to report by noon Tues-

day. The Committee on Staffing the National Headquarters sta-

ted it would be ready to report by 1 p.m. Tuesday, The Com-

mittees on Party Press and Literature, Resolutions and Agita-

tion stated they would be ready to report by 9 a.m. Tuesday.

Received by mail from Section Monmouth County, New Jersey

tread by J. Clement]

:

This convention holds that the fundamental premise of the

socialist industrial union concept of government is that the

rank and file has control of all institutions within its

industrial government.

Accordingly, the present SLP organization must uphold that

same principle- The organizational structure of the SLP must

reflect true and actual membership control of all the Party's

operative units.

Presently, there exists in the SLP organization a proce-

dure that does not conform to the principle of membership

control. This procedure has been traditionalized over the

years. This tradition maintains that the SLP membership body

must trust, explicitly, that the Weekly People staff writers

will faithfully express the current SLP position, and, in

the event such a publicly-expressed position that may be con-

trary to the currently-held view is contested by the member-

ship, then, and only then, is it to be examined, debated,
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sustained ot denied by the NEC, and eventually the membership
itself; all this after the fact of publication.

This convention does not believe that open and fraternal
argument and debate on SLP policy and position changes should
commence after their publication in the Weekly People. Such
a procedure represents a serious breakdown in organizational
discipline, and amounts to nothing less than irresponsible
conduct on the part of the Party's management, if, in fact,

the SLP is controlled by the membership body, which this con-
vention holds to be the fact.

A prime example of such an organizational breakdown in
discipline occurred when the Weekly People staff published
its May 10, 1975 front-page editorial on the Vietnamese victory.
Its content represented a reversal of a previously-held SLP
view, as had been stated in the 1966 declaration by the NEC.
That editorial, and the subsequent protest by Section St. Louis,
prompted the Weekly People staff, along with the National Secre-
tary, to promptly submit a massive justification of that editor-
ial to the NEC, which, as the 29th National Convention records
show, was approved by the NEC, without debate, and with that
NEC endorsement, the membership approval, via referendum, fol-
lowed.

That position-reversing editorial was printed in the
Weekly People, and was read by the rank-and-file readership,
more than 20 days before its important content was approved by
the NEC, and more than 7 months before the SLP membership body
had an opportunity to reject or approve it. At best, so-called
membership control in this situation, was belated to the point
of total absence. And during that 7 month period during which
the membership had no input into Party position on this sub-

ject, members in the field were projecting the previous view,
which was in opposition to the new view. Non-member readers,
acute to the current positions, must have had reservations
about SLP consistency.
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This resolution does not deal with the substance of the

new SLP position on the role of the superpowers and the role

of nationalist movements. In fact, the section agrees with the

new position. It does not agree with the procedure through

which the new SLP position was accomplished .

In order that the SLP concepts of a truly democratic

SIU" be reflected in the organization of the SLP, on a day-to-

day basis, Be it resolved: That the Weekly People editor and/

or staff (whatever the current make-up of the Weekly People

operative body], submit to the NEC any material contemplated

for publication in the Weekly People that represents a mani-

fest change in current SLP policy and/or position, prior to

publication.

And be it further resolved: That the NEC instruct the

National Secretary to issue a call for a referendum vote by

the entire membership to either concur in the new SLP change

in policy or position, prior to its publication in the Weekly

People, or reject it.

Motion to refer to the Committee on State of Organization,

amended to refer to the Committee on Party Policy and Position.

On amendment the resolution was referred to both committees*

From Julius Levin, delegate from New Jersey, resolution

on reproducing agitational material from the Weekly People:

Whereas , in order to facilitate the reproduction and

distribution of agitational and educational material on a

local and regional basis , it is recommended that the subdivis-

ion be equipped locally or regionally with duplicating machin-

ery to reproduce topical articles appearing in the Weekly

People, and

Whereas, such facilities would relieve the National

Office of preparing such leaflets, as well as maintaining a

large and varied stock of leaflets in order to supply each sub-

division with agitational material for general distribution

in its leafleteering activities, and
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Whereas, the duplication of topical articles from the
Weekly People would seem to serve a useful purpose in communi-
cating socialist ideas and analyses to specifically identified
groups, organisations, demonstrations, strikes, etc. Whereby,
communicating such topical material on a visceral level, a

subjective impact level—when consciousness is raised by a

specific issue—usually results in increased receptivity, and

Whereas, this type of distribution activity results in a

greater response rather than distributing our stock leaflets
of a general nature to a broad cross section of the working
class, who may find it difficult to relate to a leaflet en-
titled "You've Read the Lies, etc.," while he/she is engaged
in an "Anti-Nuclear Power" demonstration, and

Whereas, the distribution of topical and germane mater-
ial from the Weekly People appropriate to a specific issue,
such as articles appearing in the Weekly People on "Nuclear
Power" would have a positive effect on those concerned individ-
uals participating in such an identified movement, and

Whereas, such facilities would also be available to pro-
duce agitational materials appropriate to a unique develop-
ment peculiar to a local situation, and

Whereas, this activity can be formulated and ready for
distribution in a matter of hours while the issue is alive,
intense and within the realm of immediacy, and

Whereas, this concept has been introduced and applied by
Section Camden County, New Jersey, and has proven to be
effective in covering a local transportation workers' strike,
a local newspaper strike, anti-apartheid demonstration, etc.,

Therefore be it resolved, that the National Organization
render financial assistance and provide whatever guidance
necessary for the subdivisions to reproduce agitational mater-
ial for distribution on a local level.

On motion, referred to the Committee on Agitation.

On motion, adjourned at 7:25 p.m. to reconvene 9 a.m. Tuesday
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MORNING SESSION, TUESDAY, MAY 31

The convention reconvened at 9:10 a.m.

Vito De Lis! was elected chairperson,

George Taylor was elected vice chairperson.

On roll call, all present.

Minutes of the Monday, May 30 sessions were adopted.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES

Committee on State of Organization, no report.

Committee on Party Policy and Position, no report.

Committee on Staffing of National Headquarters, no report.

Report of Committee on Party Press and Literature (Frank Girard

reporting)

:

Your committee was presented with a file of suggestions

sent in from the field in response to the National Office let-

ter of April 14 dealing with the crisis at National Headquarters

Approximately two-thirds of these suggested reduction in the

size of the Weekly People or reduction of the frequency of

publication.

Your committee recommends, in the matters of size and

frequency of publication, that the suggestions be rejected

because we believe that such changes are regressive and would

be detrimental to the best interests of the Party.

The other one-third of the suggestions were a mixed lot,

all of which, although well-intentioned, would cause more

problems in their implementation than they would solve. Each

one is summarized below:

1. A study guide should be included in the Weekly People

or the SLP Newsletter to review principles and help implement

actions o£ the 1976 National Convention.

2. More De Leon editorials and pamphlets should be pub-

lished in the Weekly People.
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3. The Weekly People should use Liberation News Ser-
vice and Pacific News Service for factual articles while the
efforts of the staff are devoted to writing analytical articles.

4. The Weekly People should use articles from other pub-
lications like the Monthly Review, Dollars § Sense, etc.

5. Publish the Weekly People monthly or twice monthly
for serious students of socialism while at the same tike issu-
ing a new publication with a format like the New Unionist with
a limited number of articles for less studious workers.

6. Use more material from pamphlets.

7. Reduce the number of illustrations purchased from
outside while soliciting cartoons from the field.

8. Place ads for steno and clerical help in the Weekly
People and in other publications.

Your committee recommends nonconcurrence with the above
suggestions because they would restrict the flexibility needed
by its editorial staff in producing the Weekly People.

(signed) John Sarkisian
Jean Steiner
Vito De Lisi
Robert Burns
Frank Girard, chairperson

On motion, the matter of the size and frequency of the
Weekly People was postponed.

A motion to take up seriatim the suggestions one through
eight was defeated.

On motion, the report of the committee was adopted and
the recommendations of the committee concurred in.

Report on resolution re continued publication of the
New Unionist:

The matter of continuing publication of the New Unionist
was referred to this committee.

Your committee recommends that Section Minneapolis con-

tinue to publish the New Unionist on the present basis until

such time as the NEC grants it official status subject to the

provisions of Article XI of the Party's Constitution and the

following guidelines:

A. The New Unionist is primarily a local publication.

B, Fifteen copies of each issue are to be sent to the

National Office for the NEC and the files,

C, The New Unionist mailing list is to be furnished to

the Nat ional Office

.

D. Section Minneapolis is to furnish promptly any in-

formation the National Office requests.

On motion, guideline A was amended to add "unti.1 such

time as the NEC sees fit to broaden its scope. tr A motion to

substitute ''until the NEC resolves the matter of continuing

publication 1
' after "on the present basis" was defeated. On

motion, the report as amended was adopted.

Committee on Constitutional Matters, no report.

Report of the Committee on Resolutions (Richard Whitney re-

porting) :

A resolution on the Energy Crisis was referred back to

the committee.

Committee on Agitation, no report.

The sergeant at arms reported 47 visitors present.

On motion, the convention recessed at 10:25 a.m. to

reconvene at 4:00 p.m.

AFTERNOON SESSION, TUESDAY, MAY 31

The convention reconvened at 4:20 p.m.

On roll call, all present.

Frank Prince, guest observer from the Socialist Labor
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Party of Australia, was called upon by the chairperson and he
briefly addressed the convention, extending greetings and best
wishes

,

Alan Sanderson, fraternal delegate from the Socialist Labor
Party of Canada, also was called upon by the chairperson and
he, too, briefly addressed the convention, extending fraternal
greetings and best wishes on behalf of the Socialist Labor
Party of Canada.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES

Report of the Committee on State of Organization (Alan Karp
reporting)

:

Report on Matters Re Section Monmouth Co.

Your committee wishes to state from the outset that it
does not intend--nor does it feel compelled—to review in their
entirety all the matters intertwined in the organizational
impasse currently existing between Section Monmouth Co. and
the National Organization. As the NEC Subcommittee noted as
early as October 6 of last year, "The Subcommittee, Press
Committee, NEC, Weekly People, National Secretary— and all
Party members who have thoroughly read the '75 NEC and '76

convention proceedings— are aware that the Party has dealt
extensively with every point even tangentially raised in the
letter and motion from Section Monmouth. The Party has already
passed judgment on the substantive and procedural questions
raised and it does not seem necessary to the committee to
'fight out" with individual sections matters which the Party
sis a whole has settled."

In view of this fact- -which the Committee believes is incon-
testible on the basis of the evidence— the actions of Section
Monmouth Co, cannot reasonably be viewed as being reflective
of genuine organizational concerns. In this regard, your com-
mittee freely states that the woefully deficient level of
agitational activity of Section Monmouth has also contributed
to the committee's conclusion that the section's dispute with
the National Organization is not only disingenuous as to intent
but also organizationally disruptive. Indeed, the contrast
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between the section 1 s attention to normal Party activity— or
more accurately its lack of attention to same--on the one hand

and an apparently consuming passion on the other hand to pur-

sue organizational matters that have long been resolved speaks

volumes on the section's perception of its Party responsibility.

It is of no small concern to your committee that at a juncture

in Party history when organizational unity and attention to

matters of theoretical and practical importance should be

receiving this convention's full attention, precious time and

manpower are being wasted by the section's intransigence on

matters that are clear-cut on their face.

Your committee wishes to go on record at this point and

clearly note that it finds the section's unorganizational con-

duct to be largely if not entirely attributable to a small

portion of the section's membership consisting of the Organ-

izer and a few others* Unfortunately, for reasons that have

been only partially made clear to the committee, these mem-

bers constitute the majority of those who conduct the section's

business. Ironically, the bulk of whatever agitational activity

that can be credited to the section is carried out by a few

older members who are in no way linked to the section's organ-

izational shenanigans.

Though, as stated, the protracted history of the Section

Monmouth matter precludes a full review here, your committee

wishes to strike a few touchstones which we feel are deserving

of re-emphasis.

The section's initial motion and the rationale for all

its subsequent actions and positions rests on the premise that

Party policy was changed by the May 10, 1975 article, "The

Vietnamese Victory." This premise is false. Neither Section

Monmouth- -despite repeated requests—nor others from whom your

committee has individually heard such assertions- -has ever

demonstrated the factual basis for such a conclusion. Indeed,

the facile way in which such assertions have been made without

supportive argument strengthens your committee's view that

this is a trred herring" that has often been used by those who
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refuse to acquiesce in the current majority opinion on national
liberation movements, yet who are unwilling or unable to con-
front that opinion politically and who therefore are resorting
to organizational nit-picking in an attempt to discredit it,
or alternatively, as in the case of Section Monmouth, which
claims to agree with the new policy, to pursue an ill-advised
vendetta against the National Organization. Your committee
fervently hopes that the disciplinary action that it will be
recommending against Section Monmouth will help to put this
ploy to rest once and for all.

Your committee also wishes to comment on the section's
erroneous concept of Party democracy, an erroneous concept that
has manifested itself in several regions of the Party. As we
see it, Party democracy- -one aspect of the Party which has been
undeniably enhanced in recent years, largely at the initiative
of the National Office-does not mean that sections or individ-
uals holding minority views have the right to continually demand
that the organization consume itself in reconsideration of
majority decisions nor to ignore such decisions. The section
has no right to arbitrarily ignore executive decisions by duly
elected bodies to whom the membership has delegated authority
merely because it does not like such decisions and would like
to appeal to other Party forums, particularly when such appeals
bypass the national organization as Section Monmouth's did in
at least one instance.

In considering a recommended course of action with respect
to Section Monmouth, the committee of necessity considered the
following facts:

1. The section is currently in conscious and deliberate
defiance of both the NEC and the NEC Subcommittee.

2. The section has already met with Comrade George Taylor,
NEC member from Region No. 3, and proved itself to be unre-
ceptive to further appeals to reason.
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3. The state of the organization in general is such that

a further protraction of this matter cannot be tolerated with-

out doing harm to the organization as a whole.

4. There is a loyal element in the section whose affil-

iation with the Party should be preserved.

Accordingly, your committee recommends the following

course of action:

1. That the 30th National Convention direct the NEC

to suspend the charter of Section Monmouth Co., N.J. until such

time as the NEC determines that the section can safely be re-

organized,

2. That the NEC authorize the continued operation of the

New Jersey State Committee despite the fact that lifting of the

Section Monmouth charter will reduce the number of sections

in the state to two.

3. That the members currently constituting Section Mon-

mouth be placed under the jurisdiction of the New Jersey State

Committee.

(signed) R. Massi
Julius Levin
Stephen Emery
Bruce Cozzini
A. Karp, chairperson

On motion, M That the members currently constituting

Section Monmouth be placed under the jurisdiction of the Nation-

al Office and that the National Office then proceed to reorgan-

ize the section through the NEC member" was substituted for

No, 3 under the committee's recommended course of action*

On motion, the report as amended was adopted.

Albert Mitch, delegate from New York, requested to be

excused from the rest of the convention as he had to return home

The Credentials Committee reported that they had examined
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the credentials of Israel Feinberg, first alternate delegate
from New York, and found them to be in order. On motion,

Feinberg was seated as a delegate from New York.

Report of the Committee on State of Organization CBruce Cozzini
reporting)

:

On June 30, 1976, Section Minneapolis requested from the
National Office the addresses of all section organizers of the
Party for the purpose as later stated, of reducing isolation
of the sections from each other, and of providing a means of
exchanging agitational materials between them. The request was
referred to the NEC which, at its August 1976 session, approved
it, with the requirement that any copies of Section Minneapolis
mailings to other sections be also sent to the National Office.

Subsequent to this NEC approval of its request, Section
Minneapolis admitted to membership several applicants who had
previously constituted a group called The New Unionists that
put out a monthly publication called the New Unionist.

In joining the SLP, these new members expressed the wish to

continue publication of the New Unionist under the auspices of
Section Minneapolis. The section concurred, and in a letter
to the National Office dated January 6, 1977 requested permis-
sion to do this, stipulating that the New Unionist would be a

local publication giving its attention tn local events and
issues, while at the same time promoting local SLP activities,
Party literature and the Weekly People. To avoid a lapse in
the prior circulation of the New Unionist the section asked for
early action on the requested permission.

The matter was submitted to the Jan. 27 meeting of the
NEC Subcommittee, where it was decided to refer the section's
request to the NEC itself. However, in recognition of the de-

sirability of maintaining continuity of publication of the New
Unionist, the Subcommittee granted Section Minneapolis a tempor-
ary authorization to publish it, pending a final decision by
the NEC on the matter.

To aid the NEC in its deliberation of the question,

Section Minneapolis was asked to supply the following mater-

ial and information:

1. Ten copies each of at least three back issues of

the New Unionist.

2. The mailing list to which the publication was to be

circulated.

3. The number of copies in each issue and the average

cost of publishing and circulating same.

The section was also asked to supply 15 copies of all

forthcoming issues for the use of the NEC and the National

Office files.

There ensued thereafter, the following organizationally

improper actions on the part of Section Minneapolis:

1. The March 1 mailing of the New Unionist to all SLP

sections with a cover letter which was not sent to the Nation-

al Office as required by the NEC.

2. A refusal to supply the mailing list on the stated

ground that the NEC did not need either this list or the

publication/mailing costs to make its decision. (March 7

letter to the National Office.)

3. A failure, in substance, to reply to the National

Office's letters of March 15 and 23 dealing with these matters,

the latter of which letters repeated the request for the

mailing list.

4. The sending of several resolutions adopted by the

section to all Party sections for their consideration prior

to this national convention in disregard of the constitutionally

provided procedures governing such matters.

At a special meeting on April 9 called to enable NEC mem-

ber Bruce Cozzini to take up the foregoing actions with Section

Minneapolis, a number of statements were made by section members
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which indicated distrust of the National Office and the NEC
and expressed doubt that the established channels of communi-
cation would fairly transmit their views to the general member-
ship, or if those views would be transmitted at all.

From the NEC member's report of the special meeting, and
from testimony given by Section Minneapolis members before your
Committee on State of Organization, it appears that the section's
improper actions stemmed from the above mentioned distrust a
distrust which we of the committee believe to have been wholly
unwarranted. 7

ffe therefore recommend that this national convention in-
struct Section Minneapolis to;

1. Acknowledge the organizational impropriety of its
actions cited in the foregoing.

2. Supply to the National Office and NEC without further
delay the mailing list and other requested information relating
to the New Unionist,

3. Reply substantially to all correspondence received
from the National Office, and comply promptly with any requests
made therein,

4. Use in the future, in the manner prescribed, those
procedures and channels of internal communication provided by
the Party*

(signed) Stephen Emery
R.E. Massi
Bruce Coszini
Julius Levin
Alan Karp, chairperson

Motion that all delegates speak from the microphone was
defeated.

On motion, the report was adopted and the recommendations
concurred in.

The sergeant at arms reported 41 visitors in attendance.
Before rendering the Committee on State of Organization's
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report concerning Part II of the National Secretary's report

to the convention on State of Organization, Robert Massi stated

that copies of pertinent documents were available in sufficient

quantities for all delegates. Motion made and seconded that

copies of the pertinent documents submitted by Sections Kings

and New York be distributed to all delegates. Amended to

provide that available copies of all resolutions from Sections

Kings and New York be distributed to the delegates. Motion
passed as amended.

On motion, the convention recessed for 45 minutes to re-

convene at 6:15 p.m. to enable the delegates to read the Kings-

New York documents.

The convention reconvened at 6:20 p.m.

The Committee on Mileage reported that mileage expenses

totaling $5,853,45 had been submitted thus far by the delegates,

including the fraternal delegate from Canada, and that any

additional expenses submitted would be included in a supplemen-
tary report. [Final total was $5,944.60.]

On motion, the report was accepted.

Report of the Committee on State of Organization [Robert Massi
reporting)

:

Report concerning Part II of the Report of the National
Secretary entitled "State of Organization."

This portion of the committee's report deals with the

matters raised relating to what has been defined by the Nation-
al Secretary as the "New York tendency" (see pages 31-41 ) and
those raised by the "Report of the Special Joint Committee"
of the Sections of Greater New York (see pages 73-83 ) and the

"Resolution on the Failure of the NEC to Perform its Consti-

tutional Duty," (see pages 91-92 ) the latter two documents
having been submitted to this convention by Section Kings Co.

and Section New York.

Before making the determinations set forth herein, this
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committee conducted open meetings at which all parties con-
cerned were invited to offer testimony. Comrades John Emanuel,
Bernard Reitzes and Barbara Graymont, members of the New York
delegation to this convention, appeared and participated in
the extensive discussions that were held on these matters.
Comrade Nathan Karp presented two written statements in reply
to the two documents submitted by the New York City sections
and referred to this committee, referred to above.

After careful consideration, your committee endorses
and adopts these two statements by Comrade Nathan Karp as part
of its report. They follow:

#1. Re Report of Special Joint Committee, Sections
of Greater New York.

The sets of three documents that Section Kings County and
Section New York submitted to this convention are identical.
Obviously, they were not prepared by those sections individual-
ly in keeping with normal organizational procedures. In fact,
they were prepared by a Special Joint Committee set up by the
two sections deliberately for the specifically declared pur-
pose of "preparing a joint statement detailing the two sections'
views on currently developing Party positions and acts." It
appears that those involved in this project realized that a

"joint statement" would be of questionable organizational pro-
priety, to say the least. So the two sections went through
the motions of holding separate meetings and independently
adopting the report and the two resolutions prepared by their
special joint committee in an effort to give the whole matter
the color of orthodox organizational procedure. This in no
way alters the fact that the ; two sections have engaged inwhat
amounts to organised factional activity > In the past,"such
unorganizational activity would have been declared intolerable

and its documents rejected unceremoniously. However, I state
this merely for the record and not to invoke the improper
procedure as a reason for rejecting the documents on their
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face. The documents should be rejected emphatically for more /

important reasons than that.

The documents, particularly the "report" and the "reversal"

resolution, which are quite repetitious, pres ent__ajreal_can of

worms. The "joint report11 is replete with rhetoric, cliches

"ancTTnnuendoes. There is little, if anything, of political

substance that could serve as a basis for meaningful debate of

valid differences from which all of us could profit. However,

there is no choice but to deal with what confronts us.

The Kings-New York "joint report" charges violations of

organizational procedure and the use of "questionable means"

to accomplish "shifts" and "reversals' 1 in Party policies

and positions that "constitute. . .departures [from] Marxist-

De Leonist revolutionary principles," which in turn threaten

both the Party's "organizational integrity" and even its "ex-

istence as a revolutionary political party."

All of these charges are hurled in the very opening para

graph, though it is not really clear who is being charged.

Considering the seriousness of the charges, it is rather a

let-down to be told that time and space considerations make

it ,T a formidable task" to detail "all, or even most" of the

"departures" from principles and proper procedure. So all

we are going to get is "just one example" of each. This in

a report that has been in preparation by a committee of six

for several months at least.

The report then cites the National Secretary's report to

the 1976 National Convention and specifically the reason sug-

gested therein for the Party's "profound decline" and its ex-

pressed "conviction" that mistakes can only be corrected by

"self-criticism and the collective correction of errors." The

"joint report" makes no effort to refute this judgment or

present a view of its own. It simply goes on to bluntly charge

that "some changes were achieved in ways quite removed from

'collective correction' --indeed in ways wholly incompatible J

Y
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with that noble aim by virtue of being unorganizational both

in Party practice and tradition."

We come now to the proof , the "one example of departure

from proper organizational procedure" that we were promised.

That turns out to be one that we had every reason to believe

had been put to rest not once but several times, namely the two-

year-old May 10, 1975 editorial entitled "The Vietnamese Victory. T1

The editorial, it is charged, established "the new position

on 'national independence 1 movements..." and that it did so "be-

fore and without any Party-wide discussion or 'collective correc-

tion,' only later being endorsed by the NEC at its regular 197S

session." Even then, the "report" charges, the NEC endorsed the

views of the May 10, 1975 editorial "without actually realizing"

what it was doing. Fot good measure, the additional charge is

dragged up that "this procedure"- -exactly which procedure is

not clear from the obtuse writing- -was not only "unconstitution-

al" but "traditionally repugnant to the SLP." In support of

this the constitutional provision (Article XI, Section 3) that

"The National Executive Committee shall have control of the

contents of all Party organs..." is quoted. The snide observa-

tion is then made that this is how those presumably responsible

for'the May 10, 1975 editorial "succeeded in revising an exist-

ing Party-wide position..,": And inevitably as the rhetoric gains

momentum, we get a quote from Dc Leon. It matters little that

the quote is irrelevant (as I shall demonstrate shortly) since

it affords the opportunity for the prescient authors to declare

that they "have no doubt" how De Leon would have reacted to

the alleged manner in which things were changed.

The "joint report" does not make the slightest attempt to

show how the May 10, 1975 editorial in itself changed any Party

policy. It would have been hard put to do so if it had tried.

For the editorial did no such thing.

Nor does the "report" attempt to show how Party policy

was determined differently in the past- -particularly the Vietnam

policy. It does not show how or when the Party-wide discussion

took place on the original policy. That would have been en-

lightening.

The May 10 editorial was a very limited, admittedly in-

complete comment on an event that occurred on the eve of the

Weekly People going to press. The staff felt that the event

should not be overlooked or ignored as long as the opportunity

to comment on it, however briefly, was at hand. That opportun-

ity, limited though it was in time and available space, was at

hand. Granted the brief editorial omitted certain points pre-

viously made by the Party in connection with the Vietnam war

generally, but it did not propose a new world-vifcw or a new

position on the international situation.

/ Within a/month)of the editorial's appearance, the NEC met

in session. At that session it endorsed a separate document

which did set forth a position on the question of national self-

determination, and the international situation that constituted

a~Teversal of previous party policy. But none of the contents

of that document, none of the major ideas spelled out in that

document, appeared in the Weekly People or any other public

Party document prior to the NEC's approval.

Even if one wanted to argue that the May 10, 1975 editorial

was deficient, or ill-advised because in its brevity and last-

minute preparation it left out some points that some members

believed should have been included in such an editorial, it is

completely misleading, wrong and indefensible to charge that

the editorial in itself changed a Party policy.

On the basis of the claim that the NEC endorsed the May 10

1975 editorial and didn't realize what it was doing when it did

so, one would have to conclude either that the members who

adopted the "joint report" had not attended the 1975 regular

NEC Session in New York or didn't remember what had happened

there. (The attendance at that session by Kings and New York J

members was minimal as usual.)

When the Party Press and Literature Committee rendered
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its report on the -correspondence between Section St. Louis and
the National Office relating to the May 10, 1975 editorial

,

the NEC members were about to proceed to vote on the report
without any debate or discussion having taken place. As the
chair was calling for the vote, the National Secretary literally
exploded out of his seat to express his amazement that a matter
of such importance was about to be acted upon without any dis-
cussion having taken place. He bluntly called attention to
the fact that a Party policy was involved in the correspondence.
He cited his own early 1966 series of Weekly People articles
on "The Global Imperialist Power Struggle" that had enunciated
the old policy and compared some of its essential points with
those made in the letter to Section St. Louis, Only then did
the NEC members at the suggestion of the Chairperson, Comrade
G.S. Taylor, proceed to act on the committee's report seriatim.

The National Secretary's action in short called attention
ito the very point that the "joint report Tr contends the NEC did
'not actually realise. Note that the NEC did not endorse the
May 10, 1975 editorial. What the NEC did was specifically en-
dorse seriatim eight points made in the May 23, 1975 letter to
Section St. Louis ^ which collectively expressed a new Party
policy on the international situation, including Vietnam. And
there was nothing improper, unorganizational or insidious or
subtle about the procedures or actions that led to the official
action by the Party's highest executive body.

In view of these incontestable facts how could any objective
SLP body or group contend that the Weekly People, or whoever
else was intended, "succeeded in revising an existing Party-wide
position by introducing a process both unconstitutional and
traditionally repugnant to the SLP"?

What is repugnant to the SLP are reckless, unfounded,
distorted claims, particularly when the evidence to the con-
trary is so readily available™

One final word on this phase of the "report"--the De Leon
quote from the "Unity" pamphlet. De Leon did in fact state
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that in his editorial capacity he had no right to comment in

the Weekly People on an act of the NEC that in due course might

be submitted for a referendum vote, that as an individual he

had no right to use space in the Weekly People to discuss such

an official act until after the referendum. The Vietnam victory,

however, was no act of the NEC. It was an event of national

and international impact. There are absolutely no parallels

between the obligation of the Weekly People to deal to the

best of its Editor's ability (when there is one) or to the

best of its staff's ability when there is no editor with an

important national or international event and the impropriety

of an Editor or staff using the Weekly People to deal with an

internal Party matter on which the NEC has acted and which act

is expected to go to the membership for a referendum vote.

And the Unity resolution to which De Leon had reference when

he made his statement had even more organizational implications

than that.

Thus there is no rationale for invoking the De Leon quote

from the "Unity" pamphlet. If one seeks relevant precedents

for the issue under discussion, there are far more appropriate

ones. For example, De Leon's "As To Politics" which became a

classic statement of Party policy, appeared in The People with-

out prior endorsement by the NEC. And an even more relevant

parallel can be drawn between the May 10 editorial and Arnold

Petersen's Nov. 24, 1917 article on "The Russian Situation,"

which attempted to analyze the event from the SLP standpoint

without any prior approval.

To pretend that all the articles dealing with Party policy

in Weekly People history had some prior endorsement by referen-

dum vote or executive action is absolutely disingenuous » It

was always accepted practice for Party writers to attempt analy-

sis and for corrections, if necessary, to be made after publi-

cation.

So much for the example of "departure from proper organ-

izational procedure." Now for the example of "departure"
I
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"from Marxist-De Leonist principles."

The "joint report 11 cavalierly dismisses the membership's

decision to delete Article XIII, Section 9 and declares that

that deletion constitutes "the most serious departure from

Marxist-De Leonist revolutionary principles*" Why? Because

"it endangers the very foundation of the SLP program*" How?

That we'll have to guess. There's no lack of rhetoric and

renewed insinuations and claims about "questionable" organiza-

tional procedure. But they do not spell out the alleged dan-

gers. Nor do they explain how those dangers were avoided

during the 54 years before 1944 when the supposed safeguarding

constitutional provisions were not in the Constitution.

Comrade Petersen is cited as having observed that legis-

lation is the result of experience. This is another example

of either careless research or careless quoting. What Comrade

Petersen said was that legislation must recognize fact. The

actual quote is:

"Speaking of legislation, legislation cannot do away with

a fact* All that legislation can do is to recognize an

existing fact.**" That's something different. (1924 conven-

tion proceedings.)

In any event, the "joint report" fails to cite any "exper-

ience" that created a need in 1944 for "codification," as they

call it, of the constitutional provisions recently deleted.

The authors speculate that the 1944 National Convention and the

subsequent referendum "intended" such "codification" for "pre-

vention of future violations." What "violations" had occurred

up until then? The "joint report" cites none. For there had

been none* Moreover, there was and is no need for speculation

on what prompted the proposal to add the so-called codification

They could have checked the 1944 convention proceedings and

readily ascertained its background* In fact. Comrade Bruce

Cozzini's comments in the October 20, 1976 general letter in

which the proposal to delete these constitutional provisions

was submitted for the general vote, referred briefly to the

incident that led to the 1944 amendments. He cited Comrade

James 5im 1 s letter reporting his refusal to accept certain

union posts. As Comrade Cozzini observed: "In that letter

Sim described the circumstances under which he declined union

office and stated arguments he used in defending his decision.

How much less effective would have been the statement, 'The

SLP won't let me. T " It might be added that in his letter

Comrade Sim had emphasized that the basis for a proper decision

was a thorough grounding in revolutionary principles* He did

not suggest constitutional amendments.

Note also that the only example cited to substantiate

the claim in 1944 that "occasionally SLP members go wrong..."

was "the example of the expelled disrupter, Paul F* Schnur,"

who had become a union official after his expulsion in 1936.

Referring to the serial publication of the "Mines to the

Miners" in February, 1976 [and the National Secretary's article

on "The SLP and the Unions" in April of that year) the "joint

report" charges that it "was later learned" that they appeared

in the Weekly People "as 'feelers' for a revision of Party

policy..." Typically, we are not told the source from which

this allegedly was "later learned."

The charge is false. The fact is that in searching for

something to reprint in order to take the pressure off while

members of the staff were preparing for and attending the 1976

National Convention, the "Mines to the Miners" was chosen

because it seemed like an interesting historical pamphlet to

publish at a time when the UMW was much in the news. We

needed to reprint something long enough to meet the copy need

for several weeks. We never even realized the questions it

might raise. Following its publication questions were raised

by a few readers— legitimate, understandable questions.

That, added to the questions raised by the Minneapolis

resolution prompted the article on the "SLP and the Unions"-

-

an effort to provide an historical background to an important

subject. There was nothing unprecedented in the April, 1976

article on "The SLP and the Unions." It neither proposed
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nor introduced any new policies. It reviewed a period of
history during which Party policies with regard to union
activity had been altered in a commendable effort to meet
changing conditions.

It appears that the authors of the "joint report" don't
know how Party policy has been made in the past; or, if they
do know, they see fit to ignore it. If their condemnation of
policy-making procedure in the Party has any application, it
would be to the policy-making practices in the past, not in
the present.

There are any number of additional points in the "joint
report" that are subject to challenge, correction, refutation
and rejection. But a halt must be called somewhere- -and there
are two additional resolutions to deal with. The overall
paucity of argument and bankruptcy of reasoning is typified by
the use of the Farrington letter. That letter is seriously
cited as evidence of the condition of the labor movement in
1977. It is an example of mechanistic thinking at its worst,
Fot even if it is argued that there are areas of similarity
between conditions in the unions in 1919 and 1977, as indeed
there are, the evidence advanced to demonstrate that, if not
current, should at least be relevant. The Farrington letter
is irrelevant. What labor union could or would contend today
that an SLP member should be barred from membership in it
because the SLP endorsed another existing union, as was "the
case" in 1919? When is the last time anyone here heard the
SLP accused of putting "dual-unionism" into practice?

As for the "Fowler" quotes, the authors of the "joint
report" may find them applicable to their premises, but their
premises have no real relevance to the position of those who
favored the elimination of Article XIII, Section 9. Nor does
the generalization in the quote cited from John Stuart Mill
have the slightest relevance to the question what ought to be
the Party's tactics and strategy on the economic field in 1977.
That's the question that should be discussed in depth, and
discussed in the context of the conditions prevailing today
without attempting to make invidious comparisons with the
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past. Granted experience should not be ignored, neither should

it be hammered into eternal conclusions. In fact, the greatest

lesson to be learned from experience, is that nothing is more

constant than change.

ff2. Re Resolution on the "Failure of the NEC to Perform

its Constitutional Duty.

"

For sheer pettiness and willful contentiousness this reso- (

lution takes the cake.

The use of the word "cover" was raised with accusatory

belligerence by the NEC member from Region #2 at the 1976 NEC

Session. The NEC after hearing the NEC member's complaint and

his not very subtle implications of deliberate misrepresentation

by the National Secretary and after hearing the explanation of

the National Secretary and being reminded that the correspondence

and the entries in the Subcommittee minutes they had received

made clear the matter under consideration, ignored the complaint.

In fact, the NEC member from Region #2 never made any specific

motion for the committee to act on.

After all this had taken place, the entire question of

demonstrations was referred to a Committee on Party Policy,

The NEC member from Region if 2 was a member of that committee.

The Committee's report makes no reference to the matter.

Since he failed to get the NEC to take any action on his

complaint the NEC member from Region #2 apparently decided to

"appeal" the case. And where did he appeal it, to an unorgan-

izational joint committee of the two New York sections. It is

obvious that that committee drafted the resolution in question.

And it could only have done so on the basis of the information

and interpretations given it by the NEC member from Region #2,

who was himself a member of that joint committee. In effect,

he sat as one of the judges on his own "appeal."

If the NEC member from Region #2 believed the NEC had
erred in not acting affirmatively on his complaint at the NEC

session, he_ should have appealed the matter to the convention,

He had no business involving the two sections, that wholly

aside from his further unorganizational conduct in not only
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countenancing an unorganizational committee, but serving on it.

One point in the resolution calls for comment: The con-

stitutional provision defining the area of jurisdiction of a

section does not give the section final authority or autonomy

in that area. What that constitutional provision does is

limit the section's activity and jurisdiction to that area.

It does not limit the National Organization's jurisdiction in

any area. The National Organization can plan and conduct

activities, or authorize others to conduct special activities

in any area whether there is a section there or not. And it

has done so for decades repeatedly. National Organizers have

been sent into section areas time and again just as field

workers have been more recently. Sections are almost always

consulted for practical reasons, or notified when time doesn't

permit consultation. But it is the National Office that de-

cides when and where it shall conduct an activity. And on

more than one occasion national organizers have been sent into

areas even after the Section involved expressed the opinion

that it was not in favor of that being done.

The National Office readily granted in the case under dis-

cussion that it had erred in judgment, not in procedure , in

not sending Section New York copies of correspondence relating

to an activity in its area. But let it be made crystal clear

that the National Office did not need the "authorization" or

the "approval" or the "concurrence" or anything else from

Section New York.

And let it be further emphasized that the permission

granted Blanchard was not withdrawn "merely because the demon-

stration was to have been held in an area under the agitational

jurisdiction of Section New York," as the resolution declares.

As I informed all the members of the NEC on June 24, 1976,

ironically by means of copies of a letter addressed specifical-

ly to the NEC member from Region #2:

"My purpose in writing you now is to inform you that late last

Friday (June 18) I learned several facts that neither I nor the Sub

committee knew about when it considered Comrade Blanchard* s request

anent the June 27 demonstration. On Monday (June 21) Comrade
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Blanchard called me and during our conversation confirmed

those facts. I then suggested that he forego doing oiiyihnin

in connection with the June 27 demonstration and not to make

any similar plans until the NEC has resolved the question.

Comrade Blanchard readily agreed."

And those facts did not primarily relate to Section New

York, though the failure of New York to be notified was one

and an incidental one . Blanchard had failed to notify his

own section; he had failed to notify the New Jersey State

Committee by whom he was engaged as a field worker; he had

apparently made arrangements personally with a few others at

least one of whom was a non-member; in short, there had been

a whole series of questionable procedures in connection with

the matter*

Most of these facts had been brought to my attention by

Comrade Robert Clement who sensed that something was amiss

when he learned of the matter through Section Passaic's copies

of the National Office letters to Comrade Blanchard. Comrade

Clement wrote me a personal letter in which among other things

he raised the question whether Section New York should also

have received copies of those letters. I wrote Comrade Clement

in part on June 21, 1976:

"Since it is our understanding that Comrade Blanchard is

working under the constant and direct supervision of the New

Jersey State Committee, it never occurred to me (or to the

NEC Subcommittee) that the state committee was not aware of

the proposed plan regarding the June 27 Gay Rights demonstra-

tion. That assumption was strengthened, if not confirmed,

by the fact that there was no contrary information from the

state committee following its receipt of a copy of my June 4

letter to Comrade Blanchard.

"You have a valid point regarding the fact that the

demonstration is to be held in New York. [Oddly enough neither

the NEC member nor the section had raised this point.] Section

New York, at the very least, should have received copies of the

National Office letters to Comrade Blanchard, 1 can offer no

valid organizational excuse for not having sent such copies to
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!the section. It simply never registered on me (nor on the

Subcommittee) that the event under consideration was outside

the jurisdiction of the New Jersey State Committee. I can

only suggest that subconsciously we assumed that the proposed

plan was known to all the sections in the metropolitan area.

I suggest that as a possible explanation, not as an excuse."

The momentum of unorganizational collusion that the

Kings-New York joint committee generated led not only Section

New York to adopt the resolution on the ridiculous assumption

that the National Office could not authorize any activity in

its "area of jurisdiction," 1 but Section Kings which did not

have the remotest connection with the matter- -it could not

even contend that its area of jurisdiction was involved- -also

adopted the identical resolution.

As for the resolution itself, its premises are in part

totally erroneous and in part half truths; its reasoning and

arguments are either irrelevant even to its premises or un-

tenable from organizational premises; its conclusion is not

only pretentious posturing, it is not only shameful, it is

also a bit ludicrous. It calls for the Convention to repri-

mand the NEC for its failure "to uphold and carry out" the

specific constitutional provision that it "carry out resolutions

of the National Convention and those adopted by a general

vote." Ironically, the resolution on demonstrations in ques-

tion was never adopted by a national convention and was never

approved by a general vote/***

If anybody should be reprimanded, it is hardly the NEC.

ft ft A

Based upon the discussions conducted and the arguments

presented at our meetings over a period of two days, your

committee makes the following findings:

1* That the formation of this Special Joint Committee

by Section Kings County and Section New York for the purpose

of reviewing matters of Party policy constituted a serious

violation of long standing procedure in the Party, and an

unorganizational act.
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2. That in participating in the activity of and serving

on this Special Joint Committee, Comrade John Emanuel violated

his duty as a member of the NEC.

3. That in failing to accurately report the prevailing

situation in the two New York City sections, and in fact by

repeatedly asserting that there was no problem in the way of

unorganizational activity in this area, both before this com-

mittee and in his report to the 1976 NEC Session, Comrade John

Emanuel was in breach of his duty as an NEC member.

fl That the behavior of Comrade John Emanuel in support-

ing the policy changes at the 1976 NEC Session concerning mem-

bership participation in public demonstrations and in capital-

ist trade unions and then speaking out against those rulings

at public events and in private conversations in his region,

is reprehensible, totally unorganizational and a violation of

his duty as an NEC member.

5. That Sections New York and Kings County have consis-

tently failed to implement the decisions of the 1976 National

Convention and the 1976 NEC Session because of their deep

disagreement with the trend of those decisions.

6. That these two sections have also consistently frus-

trated any attempts by certain of their members to implement

these NEC rulings regarding participation in public demon-

strations .

7. That certain members of these two sections have open-

ly criticized the policies adopted by the 1976 National Conven

tion and the NEC Session of that year in the presence of non-

members .

B. That the above constitutes unorganizational and

obstructionist behavior by these two sections bordering on

total disruption.

9. That this conduct on the part of a substantial ele-

Kment in these two sections has as its source an inability to

:accept basic changes in tactical approaches made by the Party,

after approval by the vast majority of its membership, since
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the 1976 National Convention.

10. That these Comrades have fallen into the serious error

of confusing the tactics and principles of a revolutionary

organization, in that they have adopted an erroneous view that

apparently considers questions of tactics as fixed for all time.

11. That such an attitude is in clear contradiction to

fundamental Marxist-De Leonist principles

.

12. That it would appear that this attitude concerning

tactics derives from a distorted and unfortunate view of the

role of Comrade Arnold Petersen in the Party's history that

amounts to a cultist outlook, which does a grave injustice

to the memory of Comrade Petersen and serious harm to the

Party. Such a view inevitably equates the man, the organiza-

tion, and its tactics to the point where any criticism of the

latter is mistakenly interpreted as a repudiation of the man

and of the principles of the organization.

Therefore Be It Resolved:

1. That this Convention rejects the arguments and criti-

cisms set forth in the documents entitled "The Report of the

Special Joint Committee of Sections Greater New York 11 and the

Resolution on the "Failure of the NEC to Perform its Constitu-

tional Duty. 1 '

2, That Comrade John Emanuel be censured for his

^organizational conduct and his violation of his duty as an

NEC member.

3. That Section New York, N.Y. be censured for its

unorganizational conduct.

4, That Section Kings County, N.Y. be censured for its

unorganizational conduct

.

(signed) Robert E. Massi
Stephen Emery
Julius Levin
Bruce Cozzini
Alan Karp, chairperson
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On motion, the report was adopted in its entirety with

one no vote*

A motion was passed that if the sections against which

this convention has taken specific action continue their unorgan-

izational conduct, the NEC is instructed to take appropriate

action promptly to prevent further damage to the Party's inter-

est.

Report of the Committee on Party Policy and Position (Stanley

Karp reporting)

:

Re the resolution on the Role of Party Members in Capital-

ist Unions introduced by B. Reitzes of New York (see pg. 64 )

:

While it is felt that there is a need for practical

guidelines in this area of the union question, reinstating

Article XIII, Section 9, in whatever amended form would not

serve that purpose. Rather it is hoped that the Party begin

to set up such guides to activity in present-day unions based

both on past experience and knowledge which is found still

relevant to present conditions within such unions and new

experience such as may develop through involvement in union

activity for the purpose of providing members of those unions

with the SLP program.

The statement on Economic Organization and the Declaration

of Principles previously inserted into the Constitution were

felt necessary due to the policy on unions as outlined in

Article XIII, Section 9. When the 1976 NEC session and subse-

quent referendum removed from the Party's Constitution the

restrictions on members belonging to and holding office as

encompassed in former Article XIII, Section 9, there remained
in the 1972 edition of the Constitution the above declarations.

When the Constitution was reprinted the National Secretary

removed these two declarations as not having been formally

authorized for inclusion and extraneous to the Constitution

itself* Neither declaration provides an outline or guide to

a new policy on present-day unions, but rather is a restatement
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of basic principles all Party members understand and accept.

While your committee cannot agree with the need to re-

instate the deleted Article and Section, it certainly recog-

nizes the intent of this resolution to be one of emphasizing

the need for developing a policy toward members' activity in

them. It is in this area that your committee feels it could

serve a constructive purpose by offering new suggestions for

the development of a policy toward such activity, suggestions

which will follow.

Your committee recommends nonconcurrence in the Reitzes

resolution.

(signed) Joseph Sabato
Louis Fisher
Bernard Reitzes
George S. Taylor
Stanley Karp, chairperson

On motion, the recommendation of the committee was con-

curred in.

Report of the Committee on Party Policy and Position (Bernard

Reitzes reporting);

On the role of Party members in pro-capitalist unions.

It is your committee's understanding that the Party's

decision to remove from the Constitution Article XIII, Section 9

(restricting Party members from voluntarily joining present-

day unions and limiting the extent of their involvement in

them, including acceptance in them of certain offices and

positions) in no way implies permission to violate basic SLP

principles. Neither, in our view, did that removal provide a

go-ahead signal for Party members' participation in such unions

free of their commitments to the Party's socialist industrial

union program. Nor was it meant to resurrect a policy of try-

ing to capture pro-capitalist unions.

It is our understanding that the removal was enacted to

allow means by which members of the Party could acquire increased

personal knowledge of and experience in the functions and
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that the possible advantages that might thus accrue to I In-

Party will be substantial. But we likewise recognize the

desirability for some general guidelines to assist members

in their conduct in such unions and trust the following will

begin to serve that purpose.

Members of the SLP may join present-day unions and be

active in them and should make their SLP views on unionism

known to theiT fellow workers.

Members of the SLP may accept office in those unions to

which they are elected by their rank-and-file fellow workers,

but may not accept appointive office without prior approval of

the Party's National Executive Committee.

Members of the SLP may serve on such unions' negotiating

and/or strike committees but should, if doing so, attempt to

educate their fellow workers in those unions to the limitations

of such activities and to the facts of the class struggle and

the Party's program of revolutionary unionism.

(signed] Bernard Reitzes
Joseph Sabato
Louis Fisher
George S. Taylor
Stanley Karp, chairperson

A motion to strike out the third sentence in the first

paragraph of the report, "Nor was it meant to resurrect a

policy of trying to capture pro-capitalist unions/ 1 was defeated

On motion, the report of the committee was adopted,

A ten-minute recess was declared at 9 p.m.

The convention reconvened at 9:15 p.m.
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Committee On Party Policy and Position {Stan Karp reporting) t

Re Policy Change On international Situation—Part I

For two years a small minority of Party members has per-

sisted in pressing the contention that the May 10, 1975 Weekly

People editorial on "The Vietnamese Victory" unbrganizationally

and undemocratically changed Party policy in violation of estab-

lished Party practice. Although this contention was rejected

at the 1975 NEC Session, the 1976 National Convention, and, by

implication, in the referendum endorsement o£ the Resolution on

Party Positions, this minority has refused to accept or defer

to the rejection of its views. Hence the question is once again

before the organization. (See pages 84 and 111.)

The refusal of the minority to accept the decisions made f

and its insistence on pressing the issue to the verge of ob-

structing the Party's work at various levels raises serious

questions about the judgment and intent of these comrades.

For the 197 7 convention to be preoccupied with redebating pro-

perly resolved issues has meant the neglect of any number of

other pressing, "critical matters*

However, it is because the issue remains a sensitive one,

and because the Party must bend over backwards in the present

situation to admit extensive debate, and further because there

may be members with serious and sincere reservations about as-

pects of this question that we have taken it up again, and are

attempting to respond in detail. The answer that this conven-

tion arrives at must be decisive and definitive enough to settle

this issue once and for all.

in order to be absolutely clear on all aspects of the

issue it is necessary to make a careful and deliberate examin-

ation of the procedural and organizational matters involved.

It is an open secret known to everyone in the SLP, that

the Weekly People has been functioning in violation of the

Party's Constitution for over four years, ever since the exit

of the last editor. In this respect, the Party's normal super-

vision of its official journal has not been in effect. On

these grounds a formal charge of unconstitutionality could lit-
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erally be made against every single issue of the Weekly

People*

The Party has been forced to operate with an unprecedented

editorial staff operation. With varying degrees of success

the Weekly People staff, the NEC, the National Secretary, the

convention and the Party as a whole have tried to wrestle with

and resolve the problems which this situation has created. All

this has further taken place within the context of an extensive

debate on many Party issues.

This background is essential to a clear understanding of

the situation under discussion. For in the opinion of your com-

mittee, it makes little sense for the question of editorial

authority to be left unresolved NEC session after session, con-

vention after convention, and for Party members to then make

charges of "unorganizational procedure" between those meetings

against those who have been left to handle the problem as best

they can.

Important as this may be however, it is only background.

There are far more telling reasons why the charges that have

been raised—charges which run from making a wholly unorganiza-

tional break with past Party tradition to the commission of a

dangerous precedent that literally threatens the Party's in-

tegrity and existence—are untenable.

The essential premise of everyone who has raised this con-

tention is that the May 10 editorial established a new Party

position on the international situation without prior approval.

Yet without exception, none of those arguing this position have

ever made an attempt to demonstrate how and to what extent

the editorial contravened the old policy and established a new

one- The claim is raised as if it were self-evident. Neither

the New York nor the Monmouth resolution quotes a single sen-

tence from the editorial in question or compares it to previous

policy.

What all who make the charge do—and must do in order to

support their contention— is lump indiscriminately the May 10

editorial that appeared in the Weekly People and the IB-page
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document on the question of self-determination that was sub-

mitted to the NEC in May 1975*

This distinction between the two documents, which is not

at all a subtle one, is crucial. For in fact it was the NEC's

endorsement of the 18-page statement which constituted and set

forth the change in Party policy.

The May 10 editorial was a very limited, incomplete treat-

ment (described by itself as "offhand") of a major event in

world affairs. A reading of the editorial makes it clear that

it did not propose a new world view or a new position on the

international situation.

Within a month of the editorial's appearance, the NEC met

and endorsed a separate document which did indeed set forth a

position on the issue of self-determination and the international

situation, and which was a reversal of previous Party policy.

But none of that document, and none of the major ideas in that

document, appeared in the Weekly People prior to the NEC's ap-

proval. In order to raise the charge of unorganizational usur-

pation it is necessary to ignore the rather thorough distinction

between the minimal comment which appeared in the Weekly People

and the extensive argumentation and discussion of Party policy

that went through established Party channels.

Even if one were to argue—incorrectly in our view—that

the May 10 editorial overstepped some ill-defined bounds, it

is completely misleading to equate that editorial with the

change in Party policy that has occurred on the international

situation. The most that could be charged is that the editorial

omitted points that had been made in the past, or that its

analysis was wrong and should have been corrected.

Yet even this is not decisive. For the charges of an

unprecedented departure from past Party practice made against

the May 10 editorial are based on a false reading of Party

history and past Weekly People practice.

Contrary to accusations, the appearance of Weekly People

articles which have initiated Party policy are not at all new

to the Weekly People. New York's contention that "It has long
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been established practice for the Weekly People to reflect

Party policy, not to initiate it" may be true as a generaliza-

tion, but it has been repeatedly contradicted by traditional

Party practice. In fact the appearance of Weekly People articles

that initiated policy are included among the most venerated

chapters in the Weekly People's history.

What body, for example, gave "prior approval" to the major

Party policy setting articles written by Comrade De Leon in the

series, "As to Politics"? Who approved Comrade Petersen's land-

mark article on the Russian revolution in November 1917 before

it was published? The assumption that no major Party policy

statements have ever appeared in the Weekly People without

prior Partywide discussion and executive approval is simply

not accurate- Even if the May 10 editorial did everything at-

tributed to it—and we have said it did not— it would not have

represented an unprecedented break with all past Party tradi-

tion.

To be sure the possibility that articles will appear in

the Weekly People which are either wrong or misstate the Party's

policy is both conceivable and has happened on any number of

occasions (e.g., articles on Yugoslavia in the 50' s and Cuba

in the GO's). But again the most that can be charged against

such articles is that they are wrong and need to be corrected-

The endless contentions that have been made about an unprece-

dented, dangerous violation of procedure that literally has

been accused of threatening the Party's integrity and existence

do not stand up against the light of the history of our Party's

press.

As De Leon himself pointed out, it is "quite imaginable"

that "whatever members of the SLP may happen to be put in charge

of the editorial management of the Party's English-speaking

organ may fail to voice the Party's views on this or any other

vital question that may spring up." In the event of such a

situation, De Leon argued, the Party's executive bodies have

a responsibility to review the item in question and take ap-

propriate action.

This is precisely what happened in the case of the May 10
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editorial, which appeared, was questioned, and the Party's

position set down by the executive body within a brief span of

time.

Ironically the correctness of this procedure was clearly

acknowledged by NEC member Comrade John Emanuel just a few months

ago. In endorsing a Press Committee report which refuted these

same charges then raised by Section Monmouth Co. , Comrade Emanuel

wrote "If an article appears in the Party's official organ, that

expresses views contrary to any existing policy or Party posi-

tion, when it is shown to be such, a retraction and correction

must be published in the Weekly People. This is the organiza-

tional procedure that serves the best interests of the Party.

Any other procedure may lead to irreparable damage to our

Party. ,r This was written in February of this year. Yet at

that time comrade Emanuel was serving on a joint committee

which has sent to this convention through the New York sections

resolutions making precisely the same charges he rejected then.

Despite the weight of these arguments, it is possible to

go further, for those who contend that the old "superpower" po-

sition was the Party's democratically held policy, and was un-

organizationally contravened without prior approval are on

ground that grows more shaky with each closer look.

It would seem to be incumbent on those who support the

organizational integrity of the previous position to answer the

following questions. What body approved the "superpower theory"

before it appeared in the Weekly People? At what convention

was it debated? When was it submitted to referendum vote?

All the minority resolutions cite extensively the NEC's

1966 session report where the great power imperialist analysis

was endorsed. Yet as the present National Secretary pointed

out at the 1975 NEC Session, articles expounding that position

—

some written by himself—appeared more than three months before

the NEC met. In fact the superpower analysis can be found in

the Weekly People several years before that, that is several

years before it was expressly adopted as Party policy by the

HEC.

Moreover, in the 1975 report there is extensive documenta-
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tion that Marx, Engels, De Leon, the socialist movement in gen-

eral and the SLP in particular, supported the right of nations

to self-determination, at least up to WW II. It would be inter-

esting for the New York members and others who share their views,

who express grave concern about unorganizational, undemocratic

reversals of Party policy, to point out how and why the long-

standing socialist position in support of the right of self-

determination was reversed and replaced with the superpower

theory. Again where is the Partywide discussion, the referen-

dum, the convention act? Where is a fraction of the democratic

debate . and membership participation that has surrounded the

recent change?

In sum, your committee finds the charges of procedural

violations and unprecedented breaks with Party practice to be

unfounded. An editorial appeared. It was the NEC's responsi-

bility to review it, and its proper organizational perogative

to use the occasion to make a new departure in Party policy

which has benefitted the organization and corrected a serious

error, if there is something wrong with this procedure it

did not begin with the May 10 issue.

For two years this question has simmered and occupied

countless time and energy. As all too often in the past, a

contentious, largely fruitless debate on procedure has been

allowed to override the far more important consideration of the

political content and substance of the two policies at issue.

In fact there is suggestive evidence that the endless procedural

issue has in some instances been raised by those whose real

target was repeal of the substance of the Party's renewed in-

ternationalist stand and who sought a handle to do so. This

has come at the detriment of debate with those who may have

substantive, political reservations about the policy change.

In closing we have one final question for those who con-

tend that the recent functioning of Party procedure has been

undemocratic, or that review of the Weekly People has somehow

been suppressed. We ask what they think would have happened

in the past, if a group of members who remained silent on the

editorial to which they objected for 24 months, were to come
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to a convention with a resolution to reopen and reverse a de-

cision on which their views had been rejected by the NEC, a

convention, and a referendum vote within two years. We think

the treatment their views have received testify to the spirit

of Party democracy and its application to a fault—perhaps

well past that.

Your committee urges adoption of this report and further

suggests that in event of endorsement, the convention go on

record as opposed to entertaining any further procedural argu-

ments relating to this matter.

Fraternally submitted/

[signed] Joseph Sabato
Louis Fisher
George S. Taylor
Stan Karp, chairperson

B, Reitzes did not sign the report.

On motion, Part I of the report was concurred in.

Committee on Party Policy and Position (Stan Karp reporting)

:

Re Policy Change On International Situation—Part II )

In addition to being incorrect on the procedural issue,

the New York resolution on reversal contains certain lines of

argument which in the opinion of your committee typify the

kind of reasoning and charges which have contributed to devisive

ness within the organization and demonstrate a number of false

premises. The implications of these arguments should be recog-

nized as unconstructive, even harmful to the organization, and

in no way contributing to a free exchange and relevant debate

on substantive issues* We offer four examples.

1. Perhaps most typical of the kind of argument which

makes relevant discussion impossible right from the start is

paragraph two of the reversal resolution. "No one in the SLP

will dispute that the Party and the principle are one. That

being the case, it follows that Party policy and principle are

likewise one. Hence, drastic departures from previously held
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positions on "national independence' movements, firmly rooted

in sound Marxist-De Leonist analyses of society, constitute

parallel departures from Party principle, thereby rendering

the revolutionary SLP less and less distinguishable from the

New Left and the various 'socialist 1 pretenders- But even

more, departures from principle constitute serious on-going

threats to Party integrity."

Your committee finds the leap from the statement "Party

and principle are one" to the contention that "policy and

principle are likewise one" to be the kind of argument which

right away distorts the issues under discussion. Failure to

recognize the necessary distinction between principle and

policy makes it nearly impossible for the Party to consider

many important policy

,

t

analytical , tactical issues, etc*, with-

out the specter of an imminent and dangerous departure from

principle being raised. Your committee feels that the Party's

basic principles, Marxism~De Leonism and the SIU program, were

never in any way under discussion in the debate over the Party's

analysis of national Independence movements. The attempt to

imply that they were is part and parcel of the effort in the

New York resolutions to charge those who have supported recent

changes with an abandonment of revolutionary principles. To

charge one's opponents with an abandonment of Party principles

in a policy debate over which reasonable comrades may differ

is precisely the type of argument which hinders and blocks con-

structive debate. Like the procedural issue it diverts atten-

tion from the import and substance of the policy.

2. Another characteristically incorrect argument can be

found in the second paragraph. Instead of arguing against the

specific points put forth in support of the internationalist

position, the Mew York resolution attempts to discredit the

Party's view with a leftist smear: guilt by implication. It

says the current position renders the SLP "less and less dis-

tinguishable from the New Left and the various 'socialist' pre-

tenders*" This charge is out of order on at least two counts.

A. In the first place the whole line of thinking reflects
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sectarianism and strengthens the contention that the New York

position does not come from a concrete analysis of the Indo-

china war, but from an irresistable urge to define themselves

in opposition to other groups. It likewise reflects an acute

lack of familiarity with both the left and U.S. politics in

general. The New York view that the Vietnam war was essentially

a struggle between two superpower blocs, and that there was no

important difference between the independence forces and the

Saigon dictatorship, is not the unique view the New York mem-

bers seem to think it is. It is a view that was held by the

U.S. ruling class, George Meany, a host of anti-communist Social

Democrats, similar left liberals and today is even advanced by

certain dogmatic Maoist sects- In some ways it is the super-

power analysis that became Mess and less distinguishable," to

use the resolution's phrase, from the views of those who would

rather give the impression of siding with the U.S. ruling class

than show any support for the independence movement. We have

never chosen to initiate this line of argument since it is

really irrelevant to the correctness or incorrectness of a given

position. But if it were to be admitted, it would be necessary

to consider the "company" that the New York position prefers

to keep.

Our main point, however, is that such charges should be

avoided altogether.

(7) In the third paragraph is the third example we wish

to cite of the unwarranted and indefensible argumentation used

by the supporters of the resolution. It states that the "mis-

direction" of those supporting the new position "apparently

stems from the desperate attempt to attract greater and greater

numbers to the SLP."

This is a clear charge of opportunism, and reflects the

type of thinking which greatly disturbs the committee and which

should be repudiated. It seems that the New York members could

not even realize that those who supported a change in Party

policy (a majority in the SLP) "did so because they felt the

old policy was wrong and the new one was right. Instead it is

assumed that all who disagree with the New York position must
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be "desperate" members ready to abandon Marxism in the hopes

of recruiting members. This is a prime example of reasoning

that is both self-righteous and posturing. It also reflects

a decided lack of receptiveness to Cdebatey The argument has

no political substance at all, yet it is held with such vehe-

mence that the possibility that some of our difficulties in

recruiting members may have stemmed from propounding false,

mechanical theories is totally ignored ^and the motives of their

opponents are'^aEtackedT""' A Marxist Party cannot survive if it

allows important debates^on its policy to degenerate to this

level.

4.7 The last example we wish to cite is on the bottom of

page five. There the resolution charges that the Weekly Peo-

ple staff's report to the 1976 convention ^challenged Comrade

Petersen's Marxian analysis and indeed his knowledge of Marxism. 1

;

It should be clear to all members that it is the New York

sections who have introduced personalities into this discussion,

and who make Comrade Petersen responsible for the policy now

repudiated_as xliccxrect^ The staff, as the resolution quote

itself shows, always addressed itself to the "earlier position"

and the Party position. Nowhere did it remotely raise anything

that couldTbe termed an attack on Comrade Petersen's knowledge

of Marxism, and the effort of the resolution to imply such an

attack appears to be a rather disingenuous effort to cloud the

issue.

However this reasoning is faulty on an even deeper level.

What if the staff had specifically challenged Comrade Petersen's

analysis as an individual on some specific question? Is that

not permissable? Does the SLP have individuals, past or present,

whose analysis on a given question can never be properly ques-

tioned? The founders of socialist science taught a critical

scientific attitude that we should apply far too well to ever

go in for hero worship. If this has not been clearly recognized

in the past, it is important that it be so now.

This is just some of the argumentation in the New York

resolution which your committee feels should be rejected. We

also note that in appearance before the committee none of the
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New York members, for the most part, agreed with the criticisms

of the nature of their arguments. We feel it is important that

the convention make clear its opposition to the kind of reasoning

outlined above in the interests of promoting a more constructive

and assuring relevant debate on the important matters before

the organisation today.

Fraternally submitted,

[signed] Joseph Sabato
Louis Fisher
George S. Taylor
Stan Karp, chairperson

B. Reitzes did not sign the report.

On motion. Part II of the report was concurred in.

Committee on Party Policy and Position (Stan Karp reporting)

:

Re Policy Change On International Situation—Part f III

With regard to the content and substance of the Party's

policy on the international situation and its analysis of na-

tional independence movements and anti-imperialist struggles

in the underdeveloped countries, your committee by a 4 to 1

vote urges that it not be reversed. On the contrary, in line

with the 19 75 NEC Session, the 1976 National Convention and

the referendum vote on the resolution on Party positions, we

endorse the new policy as an important correction of previous

analysis.

Though we have dealt with the issues of procedure and ar-

gumentation, your committee holds that the fundamental flaw in

the reversal resolution is its attempt to reintroduce an anal-

ysis that was wrong* The previous position placed an incor-

rect and overwhelming emphasis on the role of the superpower

camps, and held that the imperialist designs of these two super-

power blocs, in general, negated the importance and signifi-

cance of the anti-imperialist struggles that have taken place

since WW II. In so doing, we believe the old policy did not

accurately portray the relationship of factors and did not

1S4

analyze accurately the significance of national independence
struggles as they relate both to the collapse of the capitalist
empire around the globe and to the progress of history in the
underdeveloped countries themselves.

We agree that the old policy by emphasizing the role of
the superpowers concentrated and focused on external factors
to the exclusion of the necessary analysis of the internal

struggles within each of the countries, and equally important
the relationship of these struggles to the international class

struggle and its ultimate aim—a world socialist order.

The new position, while recognizing the dimension of super-

power conflict at work throughout the globe, does not consider
this conflict to be the dominant force in history at this time.

Instead it correctly gives decisive weight to a concrete anal-

ysis of the struggle of the oppressed classes involved, sup-

ports their fight for self-determination and political indepen-

dence, and recognizes in the imperialist ruling classes of the

world a common enemy of oppressed classes in both the developed
and underdeveloped nations. It also recognizes, in the examples
of Vietnam and the former Portuguese colonies of Africa, that
there is a direct connection between the defeat of an imperialist

ruling class abroad and the state of the class struggle within

the imperialist countries at home. These events are vivid ex-

amples of the truth that the class struggle, despite differing

conditions and different stages of development, is indeed inter-

national, and that it is the common interests of both the work-

ers and other oppressed classes in the underdeveloped nations,

and the proletariat of the advanced nations to struggle for the

defeat of imperialism and capitalism.

It should be further understood, that the Party's interna-

tionalist stand is in no way a blanket endorsement of every

movement in the world claiming to fight against imperialism.

In line with the 1975 NEC Session report we reassert that

"Whether or not such a movement should get unqualified support

of course depends on a concrete analysis of the specific con-

ditions involved. This point is crucial to guard against over-

simplified generalizations*"
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It is within this context of an internationalist socialist

perspective and an on-going application of Marxist analysis

to the specific situations involved, that your committee urges

rejection of the resolution on reversal, and reaffirms its sup-

port for the Party's present stand on internationalism.

Fraternally submitted,

[signed] Joseph Sabato
Louis Fisher
George S. Taylor
Stan Karp, chairperson

B. Reitzes did not sign the report.

On motion. Part III of the report was concurred in.

Motion passed to suspend the rules and entertain the

Report of the Committee on Resolutions.

On motion, the convention adjourned to reconvene at

9 a.m., Wednesday, June 1, amended to reconvene at 11 a.m
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MORNING SESSION, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 1

The convention was called to order at 11:15 a.m.

Vito De Lisi was elected chairperson.

Alan Karp was elected vice chairperson.

On roll call, all present with the exception of Edward
Swiatek, John O'Neill, Edna Barnes and George Taylor, all of

whom arrived shortly.

A motion was made and seconded that the minutes reflect
the fact that in the debate on the reports of the Committees
on State of Organization and on Party Policy and Position
dealing with the Kings~New York "Joint Report" and resolu-

tions, John Emanuel and Israel Feinberg remained silent
throughout the entire debate; Bernard Reitzes spoke only on
the union question and Barbara Graymont spoke only on the
issue of the Vietnam victory. Motion amended to reflect
that Barbara Graymont also spoke an the union question. The
motion was passed as amended.

The sergeant at arms reported 27 visitors present.

Minutes of the Tuesday, May 31 sessions were adopted as

amended.

Report of the Committee on Staffing of National Headquarters

(Edward Swiatek reporting)

:

Re Resolution on the National Office Help Problem sub-

mitted by S. Blanchard (see pg. 59 ).

Under present circumstances, the committee finds the

proposals impractical and impossible to put into effect. It

recommends nonconcurrence in the resolution.

On motion the recommendation of the committee was con-

curred in.

Re Offers to Join the Weekly People and National Office

Staffs.
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The situation which faced the committee at the beginning

of this convention, as you are well aware, was extremely criti-

cal.

While we cannot assure you that anything near an ideal

solution has been found, we are able to bring before this

convention some hope of relief of the help problem at the

National Headquarters.

We have received promises of support from four members

who have made a commitment to join the Weekly People staff as

writers. Although these members have limited experience as

members and writers, they show potential.

As further reinforcement for the already existing

Weekly People staff, commitments have been received from two

SLP members of long standing. Comrade Stephen Emery has

agreed to a term of at least one year and Comrade Bruce Coszini

oil a permanent basis. This should provide the stability

such a situation requires.

This committee only concerned itself with staffing the

Weekly People, since an adequate staff is essential to the

smooth operation of the rest of the National Headquarters.

The balance of the personnel requirements not mentioned in

this report will be arranged for by the National Office from

among the list of other members who presented themselves as

"available."

Under our present circumstances it is still not possible

for this committee to present a suggestion to fill the office

of Editor of the Weekly People.

However, in order to clarify the procedure which is to

be followed by the Weekly People staff in the absence of an

editor, we present the following:

1, Managerial responsibility (work discipline, employee

relations, overall working conditions, etc.) to be assumed by

the National Secretary as the Party officer in charge of the
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entire headquarters operation.

2. Editorial policy decisions to be made by majority

vote of the Weekly People staff members.

3. Language changes and copy preparation for publication

to be the final authority of the copy editor.

The names of the four applicants have not been listed in

this report pending personal interviews.

(signed) Edna V. Barnes
Peter Kapitz
John O'Neill
Genevieve Gunderson
Edward A. Swiatek, chairperson

On motion, the report was adopted and the recommendations

concurred in.

A motion that the Committee on Staffing the National

Headquarters be directed by the convention to draft a con-

stitutional provision to accommodate the present situation

in the editorial department was defeated.

A motion was made and seconded that Article XI, Section 7

of the Party Constitution be amended to add the following as

a new section Cb) : "In the absence of an Editor, the Weekly

People staff function by majority vote in the determination

of editorial policy."

A substitute motion was made and seconded that a new

Section 7 (b) read: "In the absence of a candidate for Editor

the NEC shall constitute an editorial staff to continue publi-

cation of the Weekly People until such time as a qualified

editoT is installed," Amendment passed to substitute "desig-

nate" for "constitute." Amendment passed to substitute,

"in the continued absence of an Editor," for "in the absence

of a candidate for Editor." The substitute motion as amended

was passed.

Motion passed to add a new section to Article XI, Section 7
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of the Party Constitution to be designated as 7 (c) ;
"Dur-

ing such period the National Secretary shall be responsible

for employee relations in the editorial department."

On motion, the resolution re changing the size and

frequency of the Weekly People was taken from the table. On

motion, the resolution was not concurred in.

Report of the Committee on Resolutions (Richard Whitney re-

porting) :

Revised Resolution on the Energy Crisis,

The so-called "energy crisis" is yet another striking

example of the anti-social character of the capitalist econ-

omic system. As with other manifestations of this deterior-

ating system, the full brunt of this crisis will fall on the

working class.

To elucidate this view, let us make a comparative advan-

tage case- -let us compare what we workers could do if we owned

and controlled the industries, with what we are forced to do,

so long as we accept capitalist ownership and control of

industry.

Under capitalism oil and natural gas are extracted only

so long as they can be sold at a profit. Being an increasingly

mechanized industry, the energy companies have experienced a

fall in the rate of profit over the years (although their

profits in absolute terms have been astronomical). There has

thus been a tendency towards progressively smaller energy

company investments in domestic oil and gas extraction, and

more capital invested in other activities. One such activity

is investment in foreign oil and gas extraction, which makes

these supplies subject not only to the monopolistic market

manipulations of the energy companies, but of the political

cartel known as OPEC as well.

The only way that the capitalist system can continue to

produce domestic supplies of oil and natural gas is to increase

profit incentives by using their monopolistic strangle-hold on

the market to withhold supplies and force the price up. This

has led to an absurd situation: They can only extract addition-

al oil and gas by providing less of it, at a higher price.

Moreover, this rising price does not merely reflect the rising

cost of extraction, but also an increase in required profit

incentive for each increment of cost increase, as the process

continues to become more mechanized.

Thus, the shortages we face today do not result from the

accepted fact that these resources are in finite supply, but

rather from the fact that the capitalist controllers of the

energy industry benefit from creating shortages before they

occur naturally* According to all estimates that are undis-

torted by corporate interests, we could extract enough petrol-

eum from the earth beneath the U.S. alone to last at least 50-

60 years at present rates of consumption, and enough natural

gas to last at least another 30 years at present rates of

consumption,

Ori the energy demand question, we workers could design far

more efficient methods of using these finite resources such

that they could last far longer than the above estimates.

These methods could readily be applied in transportation and

industrial processes, home and building heating, and products
for consumption.

But under capitalism, it is now more profitable to have

us use trucks instead of trains, cars instead of mass transit,

electrical heating instead of a variety of less wasteful methods,

etc. Here again, the limits of nature are circumscribed by

the limits of our economic system.

In addition, if we workers established socialism, we

could use far more efficient methods of extracting and trans-

porting the fuels themselves. But under capitalism, cutting

costs to the minimum brings profits to the maximum, and we

are forced to act accordingly* Also, we workers could allocate
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both our research and production labor time toward a serious

effort to apply solar energy to perform various tasks, but

since it is not presently profitable enough to the big energy

companies, it is not being done on a major scale.

Tn short, we workers could very easily use our existing

supplies of non-renewable energy sources for a long enough

period of time to effect the transition to safe and renewable

sources of eneTgy, without any appreciable inroads being made

on our quality of life. But under capitalism, inroads on our

quality of life will be the only appreciable type of "conserva-

tion" that we are likely to see, the extraction of fossil

fuels will cease long before the recoverable supplies have

been exhausted, and the transition to safe, renewable sources

of energy is a doubtful proposition at best.

The "energy crisis," then, is an artificial situation en-

gendered by the conditions of capitalism. Under these condi-

tions, the workers of this country have been asked to accept

not only more austerity, but accelerated construction of nuclear

fission power plants, investments into an expanded breeder

reactor program, and accelerated production of strip-mined

coal. Nuclear fission reactors not only pose grave environ-

mental dangers, but are economically viable only with subsi-

dies from tax money, and will become still less viable as sup-

plies of uranium diminish, Breeder reactors might be econom-

ically viable, but the potential environmental dangers are

far more serious. As for accelerating the strip-mining program,

we deal here not with potential dangers, but a practice that

has spelled environmental disaster, of which we have seen con-

siderable evidence

.

Fortunately, many members of the working class have recog-

nised that these alternatives are unacceptable, and have begun

active resistance to the attempts to have them forced upon us.

It is imperative that we of the Socialist Labor Party also

raise our voices and state that these alternatives are not
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only unacceptable, but, based on the foregoing summary analy-

sis, are also not in the least bit necessary* Therefore, be

it resolved at this 30th National Convention of the Socialist

Labor Party that:

1. The SLP declares that the continued calls for sacri-

fice on the part of the working class stem not from the empiri-

cal need to conserve natural resources , but rather from the

fact that profit motivation precludes the possibility of con-

servation through restructuring industrial practices, and

limits our ability to produce such resources.

2. The SLP is opposed to such methods of energy production

as strip mining and nuclear power development as they are

currently practiced under capitalism, where profit considera-

tions are ranked above considerations of safety and logic.

3. These methods cannot be legislated out of existence,

and capitalism in decay is incapable of providing an accept-

able alternative energy policy. Therefore, the SLP shall make

every effort to promote the one alternative that can both halt

these practices and end the so-called "energy crisis" that

makes them appear to be necessary. This solution can only

consist of the establishment of democratic worker ownership

and control of the industries as described in the socialist

industrial union program of the SLP.

4. The SLP shall support movements such as those resist-

ing current nuclear energy expansion and strip mining. When-

ever and wherever possible, we shall encourage them to go

beyond the narrow scope of their current activity, and work

towards the socialist reconstruction of society.

The committee recommended concurrence in the resolution

and that it be included in the mini-pamphlet on the energy

crisis previously approved by the convention for publication.

A motion to amend the resolution by deleting Resolve No. 2

was defeated, A motion to amend the resolution so that the

sense of Resolve No. 2 be retained, but specific reference to
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strip .mining and nuclear power be omitted, was defeated. On

motion, the committee's recommendation was concurred in.

Report of the Committee on Agitation (Richard Bell reporting);

1. Re resolution on conducting write-in campaigns only

submitted by D. Churchill, Csee pg. 97 ):

Your committee recommends nonconcurrence because decisions

on write-in campaigns should be based on each concrete situation

On motion, the recommendation of the committee was con-

curred in.

2. Re resolution on establishing inner-Party lending

library submitted by D. Churchill (see pg. 97 ):

Your committee recommends rejection. We believe the

resolution is impractical at this time and does not provide

a means for its implementation.

On motion, the recommendation of the committee was con-

curred in.

3. Re resolution on Field Workers submitted by S. Blan-

chard (see pg. 59 ) :

Your committee recommends nonconcurrence because it is

vague and impractical; and offers the following substitute

proposals

:

The Section, the State Committee, or in the absence of a

State Committee, the NEC member in the region where it is felt

field workers would be of value attempt to find and recruit

potential field workers from the local area, if possible.

Also, that Comrades Connie Blomen, Sidney Blanchard and

Pat McCann constitute a special committee to prepare guide-

lines for field workers to be submitted to the National Office

before the next convention.

We move concurrence in this report.

On motion, the report of the committee was concurred in.
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4. Re motion on agitational material submitted by J.
Levin Csee pg. 11-3}

;

Your committee recommends rejection as premature and
recommends the following substitute motion:

Your committee recommends that sections confer with their
State Committees and/or NEC members to investigate the feasi-
bility and practicability of acquiring Gestetner printing equip
ment

.

We move concurrence with this recommendation.

A motion to amend the committee's recommendation to add,
"That subdivisions write to Section Camden County for informa-
tion on reproduction processes," was defeated. On motion, the
committee's recommendation was concurred in.

5, Re resolution on Party policy regarding economic
agitation and organization submitted by Section Minneapolis
Csee pg. 68) :

Your committee recommends rejection. We agree with
the sentiment expressed in the resolution, but believe a sub-
stitute resolution is called for.

The substitute resolution we propose is as follows:

To propagate the principles of revolutionary industrial
unionism your committee recommends the following specific
actions:

A. Leaflet committees concentrate on distributing appro-
priate leaflets at factory and plant gates and concentrate on
forming contacts with workers in the plants covered. Such
propaganda to be phrased and constructed in a manner most
likely to appeal to and be understood by workers generally,
given their current level of consciousness and political under-
standing, and where and when possible on conditions related ,

to the specific workplaces.

B. Where and when practical and feasible, members es-
tablish shop floor groups or committees or join existing
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caucuses of dissident union workers for the purpose of educat-

ing and agitating for the principles of industrial democracy.

C Subdivisions should also encourage and if possible,

advise'and assist Party sympathizers to carry on similar actons

in their workplaces.

Move concurrence.

On motion, the recommendations of the committee were

concurred in.

6, Re resolution on practical work in the field submitted

by S. Blanchard [see pg. 59):

your committee recommends rejection, as it is too vague

and recommends the following substitute resolution'

The decline in Party activity outlined in Section I of

the report makes it imperative that the Party reexamine its

tactics with a view to qualitatively improving its agitational

effectiveness.

Your committee believes that members should search out

potential opportunities for Party members to intervene in the

class struggle to introduce its revolutionary politics in a

nonopportunist way.

To reverse the tendency towards a self-imposed isolation,

your committee recommends that:

A Where and when feasible SLP members participate in

demonstrations, such as on Southern Africa, S.l, nuclear and

environmental issues, minority, women and gay rights. Such

participation will depend on the concrete situation, but where

feasible and practical members should carry appropriate placards,

speak from platforms and leaflet the demonstrators.

B Your committee also recommends that members intervene

in movements such as the women's movement, environmental move-

ment and civil rights movement and in neighborhood associations

and boycotts, in accordance with the above objectives.

We move concurrence.
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On motion, the recommendations of the committee were

concurred in.

7. Re the Weekly People Sub Drive;

Your committee cannot agree too strongly with the need to

increase the number of subscribers to the Weekly People, The

recent sub drive had a goal of 1,000 new subs in. three months.

While the goal was not attained, some progress was made in

that approximately 500 new subs were secured.

There are two aspects to consider if the Party is to

continue the progress that was begun with the sub drive. First,

how to continue increasing the number of new subs; second, how

to keep our new subscribers.

To implement the first consideration, your committee

recommends that the Party initiate a new one-month sub drive

to be completed before the end of 1977. We further recommend
that each section or local Party body set its own realistic

goal and specify the month for attaining it. This information

is to be conveyed to the National Office before the commence-

ment of the drive, and a tabulation of the subdivision's results

is to be submitted at the close of the drive.

Your committee believes that the rank-and-file involvement

in setting their own goals will be an element for success.

Furthermore, we recommend that comrades who have already had

some success in obtaining subs submit their ideas to the SLP

Newsletter.

The other consideration, turning these short-term sub-

scribers into permanent readers, is as important, if not more
important, than obtaining the subs in the first place.

Your committee recommends that the member who secured the

initial trial sub call back within the four months to encourage

the subscriber to extend his/her subscription. An inducement

of free Party literature or other material might be offered to

encourage renewal,
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Your committee would, finally, like to commend the follow-

ing people for their outstanding work during the sub drive:

Constance Blomen of Massachusetts, 63 subs; R. Moro of Califor-

nia, 52 subs; James Brinning of New York, 16 subs; and V. Sadot

of Delaware, 13 subs; also the numerous other comrades who

obtained more than their goal of two subs during the drive.

We recommend concurrence.

(signed) Edward Wizek
Connie Blomen
Robert L. Cain
Sid Blanchard
Richard Bell, chairperson

On motion, the report of the committee was concurred in.

Motion made and seconded that the 1978 National Convention

of the Socialist Labor Party be held in May in Chicago,

Amendment that it be held in Philadelphia passed. Motion

as amended passed.

Motion passed that Chicago be designated as the alternate

site for the 1978 National Convention.

Motion that a series of articles be written for publication

in the Weekly People summing up the changes in Party policy

and position. Motion amended, that the articles be submitted

to the NEC Subcommittee for approval before publication. Motion

as amended passed.

On motion, Article V, Section 5 of the Party's Constitution

was amended by deleting the last sentence which read: "Nor

shall a member of the National Executive Committee function as

permanent national organizer, but he/she may be toured for

specific purposes, and for definite periods."

Motion made and seconded that Article V, Section 6, of the

Party's Constitution be amended by removing the clause "and no

permanent, paid employee of the Committee." Amendment to

insert in its place "and no permanent, paid headquarters employee,"

passed. Motion as amended passed.

Motion that the six 1976 campaign-related reports referred
to in the report of the National Secretary to the convention
Cpg. 23 ) not be included in the printed proceedings of the
convention. Amended that these be printed periodically in the
SLP Newsletter. Motion as amended passed.

The National Secretary stated that a resolution from
Section Allegheny County on a proposed reorganization plan
had been overlooked by the committee to which it was referred.
Motion passed that this resolution be circulated through the
SLP Newsletter,

Motion that the National Office finance the procurement of
equipment for the duplication of Weekly People articles as
leaflets on a regional basis, with $7,500 allocated for that
purpose and the implementation of the proposal left to the
National Office, was defeated.

B. Reitzes, J. Emanuel and I. Feinberg requested to be
excused for the balance of the convention.

Motion passed that this convention go on record as ex-
pressing the profound gratitude of the entire Party for the
loyalty and dedication displayed by the staff of the Weekly
People, the National Headquarters staff and the National Office
during this very trying time in the history of the SLP. One
abstention recorded,

The convention recessed at 2:30 p.m. to allow for prepar-
ation of the minutes.

The convention reconvened at 3:25 p.m.

The minutes of the June 1 session were adopted as
corrected.

Motion passed that the National Office be authorized to
copy edit the minutes before publication.

On motion, the minutes of the convention as a whole were
adopted as corrected.
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On motion, the convention adjourned sine die at 3:40 p.m

Fraternally submitted,

[signed) Genevieve Gunderson

Recording Secretary

(signed] Carol Cozzini

Assistant
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